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SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking
By Pregnant Women May Result in Fetal
Injury, Premature Birth, And Low Birth Weight.
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GROUND LEVEL
Driver turns on Pioneer

car stereo system
featuring a 2 II high-
c:urrent amplifier with

built-in crossover
and Variable Bass
Boost. Beverages

on dashboard
are blasted

onto the laps
of jammin"
passengers.
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A Breakthrough!
"Definitive's New
BP2002 Achieves

An Impossible
Dream."

-Peter Moncrieff, International Audio Review

At $999 ea., the bipolar BP2002 with dual built-in 125 -watt
powered 12" subwoofers approaches the ultimate

performance of Definitive's reference flagship BP2000.
Your Dream Comes True

When Stereo Review's Julian
Hirsch wrote of the BP2000, "...I
would choose these speakers for
myself," we were thrilled and honored
by this highest of compliments. In
fact, since its introduction last year,
Definitive's top -of -the -line BP2000 has
clearly established itself as the most
award -winning and highly reviewed
speaker of all time.

Now, our newest breakthrough, the
BP2002, incorporates similar cutting -
edge technologies in order to achieve
mind -boggling sonic performance
which closely approaches that of our
flagship BP2000. And most important-
ly, the BP2002's significantly lower
price and more compact size will
allow many more lucky listeners like
yourself to own speakers of this
ultimate quality level. Evenence sonic ecstasy, Hear for yourself why top mgh-end guru

Peter Moncrieff raved the "BP2002 achieves an impossible dream."
CIRCLE NO. 15 ON READER SERVICE CARD

See our dealer list on page 12

Music & Movie Perfection
The extraordinary BP2002s incorpo-

rate bipolar technology, which turns
your whole room into a sweet spot
with three-dimensional depth and a
huge sonic image ideal for music and
movie perfection. Truly a unique com-
bination of delicately detailed musical-
ity and totally controlled brute force
for your ultimate listening pleasure!

Whether incorporated in a super
audiophile stereo music system or
combined with matching CLR2002
Center Channel ($499 ea.) and our
bipolar rears for a truly remarkable
AC -3* ready home theater system,
Definitive's magnificent BP2002 will
achieve your impossible dream, too.

Definitive Technology*
The Leader in High -Performance Loudspeakers,.

11105 Valley Hts. Dr.  Baltimore. MD 21117.14101363-7148
Visit us at htip://sk wsk ,oundsitc.comidelinitive. Reggstered Trademark



Home -theater components on our

cover include (from the top in
Bell'Oggetti's Alpha Evoluto rack)
a Panasonic PV -4662 hi -ti VCR. Carver

CT -23 tuner/preamplifier. Rotel
RSP980 surround processor. and Carver
AV -705x live -channel power amplifier
as well as KEF's Q70 slim tower
speakers and Model 90 center speaker

(on top of the 32 -inch Toshiba

CX32E60 TV). See pages 62 and 67
for tips on adding surround -sound

capability to a stereo music system.

Photograph by Roberto Brosan.
Star Wars image, Fox Video.
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STEREO REVIEW ONLINE

Join us at our site on America
Online and link up with thousands
of other people who are interested

in the same good stuff you read
about in STEREO REVIEW. Browse

our message boards and put in

your 20 worth ... or ask for
opinions about equipment or a
special CD. Enter our Libraries and
find a test report from last year.

Pose your questions to the experts

in our live conferences. Somebody
swiped the June issue before
you could get to it? You can find
lots of the information you missed
on STEREO REVIEW ONLINE.

All you need is a computer, a
modem, and America Online
software. To sign up, call America
Online at 1-800-603-8181 for
a free startup kit. Our
keyword is
STEREO REVIEW.
See you in cyberspace!
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CD'S TO DISPLAY TITLES!
Pop a CD in your player and
the number of tracks and
total playing time appear in
the display. People have
long wondered why other
display information, such as
the artist's name, is not
also included in a CD's data
("subcode") area. While it
is technically feasible to
include text, provisions were
never written into the orig-
inal "Red Book" CD standard.
Now co -inventors Sony and
Philips have agreed to revise
the standard so that record
companies can include artist,
album, and song data as well
as other info. Text -capable
CD's and CD players could
be on the market in a year.

DEAD POET
The 200th anniversary on July
21 of the death of Scotland's
national poet, Robert Burns,
is being commemorated
with an album of twenty-
three of his nearly 400 songs,
performed by the country's
leading folk artists. Produced
in Scotland by Linn Records
and released in the U.S.
by the Honest Entertainment
Group, "Volume 1: The
Complete Songs" is the first
CD in a projected series of
twelve collections.

A/V DIGEST
Denon plans to ship the
industry's first Dolby Digital
(AC -3) receiver with THX
5.1 processing in September.
It will sell for $2,800....
After an absence of several
years, Tandberg is re-entering
the U.S. audio market with
the 4000 Series of slim -line
components, including
a preamp, a power amp,
an integrated amp, two CD
players, and a tuner. Ranging
in price from $1,095 to $1,895,
the products will be avail-
able from Jason Scott Distrib-
uting of Wyndmoor, PA....
Cambridge SoundWorks has
acquired the RDL Acoustics
brand name created a few
years ago by audio luminary
Roy Allison and hired

him as a consultant to design
speakers under that brand....
Zenith is rolling out a high -
end electronics brand called
Inteq. Initial products
will include direct -view and
projection TV sets with
Dolby Pro Logic decoding and
BBE "high definition" audio
processing, a giant -screen
front -projection monitor,
VCR's, DVD products, and
home -theater speakers. A 35 -
inch TV with Internet access
is expected to be available
this fall.... Sony offers a free
two -CD set with the purchase
of certain Discman and CD
boombox products. The Goo
Goo Dolls, Blues Traveler,
and the Dave Matthews Band
are among the set's seven-
teen artists, in recordings
from the national radio show
Modern Rock Live.

CELEBRITY PRATFALLS
If you love to hear disastrous
music made by famous
people from other fields, two
books will be of interest.
Hollywood Hi-Fi by George
Gimarc and Pat Reeder
(St. Martin's Griffin, $18.95)
includes scathing descrip-
tions of albums and singles
recorded by such thespians
as Bette Davis, Joe Pesci,
Anthony Perkins, Goldie
Hawn, and William Shatner.
Ron Lof man takes a more
sober look at these shaky
career moves in Goldmine's
Celebrity Vocals (Krause,
$16.95), which gives values
for recordings by about 1,500
unwary celebs. Shaquille
O'Neal's "Don't Take It
Personal" (1993) nets
a mere $12, while Clint East -
wood's "Cowboy Favorites"
(1959) commands $100.

TEST REPORTS GALORE
Issue 3 of the Audio Review
Index lists more than 2,500
reviews of stereo equipment
published between 1988
and 1995 in STEREO REVIEW
and eight other publications.
Each listing includes key
specs, date of manufacture,
and new and used prices.

THE DOG DAYS OF SUMMER
If you think popular music is going to the dogs, well, Dog's Eye
View appeared recently on Late Show with David Letterman.
Tha Dogg Pound is still selling "Dogg Food," and the Further
Festival includes Bob Weir and Ratdog. Disney, always one
to sense a trend. is no doubt creating a high -profile soundtrack
for its live -action remake of 101 Dalmatians. Meanwhile, Kelly
Hogan. formerly of the Jody Grind, has a new CD called "The
Whistle Only Dcgs Can Hear" - and her label, Long Play,
sent us a promo package complete with a refrigerator magnet
shaped like a dcg bone. Not to be outdone, Rounder is distrib-
uting the Love Dogs' "I'm Yo Dog" (Tone -Cool) and stuffing
its own promo with an actual dog biscuit. And you may have
seen spots on MTV for the Zappa Records release of "Music
for Pets" by the band Z. led by Dweezil and Ahmet Zappa;
in one ad, Cindy Crawford hawks the album while cradling a
skinny puppy (a thin dog, not the band). Pop doggerel
actually goes back a way. Recall, if you will, Three Dog Night,
the Bonzo Dog Doo Dah Band, and the Pointer Sisters.

There's also a one- to five-
star rating for each product
review. Price: $15.95 plus $3
postage from the Audio
Review Index, R.R. 2, 106A
Mennella Rd., Poughquag,
NY 12570; phone, 914-724-5732.

CLASSICS FOR ROCKERS
London Records has an
August 13 release date for
"Exile on Classical Street," a
compilation of classical
compositions (or excerpts)
chosen by such pop stars as

Bono, Paul McCartney, and
Elvis Costello. Selections
include Mozart's Violin
Concerto No. 4 (chosen by
Keith Richards), Elgar's
Enigma Variations (Elton
John), and Barber's Adagio for
Strings (Michael Stipe).
Proceeds from the CD will go
to the NARAS Foundation of
the National Academy of §'

Recording Arts & Sciences to
promote music education
through the NARAS Grammy
in the Schools program. - 9
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FOR THE/PERFORMANCE OF YOUR LIFE

THEATRICSTm HOME THEATER SERIES Sound Dynamics engineers have created a unique and powerful sL rround

sound experience. "Theatri:sTm" speake-s deliver the premium performance demanded by the Dolby Digital SurounJTM

formats. These high performance center thannels, compact satellites and our unique THR-BP1 bipolar surround speakers are

timbre matched to the critically acclaimec Sound Dynamics "ReferenceTm" speakers. Match them with a "ThunderTm- series

subwoofer for the ultimate in affordable, high performance Home Theatre.

3641 McNicoll Ave Scarborough, Ontario, Canada M1X 1G5 CIRCLE NO 3 ON READER SERVCE CARD
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THE

LITTLE

SPEAKERS
THAT/ ARE

MAKI/NG IT

They're on display

in the Design

Museum in

London. And

they've quickly

become one

of the decade's best selling sma:1

loudspeakers.  Why are Solid speakers

so wildly successful? Simply because

they produce superb, high quality sound

that one would expect only from

speakers many

times their size

and price.  The
reason? They're

acoustically

engineered by

world-renowned B&W Loudspeakers.

The same people who created the

legendary B&W Matrix 801 - tne speaker

used for nearly eighty percent of all

classical recordings. Start with a single

pair. Then build a

complete home

theater system

including a Power -

Bass subwoofer to

capture the earth-

shaking realism of films like Jurassic Park.

Call 1.800.370.3742 for the name of the

Solid dealer nearest you. And find out how

to get big sound without spending big money.

1=11_11±i
They play big.

Rock Solid Sounds
of America
54 Concord Street
North Reading, MA
01864-2699
1.800.370.3742 T E L
1.508.664.4109 FAX
CIRCLE NO. 53 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Inside Definitive's Revolutionary BP2000
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"Definitive -s new BP 2000 absolutely kiss most

more-expensive speakers!"
-131:--n_ Butterworth,
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Julian Hirsch
Says; `...I Would
Choose These
Speakers for

Myself."
BP2000 is "the first speaker I have been able to audition in

my own familiar surroundings that has given me that
special thrill that usually costs ten or note times its price..."

"This slammin' system will
probably kill any other you've
ever heard or seen."

-Brent Butterworth, Home Theater

Speaker of the Decade
The experts agree: Definitive's

BP2000s are an amazing achieve-
ment! We have literally reinvented
the loudspeaker and combined a
six -driver dual D'Appolito bipolar
array with a built-in (side -firing) 300 -
watt powered 15" subwoofer. (Yes,
a complete powered subwoofer
built into each speaker!) The result
is extraordinary sonic performance
beyond anything you've ever heard.

Both music and movies are
reproduced with unequalled purity,
transparency and lifelike realism.
And the astounding high resolution
imaging and awesome bass impact
totally envelop you in sonic ecstasy.

Definitive's complet?AC-3 ready BP2000 Home Theater System
is the perfect choice for ultimate music and movie performance.

CIRCLE NO. 15 ON READER SERVICE CARD

See our dealer list on page 12

-Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review

The Ultimate Home Theater
In addition to being an audiophile's

dream, the BP2000s are also the main
speakers in Definitive's AC -3* ready
Ultimate Home Theater System. This
astonishing system is absolutely the
finest sounding available. It recreates
a "you are there" spatial reality that
actually puts you into the soundspace
of the original cinematic action.

The complete system combines the
BP2000s ($1499 ea) with a C/L/R 2000
center ($650 ea) and BPX bipolar sur-
rounds (from $399 ea.). Of course, dual
15" powered subwoofers are already
built into the sleek BP2000 towers.
Truly the ultimate listening experience!
Visit your Definitive dealer today.

nitive Tech
The Leader in High -Performance Loudspeakers.

11105 Valley Hts. Dr. Baltimore, MD 21117.1,1101363-7148
Visit is at hltp://WWW.SOUndslIC.COMiliefillitiVC. Rewslerril Trudenxidt
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LETTERS
Psychic Audio
Ken Pohlmann's "Psychic Audio" (Jane)
was truly pertinent. I had to turn to the cov-
er to make sure it was not the April issue!

CARL HARRIS SEWELL
Norfolk, VA

Thanks to Ken Pohlmann for his enlighten-
ing explanation in June "Signals" of why
analog audio sounds better than digital -
preservation of psychic energy!

Experimentation, however, suggests that
his hypothesis is a subset of a more com-
prehensive theory: The amount of psychic
energy conveyed is inversely proportional
to the amount of electronic processing used
in recording and listening to a performance.
This principle explains not only why purist
audiophiles prefer LP's to CD's but also
why they willingly pay more for playback
apparatus with fewer controls.

Thus, although my LP's sound better
than my CD's, my pre -1955 78's sound bet-
ter than my LP's, and my treasured early
acoustic recordings (with no electronics at
all between performer and listener) sound
best of all. A. ELGIN HEINZ

San Rafael, CA

Thanks for Ken Pohlmann's "Psychic Au-
dio." Now I understand why when I talk on
the phone I sometimes feel like the other
person is there and sometimes I don't. It's
because sometimes I am calling across fi-
ber-optic lines that have digitized my voice
and filtered out all of the "real" communi-
cation going on. PETE BULANOW

Petersburg, VA

Thanks to Ken Pohlmann's "Psychic Au-
dio," I understand now why analog LP's are
better than CD's. People must be envious of
me because I own a Victrola (Mr. Pohlmann
probably already knew I had one). I am
now searching for the Holy Grail - a
cylinder player. If I only had a wire record-
er! Thanks for the chuckle! TIM MASTEN

Bloomington, IL

I just called Ken Pohlmann's Psychic Audio
Hotline, and I'm glad I did. As I listen to
the grooves of a Barry White 45 -rpm sin-
gle, because of my newfound psychic audio
acuity I can now "see" what was really go-
ing on during Can't Get Enough of Your
Love, Babe. Right on, Barry! And thank you,
Mr. Psychic Audio, for opening up a whole
new "medium"! RICK BERNAL

West Hills, CA

Remembering Neathkit
The first column I turn to almost every
month is Julian Hirsch's "Technical Talk."
Like Mr. Hirsch, I remember Heathkit
(June). In fact, a Heathkit AR -29 AM/FM
stereo receiver still powers my music sys-
tem. The auxiliary input has been tripled up
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with an external switcher to select the CD
player, stereo output from our TV, or the
cassette deck.

In 1970 I paid $300 for the kit, which
was rated for dynamic power of 50 watts
per channel into 8 ohms, 35 watts continu-
ous. I met the woman I married while I was
building it. When it was finished, I called
her on the telephone to listen to it.

The receiver has needed service a couple
of times over the years, and a neighborhood
technician repaired it as a labor of love. The
last time he said it did not really warrant fu-
ture repair. Well, it's still playing and
sounds good to me. The AR2ax speakers
have been replaced, the open -reel tape deck
wore out, the AR turntable became a di-
nosaur, but the Heathkit lives on. We cele-
brated our silver wedding anniversary last
year - and still listen to the Heathkit.

ARNOLD KINER
Brooklyn, NY

Computer Speakers
I was surprised to read William Haupt's
April letter bemoaning low-fi computer
speakers! I can't believe a STEREO REVIEW
reader would expect a computer speaker to
sound good! These are toys! A much cheap-
er solution that works for me is to run a ca-
ble from the computer's line output to an
auxiliary input on a good stereo system.
Even if the system is located in a different
room, the sound could come from a pair of
remote speakers hooked to the stereo sys-
tem, and you could adjust the volume through
the computer's software controls.

One caution: Physically disconnect the
computer when it's not being used because
it pumps a lot of noise into the line outputs.
That's another reason to wonder about "hi-
fi" multimedia PC's. If you check the specs
on your computer's sound system, you'll
find they're not even close to those of the
cheapest CD player! CARL VALLE

Webster Groves, MO

Dolby Digital Duplication?
In the article "Dolby Digital Surround" in
the May issue, Daniel Kumin indicated that
HDTV will use the Dolby Digital (AC -3)
audio format. I was planning to buy a Dol-
by Digital receiver, a DVD player, and an
HDTV. But if the HDTV set will include
an AC -3 decoder, why should I buy an au-
dio receiver with one? Couldn't I buy an
HDTV set and the additional speakers and
keep my present stereo receiver? I don't
mind spending the money. I just don't want
to waste it. KENNETH D. EICHNER

Houston, TX

Neither HDTV's nor DVD players have
come to market yet, so it's not clear whether
most models will contain Dolby Digital de-
coders or rely on separate receivers or proc-
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Own Theater.
It's easier than you think. In fact, the MX-D8T Home Theater
Mini System from JVC is so easy to set up, you can add
great surround sound to your movies, videos and TV shows

Visit us on the World Wide Web at http://www.jvc-america.com
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LETTERS
essors for the audio decoding. It's a good
bet that the first HDTV's, which are due in
late 1997 or, more likely, 1998 will be high -

end models with built-in decoders. Among
DVD players, some will have decoders, but
some won't.

Of course, even if you use the decoder in
your DVD player or HDTV, you'll still need
amplification for five speakers plus a sub -
woofer. Your stereo receiver might drive two
of those speakers, but a five -channel A/V
model may give you more flexibility and be
easier to use. Another alternative to a Dol-
by Digital receiver would be to add a Dolby
Digital decoder/amplifier to your stereo re-
ceiver, when and if such a product becomes
available. See "Add -On Home Theater: The
Processor" starting on page 62.

Video "dbx"
Reader Paul Gundlach's letter in March was
mistaken about dbx noise reduction (NR) in
hi-fi VCR's. The FM companding used in

hi-fi VCR's is very slightly similar to the
old dbx Type II NR, but no VCR's use dbx
NR encoding and decoding beyond that
standard implementation. If a VCR has a la-
bel saying something about dbx, it is proba-
bly a reference to the stereo TV tuner in it,
which uses the standard dbx MTS NR cir-
cuit that all stereo TV tuners have.

DAVID MORAN
Lincoln, MA

Subweefers and Phase
I read Tom Nousaine's article in the March
issue on subwoofers with great interest, but
he did not answer one question I have had
for years. Every review of subwoofers I
have seen says that placement is important
and that you need to experiment to find the
best room location to avoid standing waves
and provide the smoothest response. This
has always bothered me, because unless all
of the speakers are placed properly, the rel-
ative phase delay of the different frequen-
cies will not be correct.

Many musical instruments produce a
broad spectrum of frequencies in the tran-
sient when the note is first struck. It is the
transient at the beginning of the sound from
a bass drum or an explosion in a movie
soundtrack that gives it "punch."

Before purchasing my last set of speak-
ers, I auditioned a number in the $1,000 to
$3,000 range. Some of the speakers had
small bass drivers and did not have a strong
low end. I always asked to hear them in
conjunction with a subwoofer, but such
combinations invariably sounded "soft"
compared with speakers that had large low -
end drivers (12- to 15 -inch) and were con-
sequently able to reach lower frequencies. I
think that's because the integrated speakers
had better phase linearity over the frequen-
cy spectrum than is possible with a separate
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subwoofer that may be placed many feet
away from the main sound source.

Have you noticed this effect in testing
speakers and subwoofers, or is it my imagi-
nation? BRUCE E. TRUAX

Southington, CT

Tom Nousaine replies: The phase problem
you cite is the basis for the idea that time
alignment is an important issue for sub -
woofers. But that has never been apparent
to me in actual performance. In fact, all oth-
er things being equal, a separate subwoofer
optimally placed in a corner always plays
smoother, louder, and deeper than at any
other room location.

Speakers with larger (12- or I 5 -inch )
woofers can indeed be capable of delivering
more punch than smaller ones, but that has
nothing to do with the location of the sub -
woofer section. When a speaker system has
a subwoofer located adjacent to or built into
the main stereo speakers, the result is usual-
ly a large response "hole" between the two
lowest modes associated with the room's
width and length (usually between 30 and
50 Hz, depending on the room size). Placing
the subwoofer in a corner away from the
main speakers excites additional wall modes
and helps fill in the hole.

Live vs. Recorded
Why is so much emphasis placed on repro-
ducing the sound and ambience of a live
performance? At a recent concert of the
Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra in Heinz
Hall, I heard the Brahms Piano Concerto
No. 2. At my seat in the middle of the upper
balcony, the piano was too loud for the orch-
estra, and while the orchestra sound came
from the stage, most of the piano's sound
came from the canopy -like projection at the
top of the proscenium. The lower notes
came from somewhere in space above the
piano. The sound of my midprice stereo
system at home is much less distracting.

RAYMOND J. SCHUERGER
Pittsburgh, PA

Ever consider getting a better seat?

Correction
The price of the DCM TimeWindow Sur-
roundScape II speaker system, which in-
cludes a built-in powered subwoofer (unlike
the SurroundScape system reviewed in this
issue), was misstated in June "New Prod-
ucts." It is $1,999 a pair.

We welcome your letters. Please address
correspondence to Editor, Stereo Review,
1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019.
You should include your address and
telephone number for verification. Letters
may be edited for clarity and length.
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NEW
PRODUCTS
 CARVER
Carver's HTR-880 AN receiver

has Power Steering circuitry that

is said to deliver up to double

the rated power on any channel

to meet program demands.

An Infinite Decorrelation circuit

expands the rear soundstage.

 EOSONE
Eosone AN speakers. engineered

by long-time Infinity designer

and Genesis cofounder Arnold

Nudell. use a dipole configuration

to widen the sound field. Shown

are the RSF 600 three-way

towers. each with six drivers in a

42 -inch cabinet ($900 a pair). the

110

F -

The HTR-880 is rated at 80 watts

each for the front left. center.

and right channels and 30 watts

each for the surrounds. Price:

$859. Carver. Dept. SR, P.O.

Box 1237. Lynnwood. WA 98046.

 Circle 120 on reader service card

RSC 300 center speaker ($250).

and the RSR 350 surrounds S430

a pair) displayed atop and in front

of the RSP 912. a 12 -inch

powered sub ($750). Eosone.

Dept. SR. 2550 Britannia Blvd..

Suite F. San Diego, CA 92173.

 Circle 121 on reader service card

 KLIPSCH
Each 81/2-inci-tall satellite in the

Klipsch Rebel KSS-3 sat/

subwooter sstem has a horn

tweeter with a 1 -inch diaphragm

and a neodymium magnet.

The horn is suspended over a

4 -inch woofer in a "point source"

configuration. The powered

sub features a 50 -watt amp and

 PIONEER
"Write -once" technology in

Pioneer's 13)13-05 CD -R deck

records on blank CD's that can be

used in any CD player. One -touch

synchro recording senses an

input signa' and automatically

begins recording: it then pauses

the unit when the song is cver.

a 612 -inch cone in an injection -

molded cabinet measuring

15 x 9 x 211' 8 inches. System

response is given as 40 Hz to 20

kHz ±3 dB. sensitivity as 93 dB.

Price: $750. Klipsch, Dept. SR.

8900 Keystone Crossing. Suite

1220. Indianapolis. IN 46240.

 Circle 122 on reader service card

A Talk -Back user interface on

the front display also simplifies

operation. Analog inputs and

outputs are provided. as well as

digital coaxial and optical

inputs and outputs. Price: $1.950.

Pioneer. Dept. SR. 2265 E. 220th

St.. Long Beach, CA 90810.
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NEW PRODUCTS

AUDIO PLUS 
The Reference Rack from

Audio Plus measures 34 x 26 x 19

inches and holds four audio

components. Its wood shelves

(with painted rosewood finish) are

isolated to reduce vibration, and

the black steel frame can be filled

with sand. A companion 42 -inch -

wide AN rack is also available.

Price: $525. Distributed by Audio

Plus Services, Dept. SR, P.O. Box

3047, Plattsburgh, NY 12901.

 Circle 124 on reader service card

V PARASOUND
Parasound's R/EO-150 equalizer

is intended for multiroom

installations, with a separate

stereo amplifier and R/EO-150

recommended to optimize

the sound for each room. But

it can also serve as a full -system

equalizer by connecting it to

the processor or tape loop

of a receiver or preamplifier.

Measuring just 10 inches

4 A/D/S/
The a/d/s/ SW500 powered

subwoofer, driven by a 250 -watt

amp, has a 12 -inch Stifflite paper

cone woofer with a 2 -inch voice

coil. Rated low -end limit is 22 Hz

±3 dB. The 22 -inch cube, in black

veneer or cherry wood, features

an adjustable low-pass crossover,

a level control, and an active

compensation circuit said to boost

performance. Price: $1,500.

a/d/s/, Dept. SR, One Progress

Way, Wilmington, MA 01887.

 Circle 123 on reader service card

wide and 2 inches tall, the

R/EO-150 offers five half -octave

bands with 8 dB of boost or

cut centered at 40, 80, 120,

2,500, and 6,000 Hz. It includes

an output level control and an

equalizer -bypass switch.

Price: $145. Parasound, Dept.

SR, 950 Battery St., San

Francisco, CA 94111.

 Circle 125 on reader service card

A SONY
Sony's STR-GA9ESG AN receiver

has twenty-four digital sound field

settings, including modes for

Dolby Pro Logic and Pro Logic

Enhanced, video games, karaoke,

and simulated venues. Users

can adjust room size, wall type,

seat position, reverberation time,

and effect level. The VisionTouch

A WAVEFORM
The egg atop the 42 -inch -tall

Waveform Mach 17 speaker

is designed to eliminate cabinet

diffractions and improve imaging.

It houses a 1 -inch silk dome

tweeter and a 61/2 -inch midrange;

the subwoofer cabinet has

two 12 -inch treated -paper cones.

An active crossover with bass,

on -screen graphic interface

allows system control from a

one -button remote. Power is rated

at 120 watts for the front left,

center, and right speakers into

4 or 8 ohms and 50 watts for each

of the surrounds. Price: $1,300.

Sony, Dept. SR, One Sony Drive,

Park Ridge, NJ 07656.

midrange, and treble adjustments

facilitates triamping. Standard

finish is black -walnut veneer;

exotic woods are optional. Price:

$5,995 a pair. Available direct

from Waveform, Dept. SR, R.R.

4, Brighton, Ontario, Canada,

KOK 1H0; 1-800-219-8808.

 Circle 126 on reader service card
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If you could see sound, you'd see the
difference Bose technology makes.

Introducing the new 301® Series IV Direct/Reflectin speaker system.
Lifelike spaciousness. Stereo Everywhere® speaker performance.

IANT BETTER SOUND? Nothing

improves the sound of your stereo

like new speakers. And if you could see

sound, choosing the best speakers would

be as easy as comparing a few photos. ti

You'd see how conventional speakers send

their sound directly into the room, straight

out like a flashlight beam.  You'd also see

how 301 speakers produce both reflected

and direct sound - much closer to your

favorite concert hall. 301 speakers give

you better sound three

ways. First, you hear

exceptional clarity. Sec-

ond, every instrument

and voice comes from

The new 301 speakers.

Compare to others

costing hundreds more.

its proper location - left from left, right

from right - regardless of where you're

sitting. Third, a lot of what you hear

reflects off the walls before it reaches

your ears. This combination of clarity,

Stereo Everywhere® speaker performance

and lifelike spaciousness is

what makes 301 speakers

sound so real. So even

though you can't see sound,

you can hear the difference

Bose technology makes. For a free bro-

chure and Bose dealers near you call:

1-800-444-BOSE Ext. 781

Better sound through research®



NEW PRODUCTS
 SOUND DYNAMICS
The THR-BP-1 bipolar surround

speaker is part of the

Sound Dynamics Theatrics

series. Measuring 101/2 x 101/4 x

61/2 inches, it has two opposing

baffles, each with a 51/4 -inch

injection -molded polypropylene

woofer and a 1/2 -inch titanium-

 PANASONIC
Panasonic's PV -4662 VHS Hi-Fi

VCR otters Spatializer 3-D

circuitry, intended to provide the

sensation of enveloping

sound from only two stereo

speakers. The deck's range

of video -related features includes

automatic digital picture and

tracking adjustment, VCR Plus+

TDK
TDK's CD'ing II audio cassettes

use a high -output, high -resolution

Avilyn Type II tape formulation,

said to deliver wide dynamic

range and low noise for recording

CD's. The shell is designed to

coated dome tweeter. Frequency

response is given as 80 Hz

to 20 kHz ±3 dB, impedance as

8 ohms. Price: $330 a pair.

Sound Dynamics, Dept. SR, 3641

McNicoll Ave., Scarborough,

Ontario, Canada M1X 1G5.

 Circle 127 on reader service card

programming, the Program

Director on -screen interface, auto

adjustment for daylight-saving

time, DynAmorphous metal

heads, and a universal remote.

Price: $380. Panasonic,

Dept. SR, One Panasonic Way,

Secaucus, NJ 07094.

 Circle 129 on reader service card

suppress resonances. Prices:

$2.50 (60 min), $3.20 (90

min), and $3.70 (110 min). TDK,

Dept. SR, 12 Harbor Park Dr.,

Port Washington, NY 11050.

 Circle 131 on reader service card

A TOTAL MEDIA SYSTEMS
The Adiabat 8.5 from Total polypropylene woofer. A

Media Systems uses an time -aligned baffle and a "phase -

"adiabatic" enclosure said to locked" crossover are designed to

eliminate the need for internal help preserve imaging. Rated

damping material and thereby

improve tonal accuracy and

power sensitivity. Each 42 -inch

tower houses a 2 -inch ribbon

tweeter, a 2 -inch dome midrange,

and an 8 -inch carbonfiber/

low -end frequency response is 34

Hz, and sensitivity is 91 dB.

Price: $3,950 a pair. Total Media

Systems, Dept. SR, 50 Schmitt

Blvd., Farmingdale, NY 11735.

 Circle 128 on reader service card

KINERGETICS RESEARCH
The Chiro C-190, a THX-certified bass phase integrity for greater

mono/subwoofer amp from clarity. The amplifier has a

Kinergetics Research, delivers sculpted aluminum front panel.

200 watts into 8 ohms. An 80 -Hz Price: $798. Kinergetics

crossover is on board, as is Research, Dept. SR, 4260 Charter

Compusound II bass -compensation St., Vernon, CA 90058.

circuitry that is said to preserve  Circle 130 on reader service card

Al'iiSlI RI I)Rl 11 Si 1991,
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A TOSHIBA
Toshiba's TSS-111 Digital

Satellite System includes a

receiver. an 18 -inch dish with

single LNB output, and a

back -lit universal remote control.

The receiver otters StarSight

direct tuning. channel -logo

tuning, program search by theme.

instant program -information

AUDIOCONTROL
The Ten Series III equalizer from

AudioControl provides up to

15 dB of boost/cut on ten bands

centered at 32. 60. 120. 250.

500. 1.000. 2.000. 4.000, 8.000.

and 16.000 Hz: twenty paired

sliders offer independent ED for

each channel. A switchable

subsonic filter is included, as is
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boxes, and a favorite -channel

menu. RCA and S -video outputs

are available. Selectable

aspect ratio can be normal or

widescreen. Price: $599.

Toshiba Video Communications

Group. Dept. SR. 1010 Johnson

Dr., Buffalo Grove. IL 60089.

 Circle 133 on reader service card

a set of video/auxiliary inputs.

A tape monitor switch and

jacks allow connection of a deck

when the equalizer occupies the

tape loop of a receiver or preamp.

Price: S219. AudioControl,

Dept. SR. 22410 70th Ave. W..

Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043.

 Circle 136 on reader service card

17, BIC
BIC's HTS-3 home theater

speaker package offers four 11'4 -

inch -tall C-5 satellites for the

main left/right and rear surround

channels. each with a 51 i-inch

woofer and a 1 7 -inch dome

tweeter. The V52CLR two-way

center speaker has a pair of

w TARA LABS
Klara speaker cab.e by Tara Labs

has two 16 -gauge conductors in

a double -insulated jacket. The wire

is wound under intense pressure

for better contact among strands.

DYNASOUND
Each slot in Dynascund's Easy

Access CD/CD-ROM case has a lift

bar to open the jewel box when

the storage tray is pulled.

The black plastic case is 18 inches

514 -inch woofers and a 12 -inch

tweeter: like the satellites. it is

magnetically shielded. The C-10

is a 10 -inch powered sub with a

100 -watt amp. Price: $1,099.

BIC America. Dept. SR, 887-B

Hampshire Rd.. Stow, OH 44224.

 Circle 132 on reader service card

to help inhibit noise -inducing

oxidation. Price: 79 cents a foot.

Tara Labs, Dept. SR. 2245

Ashland St., Ashland, OR 97520.

 Circle 134 on reader service card

wide and holds twenty-four

discs. Price: $34.95. Dynasound,

Dept. SR. 125 Commerce Dr..

Hauppauge. NY 11788.

 Circle 135 on reader service card



Our speakers
speak for themselves.

And they're not the only ones talking.

The critics agree, cur amazing LX5 speakers pack a powerful punch! "...the new Optimus® PRO LX5

is the best -sou iding $300 pair of loudspeakers I have ever heard." -Video Magazine, March 1995.
"... an astonishing h.-fi bargain if there ever was one." -Audio, July
1995. And now, Video Magazine has honored the Optimus PRO LX5

as one of the 20 best products of the year! Come in and find out what

all the talk is about. For a store near you, call 1 -800 -THE -SHACK.

RadioShack
You've got questions.
We've got answers!



AUDIO Q & A
IAN O. MASTERS

Digging into Gold CD's
CAI am gradually replacing my old ana-
log recordings with compact discs.

Since I want the best replacements I can get,
I have purchased audiophile -type gold CD's
where possible, even though they tend to
cost much more than standard discs. But
do gold CD's reproduce the original source
material significantly better than regular
aluminum CD's? STEVE WINDOM

Colorado Springs, CO

AWhen used for the reflective layer in a
CD, gold provides greater reflectivity

than a conventional aluminum coating. In
fact, gold is mandated in the CD -recordable
(CD -R) standard to counteract a loss in re-
flectivity caused by the addition of a dye lay-
er that creates a CD -R's artificial "pits"; it al-
so won't interact with the dye the way alu-
minum might. At the same time, gold (and it
usually is real gold) won't oxidize as readily
as aluminum, so if there's a problem and air

gets through the lacquer layer to the reflec-
tive layer, it won't ruin the CD, as it might
with an aluminum disc. Nonetheless, both
benefits are questionable. Regular music
CD's don't need the extra reflectivity, so you
can't expect appreciably lower data error
rates from gold -coated CD's played in regu-
lar CD players. And only a very few CD's
experience problems with oxidation.

On the other hand, the companies that is-
sue gold CD's take great care in the master-
ing and manufacturing processes, and that
might well result in audible benefits and -
maybe - justify the premium prices.

Subwoofer Connections
carve heard that in the absence of a line -
level subwoofer output, hooking up a

powered sub to a receiver's Speaker B out-
puts could work if the B outputs run in par-
allel with the A outputs. How can I tell if my
receiver's speaker outputs run in series or

in parallel, and is it okay to hook up a pow-
ered sub to it that way? HECTOR D. Scrro

West Hartford, CT

AHook up two pairs of normal speakers
(not subwoofers) to your receiver in the

manufacturer's recommended fashion, and
play something through both pairs simulta-
neously. While the music is playing, careful-
ly disconnect the left speaker in pair A. If
the left speaker in pair B stops playing, too,
then the A and B pairs are connected in se-
ries, and you cannot use these outputs for a
subwoofer. If the left B speaker keeps play-
ing, then you can use the B outputs to drive
a powered subwoofer's speaker -level inputs.

Unbridgeable Chasm
QI am planning to add a Dolby Pro
Logic decoder and use an old two -

channel amplifier to run the center channel.
The amp does not have a switch to bridge it
to mono. Is there any way to hook up the
center -channel speaker that will bridge the
amp to provide a mono output with the com-
bined power of both channels? If so. what
would he the total output of the 40 -watt -per -
channel amplifier? JEFF MAR

Los Altos Hills, CA

AI'm afraid there's no easy way to bridge
an amplifier to mono that is not already

specifically designed to be bridged - and it
appears that yours was not. You could use

Youradd you oughtta GetA

Yourbuddies THINKyou OUghtta come
SO You

Your B rothert hinks yo Pghtta Come

ANYBODY EVER ASK YOU WHAT YOU WANT TO D 0
If you're mechanically inclined, the Air Force could be the perfect place for you. Where else could you learn about Tactical

Aircraft Maintenance, Aerospace Propulsion, and everything in between while earning a good salary and learning to



both channels to feed two center speakers
situated together with identical signals, or
you could simply run one channel. Because
power output is measured with both chan-
nels operating, you could probably expect
slightly higher output from one side when
the other was idle, but the audible increase
would be small or nonexistent.

Turntable Basics
/ occasionally enjoy listening to music

Wfrom my old LP's, and I was about to
transfer them to a digital medium when my
twenty -year -old turntable died. I have de-
cided to purchase a new one, but I haven't
been able to find much information on the
specifications and options that should be
considered. What should I be looking for?

WILLIAM J. GARDNER IV
Parsippany, NJ

A Elaborate control functions and auto-
Nmatic features can safely be dispensed
with if your objective is simply to dub your
LP's to tape. The main things to consider in
the turntable itself are smooth rotation and
quietness of operation. The first characteris-
tic - low wow and flutter - can most ef-
fectively be checked by listening to a re-
cording with lots of sustained piano notes,
an infamous flutter-revealer. Pipe -organ rec-
ords are also useful. If you hear a warbly or
slightly honky-tonk sound, and the record it-
self is not to blame, there's too much flutter.

The published spec should be around 0.05
percent or lower.

Rumble, or low -frequency mechanical
noise, is another potential problem. These
days it's easy to check for rumble by play-
ing the turntable through a system that in-
cludes a subwoofer. Sometimes rumble is
recorded in the vinyl grooves, but if it shows
up on all LP's and the turntable is well iso-
lated from external vibrations, look to the
turntable itself.

Tonearm operation should be simple, and
the arm should accommodate a wide range
of stylus -force settings. Consider buying a
stylus -pressure gauge rather than relying on
the tonearm's markings. Set the force at the
top end of the cartridge manufacturer's rec-
ommended range. For the least amount of
warp -generated wow, the vertical pivot of
the tonearm should ideally be on the same
plane as the record.

The cartridge you choose is crucial, so
that's where you should concentrate the
bulk of your budget. While lots of audio-
philes swear by moving -coil cartridges, they
tend to be expensive, require extra preampli-
fication, and can be susceptible to noise and
interference. Also, if you damage the stylus
in any way, a moving -coil cartridge must go
back to the manufacturer for stylus replace-
ment. There are, fortunately, lots of excel-
lent moving -magnet designs, and they allow
you to replace the stylus yourself, although
replacement styli can sometimes be as ex-
pensive as the original cartridge. Just stick
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be a leader? If a mechanically oriented career is what you want, think about the Air Force. It's

to the top models from the most prominent
remaining manufacturers, and you can't go
too far wrong.

Serendipitous Surround
QWhile playing ordinary music CD's
through my Dolby Pro Logic decoder,

I've noticed that different types of sound
come from different speakers. Most vocals
come from the center speaker, most bass
material from the left and right, and some-
times there are even sounds coming from the
surround channels. Are these discs really
surround -encoded? If so, why don't they
display the Dolby logo? JEFF HUTTON

Topsfield, MA

ADolby Pro Logic works by detecting
program information that occurs in

both stereo channels at equal levels and in
phase (such as movie dialogue), then ex-
tracting that material and routing it to the
center channel. If signal information is
equal in level but out of phase, it is routed to
the surround speakers. Movies on video
have this information specifically placed so
that the decoder can route it for the proper
effect, but recordings of ordinary music con-
tain lots of similar information. Most record
producers put vocalists in the middle, and
most recordings, especially of live perfor-
mances, have a considerable amount of out -
of -phase material. Your Pro Logic decoder
doesn't "know" that your music CD wasn't

one road that can take you anywhere. For more information about the United States Air Force, -FoRcE
see your local recruiter or call 1 -800 -423 -USAF. Visit us at http://www.airforce.com Aim High



specifically encoded and treats it as if it
were. Sometimes the result is pleasant,
sometimes not. If it's not, just switch off the
surround decoder when you're playing CD's.

Video Resolution Overkill
Qthe first product that I bought for my
home-theater system was a 27 -inch

television monitor that has a horizontal res-
olution of 650 lines. If my laserdisc player
and S -VHS VCR have less than 450 lines of
resolution why do television manufacturers
make sets with so much more resolution?

GLENN SAVAGE
Virginia Beach, VA

ASuch numbers games are by no means
uncommon in consumer electronics;

just check out amplifier distortion specs. As
you say, there are (as yet) no consumer vid-
eo sources that come anywhere close to the
resolution claimed by some set makers, but
there may still be some justification for this
sort of overkill. On one hand, it may repre-
sent a high level of design and manufactur-
ing competence (assuming you can confirm
that the set does meet the spec). On the oth-
er, it may be a matter of extending perfor-
mance beyond what is necessary to make
sure the equipment behaves where it counts.
Video -monitor resolution is analogous to
high -frequency performance in audio equip-
ment, and there are lots of audio manufac-
turers that push their equipment well be-

yond the limits of human hearing so that it
will behave without strain in the audible
range. In any event, it's always better to have
performance limited by the recording medi-
um than by the playback equipment.

Noisy CD Reissues
Cal recently purchased a boxed set of
CD's containing reissues of music re-

corded between 1943 and /952. The music
is fine, hut I'm not at all happy with the
sound quality. When there is orchestral ac-
companiment to the vocals, there is a great
deal of high frequency noise, presumably
from the original surfaces, overlaid on top
of the music. My speakers do have a rising
characteristic in the treble, and this may ac-
count for some of the noise, but even though
it is reduced when played through other
speakers, it can still he heard. Is there any-
thing I can do other than rolling off the tre-
ble-and losing a lot of the music?

JACK HARVANEK
North Chelmsford, MA

ARecords from the 1940's mostly come
from 78 -rpm masters, which are inher-

ently noisy. Too much processing may inter-
fere with the music, and many people asso-
ciate the sounds of that era with a certain
amount of surface noise. To get rid of most
of it, I wouldn't use your amplifier's tone
controls but an external equalizer. Try turn-
ing down the bands above about 4 kHz.

Screen Rattle
QWithin a week of buying a rear -projec-
tion television, I found that the screen

was making an annoying rattling noise
whenever I played movies with certain low -
frequency sounds. The manufacturer ser-
viced the set but only managed to reduce the
noise by about half. / was told that I am set-
ting the volume too high, and that all pro-
jection TV screens will rattle in the presence
of high-level low frequencies. Is that true?

JAMES Mut
El Monte, CA

AThat explanation reminds me of a friend
who complained to the manufacturer of

her stove that the knobs kept cracking and
she had to replace them frequently. The
manufacturer, of course, called this a normal
effect: "It's the heat."

A video projector that can't stand the sorts
of sounds common on today's laserdiscs and
videotapes is obviously not of much use,
and I have used a number that withstood ex-
tremely noisy sessions. But before you
blame it all on the set or its manufacturer,
check to make sure that the noise really is
caused by something loose inside it. There
have been occasions when I was plagued by
such noises, and they turned out to be from
a rattling mirror across the room or a cable
dangling behind the set. The noise sources
are not always easy to find, but, once found,
they're usually simple to remedy.

D,unhill
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SIGNALS
KEN C. POHLMANN

Yet Another
Profound Revolution

If you are reading this magazine, you
probably appreciate technology. You
almost certainly have a good stereo
or home -theater system, a car audio

system, miscellaneous TV's, cassette
players, and radios. In addition to receiv-
ing traditional broadcast signals, you are
probably hooked up to cable, and you
may have a satellite dish. Your personal
computer probably has a modem and you
are cruising the Internet. Congratulations.
You are plugged in, turned on, and ready
for the start of the twenty-first century, a
mere fifty-three months away.

I enjoy technology too. But as the mil-
lennium draws to an end, I'm starting to
get a little apprehensive. I willingly ac-
cepted technological breakthroughs such
as men on the moon, supersonic trans-
port, tissue cloning, and fast-food crois-
sants. I was even able to handle Windows
95. But the rate of change is starting to
worry me. Someone told me that the
speed of information increased 10,000
times over the past ten years, and will in-
crease another 10,000 times before the
century is out. Now yet another revolu-
tion is dawning, and it will profoundly
upset one of the most stable and reassur-
ing technologies around.

Wireless transmission was invented in
1895 when Marconi broadcast the first
signals in Italy and Popoff did the same in
Russia. Although the advent of television
ended radio's golden era, radio has sur-
vived and prospered. Without question,
whether it's AM or FM, radio is the most
popular form of communication in the
world. But it's another, underground revo-
lution that will really change history.

The Internet will enter the history
books as one of the most significant tech-
nologies of the century. The way that it
binds together people and their computers
really is revolutionary. Its effects are ex-
pected to be so far-reaching that we can
only vaguely understand the changes it
will ultimately provoke.

A case in point is Webcasting. Using
real-time audio software, it is possible to
broadcast live audio programs across the
World Wide Web. A program originator,
such as a radio station, can direct its

broadcast signal to a server computer run-
ning the appropriate encoding software.
Listeners log onto the Internet, visit the
station's Web site, and listen to the broad-
cast with only a few seconds of delay.

While that technology seems fairly
simple, its effects are radical. For starters,
any radio station Webcasting over the In-
ternet is no longer constrained by the
broadcast coverage map strictly dictated
by the Federal Communications Commis-
sion or any other regulatory body. A radio
station in Miami can reach people in New
York or Tokyo or Tibet - as long as they
have access to the Internet. Conversely,
anybody with a 28.8k modem can listen
to any Webcasting radio station around
the world. That means that instead of lis-

Broadcasting on the

World Wide Web will cause

all kinds of established

structures to crumble.

tening to a few dozen radio stations,
you'll be able to listen to thousands.

Furthermore, because the cost of real-
time audio encoding is ridiculously low,
almost any institution or individual can
Webcast. Universities, high schools,
grade schools, corporations, government
agencies, churches, theme parks, sports
teams, advertisers, magazines, wackos,
your mom - all can potentially go online
with Webcast programming. In other
words, in the past only radio stations
could be radio stations. Now anyone can
be a radio station. Moreover, although
virtually all Internet connections are now
hard -wired, companies are working furi-
ously on wireless Net connections. You'll
someday be able to receive millions of
Webcast radio stations or transmit your
own Webcast wirelessly over the Net.

Webcasting will cause all kinds of es-
tablished structures to crumble. For ex-
ample, record labels have traditionally re-
lied on radio -station airplay to promote

new albums. Radio stations thus wield
tremendous clout, acting as filters in de-
termining what the public hears. Now that
filter will be removed; record companies
can Webcast themselves. Indeed, the rec-
ord -label filter is itself removed. Musi-
cians can use the Web to promote and dis-
tribute their own music. And because all
national boundaries are removed, con-
sumers potentially have direct access to
every musician in the world.

Broadcast radio stations are tightly reg-
ulated. Valuable broadcast licenses are
granted carefully by the FCC, and they
can be withdrawn if stations fail to adhere
to regulations. Stations have to tell the
truth, or clearly state when they are ex-
pressing opinions. Broadcast program-
ming is carefully logged and monitored
by the government. But with Webcasting,
anyone can say anything. Truth in adver-
tising, moral codes, standards of decency,
and royalties all become virtually impos-
sible to legislate and enforce. Webcasting
is yet another prime example of technolo-
gy outpacing our ability to control it.

Sound implausible, like some kind of
science -fiction story? Think again. E -ra-
dio is happening right now across the
world. Check out the Web sites of Pro-
gressive Networks (www.realaudio.com)
and VocalTec (www.vocaltec.com/iwave.
htm). Their encoder software is fairly
cheap, and the decoder software is ab-
solutely free. Hundreds of Web stations
are already online with live or packaged
programming. Check out WWOZ in New
Orleans (nt.accesscom.net/wwoz), Tele-
parc magazine in Tokyo (teleparc.info
Web.orjp/en/junc/yellow/index.htm), Ra-
dio Zurisee in Switzerland (www.world.
ch/radio), or Radio X in Italy (www.vol.
it/uk/en/spettacoli/radiox). There's even a
network of Webstations called the Au-
dioNet (www.audionet.com) with talk,
sports, and music. If you like to listen to
the radio, fasten your seat belt.

My radio has twenty-four presets.
That's enough for the broadcast stations
that I can receive and enjoy listening to.
Now, with Webcasting, I figure I'll need
about 10,000 presets. My computer can
easily handle that. The problem is that /
may not be able to handle it. How can I
possibly enjoy a few good Webcasts when
I know that I'm missing another couple of
thousand excellent Webcasts? Without ra-
dio stations and record labels to filter the
music in my life, how can I possibly cope
with the raw output of millions of musi-
cians? It's impossible!

Okay. Settle down. Don't panic. Do the
math: Suppose my computer receives a
million Webstations. If I program it to
play each station for 3 seconds, I can hit
each station once a month. Then, in only
fifty-three months, it'll be the twenty-first
century. And that's the Future, when life
will once again be easy and uncomplicat-
ed. Right?
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At Bose, we believe the truest measure

of an audio system is how much it

increases your enjoyment of music.

To that end, the Lifestyle' music

system uses advanced Bose tech-

nology to achieve a new standard

of performance.

To reproduce sound with lifelike

clarity and definition, without the

complexities of conventional systems.

Small enough that your home

won't look like a recording studio,

although it may sound like a concert

hall. And uncomplicated enough for

the least technically interested. For

example, even the remote has fewer

buttons. And it works right through

walls so you control the system from

anywhere in your home.

Granted, it's easy for us to believe

all of this represents a new standard.

But apparently others believe it as well.

That's why Time magazine recently

selected the Lifestyle system as one of



New Standard

1994 Bow Corporation *., indiglos hi dean N,,,iis t lll ass` 1).1, module .1111i Shown). NI gt Izaidal; sold separscl-. ITN14.114.4 I

the Ten Best Products of the yea; and

the only audio product chosen.

And why Stereo Review said it is an

"...attractive, easy to use, and thorough-

ly listenable [system for] households in

which a stack of black -finished compo-

nents and prominent speaker cabinets

would not be appreciated."

We could tell you the Lifestyle sys-

tem is more than a better sounding

stereo. We believe it represents a new

era in music enjoyment.

But there are some things no one

can tell you. Because there are some

decisions you just have to make for

yourself.

For more information, and for

demonstration locations near you, call

1-800-444-BOSE Fact. 762

Monday -Friday gam-9prn, Saturday 9am-Spin (ET)

ASIZES'AE""
Better sound :trough r..rearch



PERIPHERALS
PRODUCTS AND TRENDS THAT
GO BEYOND MAINSTREAM AUDIO/VIDEO

It's a Computer! It's a TV!
Actually, It's Both.
BY MICHAEL ANTONOFF

The promise of an all -in -one
big -screen television/comput-
er has been as elusive as a
cheap airfare to Katmandu.

But now I can honestly say I've been
to Katmandu, and I only had to go as
far as South Dakota.

Gateway 2000's Destination PC/TV
is the first convergence device that
combines audio/video and multimedia
computing in a complete system, and
rather than being a product that's com-
ing later in the decade, it's available
now for about $4,000 depending on
configuration. I lived with one for 24
hours, and though it wasn't perfect, I
was very impressed. Gateway dis-
played the device for the press at Kat-
mandu, the computer company's
whimsical name for an attached condo
on a residential street a few miles from
its North Sioux City, South Dakota,
headquarters. It was there that I was
able to get my hands, eyes, and ears
around the newest category in hybrid
electronics for the home.

Hybrid devices are not new in the
computer field if you count the various
add -in boards that have been available.
You can insert a VGA-to-NTSC con-
verter card in a computer slot to dis-
play PC output on any
television set. The trouble
is, text is difficult to read,
and the picture is never as
sharp as on a dedicated
computer monitor. Con-
versely, you can put a TV
tuner card into a PC and
watch TV on a 14 -inch
monitor (actually only 13
inches if it's measured
in TV terms) or in an
even smaller window on a
shared. screen. But who
wants to watch movies
while sitting at a desk?

Gateway's solution is to
tether an enormous 31 -

Gateway
2000's
big -screen
Destination
PC/TV

inch (diagonal) Mitsubishi VGA -only
monitor to a computer. Any video
source (broadcast, cable, satellite,
VCR, laserdisc, camcorder, or video
game) is first fed into the video card in
the computer. The card, made by STB,
combines 2 megabytes (MB) of video
memory and a 122 -channel tuner that
accepts a standard RF cable, compos-
ite -video input, or S -video input. The
card captures both fields of a standard
interlaced TV signal and converts
them into a noninterlaced (progres-
sive -scan) signal that the monitor can
display. You cannot connect a video
source directly to the Destination TV
monitor. The only input is through the
VGA cable. Also, you can't use your
own TV with the system.

Besides lacking a tuner and an aux-
iliary input jack, the 133 -pound Desti-
nation video monitor has no speaker.
Stereo audio jacks on the back of the
computer are connected to your own
stereo system or to a Harman Kardon
sound system Gateway offers as a
$699 option. The sound system in-
cludes the AVRIO A/V receiver, with a
Dolby Pro Logic surround -sound de-
coder and an AM/FM tuner, four iden-
tical 7 -inch -tall satellite speakers, a

center speaker for dialogue, and the
AVSIO powered subwoofer, which
packs a 50 -watt amplifier, adjustable
crossover, and 61/2 -inch woofer. The
Infinity speaker system that was set up
at Katmandu comprised four tripod -
mounted Minuette MPS (Multi -Pur-
pose Satellite) speakers, the Minuette
center speaker, and the BU -1 powered
subwoofer. Gateway's product manag-
er for Destination, Tom Grueskin, said
the Infinity speakers "are very, very
similar to the Harman Kardon speak-
ers we're actually supplying. They're
not exactly the same, but they're very
comparable." (Harman Kardon and
Infinity are both owned by Harman
International.)

The Destination system is operated
by either of two wireless devices, both
of which are supplied. One is a full-
size keyboard with a touchpad that
you can slide your finger on to control
the screen pointer. (Don't try this
while eating fried chicken.) The other
is a handheld remote control that
Gateway calls a Field Mouse. It has a
built-in trackball that also moves the
screen pointer. Rather than relying on
an infrared signal, which has to be in
line of sight, the two devices use any
of four radio frequencies between 49
and 50 MHz. Dip switches can be ad-
justed if there's a conflict with a cord-
less phone, for example (I used a cord-
less phone in the room without a
problem). The Field Mouse is a free-
range device that got me halfway up
the stairs of the condo, about 20 feet,
before losing communication with the
PC/TV (even after I changed the bat-
teries). Yet the keyboard came through
from all the way upstairs. Standing in
any of the three bedrooms, and with-
out visual cues, I was able to turn up
the volume, change channels, and
mute the sound from the keyboard.

The Destination sys-
tem's base configuration,
the one I used, is priced at
$3,799, which includes
the big -screen monitor, a
120 -MHz Pentium com-
puter loaded with 16 MB
of RAM, a 1.2 -gigabyte
hard drive, an 8x CD-
ROM drive, a 1.44 -MB
floppy drive, and a 28.8k
internal fax modem. In-
stead of wearing an office
tan, all of Destination's
component pieces are
charcoal -colored to assim-
ilate with your audio/vid-
eo gear. According to the
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ADCOM
details you can hear

I I Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (908) 390-1130.

We couldn't have
saidit better ourselves.

- excerpts from Audio Magazine, by Anthony H. Cordesman

"...this is a product that
deserves attention. yy

"You may be
surprised to find
out how good
your speakers are

AIMAYI4

"This is the kind of
product that shows
the best of the high
end can be made
truly aff9rdable. yy

4In short, the
Adcom GFA-5800
stands out even in a
world where almost
all amplifiers now
sound good. yy

when you first try
an amplifier of
this quality. yy

111161110 *I

11141111

"It does everything
exceptionally well for
its price, and its upper
midrange and treble and
overall musicality are
hard to find in any ampli-
fier not costing at least
twice its price range. yy

"The imaging, soundstage,
dynamics, and transparency of
the Adcom GFA-5800 had the
kind of rea.ism and integration
1 only expet to find in far more
expensive products. II

"It is also a little difficult to
believe that this amplifier is in
the $1500 price range.,,

5800

"Just as Adcom once
changed the standards of the
power amplifier market with
the 555, it has introduced a
new product that may similarly
change the market again. yy

The Adcom GFA-5800 amplifier is quite possibly the best amplifier you may ever hear.
We know it sounds better than others selling for more than twice its price. Delivering 250
watts continuous per channel into 8 ohms between 20 Hz and 20 kHz, its circuit design and
component specifications are in a class by itself.

But you don't have to take our word for it. Send us your name and address and we will
send you a reprint of Audio's review as well as detailed literature. Or better yet, simply ask to
listen to the GFA-5800. Your ears will tell you
all you need to know.

w
zi Send me Audio's review and detailed literature on the

Adcom GFA-5800.

Name
0

Address

City State Zip

X Mail to: Adcom, II Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A.
Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Montreal, Quebec (514) 344-1226

CIRCLE NO. 1 ON READER SERVICE CARD



PERIPHERALS
specifications, the 16 -bit wavetable
sound card assembled by STB has an
average signal-to-noise ratio of 83.5
dB. The software bundle includes Mi-
crosoft Windows 95, Microsoft Inter-
net Explorer 2.0, Harman Interactive
Smart TV, Microsoft Encarta 96 Ency-
clopedia, Microsoft Works for Win-
dows 95, Quicken SE, and a variety of
CD -ROM -based games and educa-
tional titles. Destination is available in
four computer -hardware configura-
tions. Depending on the speed of the
Pentium and size of the hard drive,
among other specifications, you can
spend as little as $3,499 or as much as
$4,699. Gateway, which sells all of its
products factory -direct, will send a
representative to set up Destination
anywhere in the United States for
$179 ($40 more to hook up the sound
system too). The price does not cover
custom installations that require
drilling through walls. Gateway has a
thirty -day return policy, but the cus-
tomer sends the equipment back at his
own expense.

0 nline computer users have
become accustomed to pay-
ing monthly access charges,
but in the case of Destina-

tion there's also a $6 per month sub-
scription charge if you want to take
full advantage of the Harman Inter-
active Smart TV software that serves
as an on -screen TV program guide.
Whenever you change the channel, a
text overlay appears with the name of
the program. When you call up the
guide, the TV image shrinks to a pic-
ture -in -picture -size window while you
read a synopsis of the current show or
check listings for one to two weeks
ahead. You can search by theme or ac-
tor, among other categories, and you
can set an on -screen reminder to
watch an upcoming show. The infor-
mation is stored on the PC's hard
drive. The modem automatically dials
out in the middle of the night once a
week to update the program listings.

At present, the Smart TV software
only works with the tuner in the com-
puter. It cannot be used to command
your VCR to record a program or to
change the channel on an external tun-
er such as a set -top cable box. Accord-
ing to Harman Interactive, however, an
upgrade is planned for later this year
that would make Destination compati-
ble with VCR's, cable boxes, and even
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INTRODUCING...

PARADIGM° REFERENCE
SPEAKER SYSTEMS

A new high -end speaker division,

dedicated to providing the highest
standard of technological design
excellence, and deliver absolutely

breathtaking sonic performance!

tcith years of design expertise and a state-of-the-art in-house R&D facility,
Paradigm engineers and acousticians set out to build the world's finest
speakers, regardless of cost! The result is Paradigm Reference...electrifying

and eminently satisfying high -end speaker systems that bring you closer than ever to
the live event!

And, while this stunning performance heightens the sheer enjoyment of music, it is
equally important for the best in home theater sound, especially now with the arrival of
digital AC -3.

We invite you to visit your nearest Authorized Paradigm Reference Dealer and
experience this astonishing new reference standard in music and home theater sound
for yourself!
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PERIPHERALS
Digital Satellite System (DSS) receiv-
ers. (Non -computer -based electronic
program guides such as StarSight, Vid-
eo Guide, and TV Guide Plus, which
are found in some TV sets, VCR's, and
dedicated boxes, are already able to re-
lay infrared signals to VCR's and cable
boxes.) A monthly fee may be harder
to justify in the future as VCR's and
TV's from Magnavox and TV's from
JVC, among others, include Gemstar's
TV Guide Plus, which will be free of
any subscription fee.

During my stay at Katmandu, the
Smart TV software didn't quite live up
to its name, misidentifying some of
the channels. Gateway's Grueskin said
the local cable system had recently re-
configured its channel lineup and the
Smart TV server hadn't yet been up-
dated. Evidently, tracking the thou-
sands of cable systems around the
country will be a challenge. I was dis-
appointed that an RCA DSS receiver
that had been unpacked was not in-
stalled and that the premium movie
channels on cable were all scrambled.
Gateway wasn't paying for the extra
channels. Okay. At least there was
CNN and the local hog -carcass counts.

A/V Performance
So how well does Destination work?
First, the TV picture is good enough
that it should fool most people into
thinking they're watching a regular
set. As for using the display for com-
puting, I had no trouble reading text
from the sofa 10 feet away. The typical
Times New Roman typeface was crisp
on the big screen, and there was no
flicker. In fact, World Wide Web pages
were easier to read than movie credits
on my 35 -inch TV at home.

Buyers who follow computer specs
may be put off by the monitor's 0.83 -
millimeter dot pitch (a good desktop
monitor normally comes in at about
0.26mm), but the larger dot size is jus-
tified given the jumbo dimensions of
the screen. Also, if the dots were much
smaller, the picture wouldn't be as
bright. Though the monitor supports
up to 800 x 600 pixels and 16.7 mil-
lion colors, Gateway says that for opti-
mal video quality you should use the
video card's default setting of 640 x
480 pixels (standard VGA) and 256
colors. Sure, this is not a system meant
for computer -assisted design applica-
tions, but the resolution is good
enough for entertainment and educa-

tional purposes. In comparing the dis-
play with a no -frills Mitsubishi TV
set, I would be hard pressed to decide
which one was the PC/TV and which
the standard TV.

he Harman Kardon sound sys-
tem joins a number of $500
to $1,000 "home theater in a
box" systems that include all

the speakers, amplification, and wires
you'll need for surround sound.
Though the bundled package is avail-
able only through Gateway, the
AVRIO audio/video receiver ($429) is
sold separately in stores. When I
played the Delos "Surround Spectacu-
lar" CD set (with test tracks prepared
by STEREO REVIEW'S technical editor
David Ranada) on Destination's CD-
ROM drive pumped through the
AVRIO, the left, center, right, and sur-
round channels delivered as promised.
The AVRIO is rated to deliver 35 watts
per channel in stereo mode or 30 watts
x 3 plus 20 watts x 2 in surround
mode. The unit comes with its own re-
mote, but the controls are not mim-
icked via on -screen software. The
Destination mouse or keyboard con-
trols volume as long as the PC/TV is
in the loop and the receiver is on.
When audio cables are connected di-
rectly from a VCR or laserdisc player
and you want to change the station or
simply forgot to turn the sound on,
you'll have to walk over to the receiv-
er or use its dedicated remote.

The quality of the sound system will
satisfy nondiscriminating listeners,
though an audiophile will already
own or want something better. There
was no noticeable hiss, blurring, or
excessive coloration as a result of the
audio signal's being passed through
the sound card. In any case, the system
was certainly loud enough. In the
morning at Katmandu I awoke early
to a blaring radio from next door that
most certainly was my thin -walled
neighbor's revenge for my having
turned up the home theater the night
before.

The Computer Side
As a home computer, Gateway's Des-
tination offers everything you'd expect
to run today's multimedia software,
including a stack of cool CD-ROM's.
But be warned: Destination crumbles
the boundary between home and home
office. If you crave the isolation of

computing at a desk - and reject the
notion of socializing around a PC
complete with TV - you'd be better
off with a non -Destination system
from either Gateway or one of its
competitors. A big -screen PC/TV also
costs more. On a 120 -MHz Pentium -
based Destination, for example, you
pay a $1,450 premium over Gateway's
comparable Family PC with 15 -inch
monitor and no TV -to -VGA electron-
ics. But what you get with the big
screen is the ability to change comput-
ing from an essentially private activity
into one that can be experienced in the
shared space of a living room. In this
context, new applications and ways of
doing things become possible.

Windows users will get the joke
when someone refers to Destination as
Alt -Tab TV. (That key combination
switches between your current appli-
cation and your most recent one,
which in the living room is likely to be
the TV and the PC.) You can switch
over to the PC whenever those increas-
ingly long commercial breaks come
on. Why wander aimlessly around the
dial when you could ... write a check,
read your e-mail, or create an electron-
ic Post -It note? During the wee hours
at Katmandu, I stretched Tom Snyder
into a funhouse-mirror-like window on
the right side of the screen while I pe-
rused STEREO REVIEW'S America On-
line site on the left.

A big -screen PC/TV liberates game
play for titles such as 3D Monopoly
(Virgin Interactive) and You Don't
Know Jack (Berkeley Software). No
one has to get up or move over so that
someone else can take his turn. Slouch
on the couch or spread out on the car-
pet. Forget about dice. Just pass the
mouse, please.

Destination also seems the perfect
platform on which to play enhanced
CD's (ECD's), music discs that also
contain video segments and graphics
viewable on a computer. I was finally
able to view the bonus video on the
Rolling Stones' "Stripped" ECD. The
Virgin Records disc uses the Pre -Gap
format, one of several formats that the
recording and computing industries
are wrestling with as they come to
terms with a true ECD standard. (See
"Enhanced CD" in the April issue.) I
was also able to see the musician
Craig Chaquico strut a guitar on his
"A Thousand Pictures" ECD (Higher
Octave Music). The Destination sys-
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PERIPHERALS
tem I was running contained a Tottori
Sanyo CD-ROM drive, but Sanyo is
not the only supplier of CD-ROM
drives for Destination. I did not have a
chance to try a CD Plus format disc
(also referred to as CD Extra), al-
though Grueskin claimed he had suc-
cessfully accessed the multimedia por-
tion of Bob Dylan's "Greatest Hits,"
Volume 3, a CD Plus disc from Co-
lumbia. (He just wasn't sure which
manufacturer's drive was in the Desti-
nation he was using at the time.) The
bottom line is that there's a good
chance your ECD's will work in a
Destination system, but there are no
guarantees.

Perhaps the most compelling use for
Destination is the ability to visit World
Wide Web addresses mentioned on TV
while simultaneously watching the
program. Using the wireless keyboard
and the Microsoft Internet Explorer
2.0 browser software bundled in the
system, I was able to get onto the Web
and open a window of concert dates
related to a band being featured on
one of the cable channels. In the past,
I had to scribble down an address,
move to another room, and boot up
my computer; a few minutes later, I'd
get to the right page, but by then the
excitement had crested.

The first version of Destination
does not implement Intercast,
a data -delivery system pro-
moted by Intel in which a spe-

cial chip in the PC decodes Internet
data inserted in the vertical blanking
interval of a TV signal. A link to a par-
ticular site could be sent moments
ahead of its reference in a broadcast so
that the viewer wouldn't have to type
in an address at all but merely click
the on -screen button. Clearly, Destina-
tion and Intercast are made for each
other, and future models will support it.

As for work, I found that using the
wireless keyboard on my lap (even
with a pillow between us) or on the
cocktail table in front of the sofa was
okay for short spurts of typing, but I
wouldn't want to do it for more than
an hour at a time. What I found tire-
some was not the screen but the set-
ting. To be comfortable for prolonged
periods you do need to sit up straight
(yes, Mom) in a chair with a back and
to position the keyboard on a tabletop
under which you can slide your legs
without elevating your wrists. Even

Gateway admits that Destination is not
meant to be your only PC.

Gateway doesn't expect Destination
to be your only TV, either. Perhaps if
you live alone, Destination could be
the one. But if you thought family bat-
tles over the remote were heated be-
fore, you haven't seen anything yet.
Suddenly people are fighting not only
over what channel to watch but over
which home page to visit or which
CD-ROM to play. You can split the
screen only so many ways, and when
one person holds the mouse and an-
other the keyboard, either can overrule
the other. Welcome to Chaos Manor.

Buying into a PC/TV isn't much
different from putting all your eggs in
one of those fax/scanner/copier/print-
ers for a small office. If it breaks,
you're cooked. In this case, when the
device goes down, you lose not only
your PC but also your TV. Gateway's
standard one-year on -site warranty is
for the computer only. Because of the
monitor's high voltage, the company
will not service it on the premises.
Gateway will send a replacement, but
you have to return the bad monitor at
your own expense.

Since all of the TV's intelligence -
the tuner, program guide, and video -
to -VGA signal converter - resides in
the computer, a certain leap of faith is
necessary. As a matter of fact, I did
have to reboot the TV - I mean, com-
puter - twice during my stay at Kat-
mandu. Those were the only times I
turned the system power off, since the
PC is Energy Star -compliant, meaning
that it goes into a sleep mode when it's
not active. (Besides, for the modem to
retrieve program listings during the
night or to receive faxes, the system
has to be able to awaken.)

The power buttons on the Field
Mouse and keyboard are strictly for
the monitor, a prudent design choice,
as anyone who has ever sat on a re-
mote can attest. The monitor itself
doesn't automatically go into a sleep
mode, as it might if it were used only
for computing. Computer users tend to
provide input at least once every 5
minutes, but TV watchers can be pas-
sive for hours. How is a big dumb tube
to know when no one is watching? I
guess that's for next year's model.

Gateway 2000, Dept. SR, P.O. Box
2000, N. Sioux City, SD 57049-2000;
telephone, 1-800-846-2000.
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"Polk's SRT System will give you a brill a minute"
David Ranada, Stereo Review, January, 1996

The most influential audio journals of Europe and America agree, the Polk Audio Signatur

Reference Theater system is a stunning achievement.

"The sound was extremely clean and extremely p merful, I was scared... an amazing

combination of flatness and low frequency extension we have

never before measured in our listening room... the effects pro-

duced by SDA had to be heard to be believed...

spectacular directional and spatial effects..."

David Ranada, Stereo Review, January, 1996

"...better than real cinema."

"... this is cinema shakeup, cinema shake-

down, cinema turn -it -upside-down. You're

not on the edge of your seat, you're forced

back into it. The realism is intense... this is a

system which can excel with music sources...

breathy and clear... admirable speed and

grace... totally absorbing"

What Hi-Fi?, Great Britain. February, 1996

For more information and the loca-

tion of a Polk SRT dealer near you, call

(800) 377-7655. Or visit our web site

at http://www.polkaudio.com.

The SRT system consists of 35 active drive units housed in

seven enclosures (including two 300 watt powered sub -

woofers) and a Control Center with wireless remote.

Matthew Polk
Co-founder, Polk Audio

WARNING: THIS SYSTEM IS CAPABLE OF EXTREME SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS. SRT SYSTEMS ARE SUPLIED WITH

A SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL METER TO HELP YOU DETERMINE SAFE LISTENING LEVELS.

Dealer Locator Number

1-800-992-2520

I Ad code: 10014
The Speaker Specialists

5601 Metro Drive, Baltimore, Maryland 21215 USA (410)358-3600.
"Polk Audio"," The Speaker Specialists" and "Dynamic Balance" are registered trademarks of Polk Investment Corporation used under license by Polk Audio Incorporated.
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TECHNICAL TALK
JULIAN HIRSCH

What's a Watt . . . and Why?
paradoxically, one of the most
common terms in the audio lexi-
con is also one that is misunder-
stood by a good many audio en-

thusiasts. Ask any audiophile to explain
the significance of the watt, and you may
receive answers ranging from "how loud
the sound is (or can be)" to how heavy
the amplifier is likely to be. Actually, al-
though both are true to some degree, nei-
ther really answers the question.

This situation reminds me of the fable
about the group of blind men who de-
scribed an elephant after feeling different
parts of its anatomy. The one who touched
a leg described it as being like a tree
trunk, another encountered its trunk and
concluded that it resembled a large snake,
and so on. Obviously, although each con-
clusion was based on observation, they
went so far beyond the evidence as to be
totally erroneous.

Let's return to some fundamentals.
Voltage (measured in volts) can be thought
of as the force that "pushes" electrons
through a circuit. Current (measured in
amperes or "amps"), on the other hand,
refers to the electron flow, or how many
electrons pass by a certain point in a cir-
cuit during a second. Simple, or "ohmic,"
resistance to electron flow (measured,
naturally, in ohms), such as that produced
by a resistor like a light -bulb filament or a
toaster coil, generates heat.

Power is the ability to do work, such as
heating up a resistor, at a given rate, and it
is measured in watts (1 horsepower = 746
watts). Power in a DC (direct -current)
electrical circuit is simply the product of
the voltage applied and the current flow-
ing in that circuit: I volt times 1 ampere
equals 1 watt. That sounds easy, and it is
- much too easy to be valid for most au-
dio applications. The main problem is
that audio signals are alternating current
(AC) in which the direction of electron
flow changes periodically. Furthermore,
when a speaker is connected to an ampli-
fier, the electrical load it presents to that
amp does not behave like a simple resis-
tor but also includes some "impedance,"
the AC form of resistance, which varies
with frequency. These factors substantial-
ly complicate the power calculation.

Fortunately, the user of an audio sys-
tem really does not need to know how

much power his amplifier is delivering or
what the reactive components of the loud-
speaker load actually are. Amplifiers and
speakers are generally rated in terms of
their operation into simple resistive loads
and are normally tested under that condi-
tion. Though this may seem like a cop-
out, it is a reasonable compromise be-
tween ideal and real -world conditions.

There are a couple more complications
in the loudspeaker/amplifier interface.
First, the current delivered by an amplifier
is proportional to its output (signal) volt-
age and inversely proportional to the load
resistance. In other words, at a given sig-
nal voltage level, a 4 -ohm load draws
twice as much current from the amplifier

Most amplifiers can

deliver much more power

for brief periods than their

rated continuous output.

as an 8 -ohm load. Most amplifiers are de-
signed to cope with this situation without
damage and with at most a moderate in-
crease in distortion.

But the load impedance of most loud-
speakers also varies widely with frequen-
cy, sometimes dropping to 2 ohms or
even lower. A 2 -ohm load could draw
four times as much current for a given in-
put signal level as an 8 -ohm load, or six-
teen times as much power! In a worst -
case scenario, that could damage the am-
plifier, or at least blow a fuse. Fortunately,
this kind of situation is rare, because the
playback volume and distortion are likely
to reach intolerable levels before a dan-
gerous power -draw level is reached.

Virtually every hi-fi amplifier (I can't
think of any exception) is rated to deliver
its specified power into 8 -ohm loads.
Many are also rated for operation into a
lower impedance, such as 4 or 6 ohms. A
few years ago, 4 ohms was the "low -im-
pedance" rating of almost all amplifiers.
Nowadays, the proliferation of home -the-
ater systems has resulted in a number of
affordable (and generally quite good) re-
ceivers with four or five audio power

channels instead of just two. To keep the
prices of such components down, many
manufacturers have economized (without
any significant loss of performance, as far
as I have been able to determine) by de-
signing their power amplifiers for a mini-
mum rated load of 6 ohms.

Actually, in most of the receivers I
have tested, the amplifiers behaved quite
well into 4 -ohm loads even when rated
for a minimum load of 6 ohms. And this
was under extended operation with a sine -
wave signal, which is far more taxing
than a typical music program. The most
obvious result of such operation is usually
an increase of measurable, though not
necessarily audible, distortion and, if pro-
longed, an increase in the heat -sink tem-
perature of the amplifier.

Some amplifiers - generally large,
heavy, and expensive ones - are rated to
drive loads of 2 ohms or even lower with-
out risk of damage or degradation of per-
formance (although standard home elec-
trical wiring may not always be able to
support such operation without tripping
the main circuit breakers). Such an ampli-
fier is an ideal choice, and sometimes a
necessary one, for a handful of very good
(and expensive) speakers.

But for most people, selecting an am-
plifier with adequate current -delivering
capacity is not a serious problem. Since
most music is highly dynamic in nature,
the amplifier's maximum output is rarely
required, and most amplifiers can deliver
for brief periods an output much greater
than their rated continuous power. That is
the basis of the dynamic power ratings for
amplifiers.

We measure the dynamic power output
of every amplifier we test. Made with a
short -duty -cycle tone -burst signal (20
milliseconds duration, twice per second),
the test measures the maximum short -du-
ration power an amplifier can deliver into
a resistive load, typically 8 or 4 ohms but
frequently as low as 2 ohms or even less,
without significant waveform distortion.
The dynamic headroom of an amplifier,
expressed in decibels, is the ratio of its 1 -

kHz output power at the clipping point,
with a 1 -kHz tone burst, to its rated
steady-state power output into 8 ohms.

Given the dynamic nature of most mu-
sic, this rating is at least comparable in
importance to the amplifier's steady-state
(continuous) rating. The tone -burst signal
(lasting only a fiftieth of a second) does
not endanger the amplifier and is much
closer to the characteristics of musical
material than a steady-state test signal.

As you can see, amplifier power ratings
are somewhat more complicated than the
simple numbers generally used in product
ads. Although no single rating actually
defines an amplifier's performance, an
understanding of the significance of the
various specifications can help you make
the best choice for your system.
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"The holy grail
of home theater:"
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FOR AN EXPERT DEMONSTRATION OR

MORE INFORMATION ON OUR HOME

THEATER SYSTEMS, VISIT THE EXCLUSIVE

MIRAGE DEALER IN YOUR AREA.
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Fortunately most people
are discerning enough to know
- and hear - the difference.

They're aware that many
manufacturers are now trying
to duplicate the unique design
and outstanding performance
of Mirage, the inventors of the
original Bipolar loudspeaker.
Yet they're equally aware that
no one has even managed to
come close.

Our flagship M-lsi towers
offer the perfect case in point.
This fully symmetrical, three-
way Bipolar speaker has earned
the acclaim and awards of
audiophiles around the world.
Its dual 8" subwoofers in
individual chambers generate
amazingly accurate bass down
to 20Hz while proprietary
tweeter and midrange designs
ensure minimal distortion and
optimal dispersion.

Now Mirage is setting
amazing new standards in
Home Theater sound as well,
with an awesome array of full -
range speakers, center
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"Since there aren't
any faults that
we can hear,

the standard in
loudspeaker design

may well be at
hand... the bench-
mark of modern
engineering."

- THE INNER EAR REPORT

channels, subwoofers and
satellite surrounds. No matter
where you are in the room,
with Mirage Bipolar you're
utterly immersed in the most
spacious, three-dimensional
music and sound effects
imaginable.

So you can put off
purchasing until the next
millennium, in hopes that the
imitators will el.entually catch
up. Or you can listen to Mirage
and enjoy the future of Home
Theater today.

31)41 Mc NI( ou. A%  ue ,
SCARBOROUGH, ON I (RIO

CANADA MIX 1G5
(416)321-18*0 FAX (416)321-1500
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TEST REPORTS

Marantz SR -96 Home THX
Audio/Video Receiver
DAVID RANADA  TECHNICAL EDITOR

Having tested the waters with
THX power amplifiers and
a THX tuner/preamp, Ma-
rantz has now jumped in

with both feet and produced one of the
industry's few THX receivers, the SR -
96. It performs both Dolby Pro Logic
decoding and subsequent Lucasfilm
Home THX functions in the digital
domain by means of two specialized
digital signal -processing (DSP) chips.
And although it doesn't contain a Dol-
by Digital (AC -3) chip, the SR -96 is
ready to accept an outboard Dolby
Digital decoder.

Had Marantz's companion Dolby
Digital decoder, the $700 DP -870,
been available during our test period,
it would have connected to an array of
six RCA jacks on the SR -96's rear
panel (labeled 6 -Ch. Direct Input).
Providing standard connectors for this
input (instead of the computer -style
DB-25 multipin connector on some
other Dolby Digital -ready receivers)
allows the SR -96 to be used with non-
Marantz Dolby Digital decoders as
well as other multichannel devices not
necessarily using Dolby processing.
The receiver will amplify the signals
at the 6 -Ch. Direct Input whenever the
6 -Ch. Direct Mode button on the front
panel or the 6Ch button on the sup-
plied remote is pressed.

Besides Dolby Digital compatibili-
ty, the SR -96 has three auxiliary DSP
modes: Movie, Hall, and Matrix.
Movie mode is Dolby Pro Logic de-
coding with the surround -channel de-
lay time adjustable up to 90 millisec-
onds (ms) instead of the Pro Logic
maximum of 30 ms. Hall mode, which
generates multiple artificial reflections
and sends them through all speakers of
a system, is supposed to simulate the
ambience of a "medium-sized circular
hall with rich reverberations." Matrix
mode is similar in action to Hall but
derives its reflection signals differently
and feeds the center speaker with a re-
flection -free signal.

The manual's description for the
SR -96's 3Ch Logic mode does not ac-
cord with other manufacturers' expla-
nations I've seen for it or with Dolby's
usage; Dolby explains that the mode is
for home -theater systems that don't
have surround speakers. In such cases

DIMENSIONS: 161/4 inches wide, 4Vii inches
high. 14 Vit inches deep

WEIGHT: 311/4 pounds

PRICE: $1,499

MANUFACTURER: Marantz America, nc.,
Dept. SR, 440 Medinah Rd., Roselle,
IL 60172-2330; telephone, 708-307-3100

the SR -96, just like other devices with
a three -channel mode, mixes the de-
coded surround output with the front
channels. Marantz, however, says that
3Ch Logic is to be used to improve
"the sound field of the center channel"
if the left and right front speakers are
located far apart, totally ignoring the
contributions of the surround channel.
Hmm . . . . Finally, as in other THX
products, the mono "mode" turns the
amplifier output into strict mono, with
no additional spatial or other digital
processing, and sends it to the center -
channel speaker, if any.

Other important features of the re-
ceiver include high power -output capa-
bilities in all channels, a key require-
ment that must be met for a receiver
to get THX certification. During sur-
round operation into 8 -ohm loads, the
SR -96 is rated to deliver 110 watts per
channel to the three front speakers and
90 watts to each surround speaker.
Those concerned about the 20 -watt
difference between the front and sur-
round ratings can relax - at these
power levels 20 watts represents a tiny
difference (less than a decibel) in max-
imum output. The SR -96 should do
well powering a Dolby Digital system
given that format's ability to generate
very high levels in any or all of its six
channels. In two -channel stereo mode,
the SR -96 is rated to deliver 110 watts
per channel into 8 ohms.

As important as high power are the
SR -96's bass -management facilities.
While they are not as versatile as some
we've seen, they do provide for the
correct hookup and adjustment of a
THX subwoofer by supplying an 80 -
Hz, 24 -dB -per -octave low-pass cross -
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over filter on the (mono) line -level
subwoofer output as well as 80 -Hz,
12 -dB -per -octave high-pass filtering
on the speaker outputs. All these fil-
ters, which are engaged whenever the
subwoofer output is turned on, should
also work well with non-THX sub -
woofers and main speakers. The speak-
er -balancing test -tone sequence in-
cludes a tone for balancing the sub -
woofer, a rare and useful function.

The array of SR -96 features also in-
cludes a thirty -preset AM/FM tuner,
connections for audio and video re-
corders that allow taping one program
while watching or listening to another,
and a handy on -screen display (avail-
able only on the composite -video
monitor output, however). The rear
panel has audio -only connections for a
CD player and two audio recorders
(one set designated, somewhat over- 
optimistically, for a DCC deck), as
well as A/V connections for two VCR's,
a laserdisc player, and an auxiliary
A/V source. Another auxiliary A/V in-
put is located on the front panel for
hookup to a camcorder or video -game
console. All video connections, in-
cluding the single TV -monitor output,
are supplied with both composite -vid-
eo and S -video jacks. There are also

facilities for multiroom operation and
for operating other Marantz equipment
with the receiver's handset.

An F -connector jack serves as the
input for an FM antenna, while the
supplied AM loop antenna is attached
with spring clips. A complete (five -
channel) set of jumpered pre -out/
main -in connectors is provided along
with the line -level subwoofer output.
Speaker connections are via binding
posts that take dual banana plugs. Two
AC convenience outlets are provided,
one switched and one unswitched.

The programmable remote control
has buttons that are nicely clustered by
function but are too similar in size,
shape, and regularity of layout. The
front -panel display normally shows
the selected input and the volume set-
ting (in decibels relative to the THX-
standard volume setting).

In our lab tests the SR -96 performed
very well indeed. Its power ratings
were all exceeded, noise and distortion
levels in both stereo and Dolby Pro
Logic operation were very low, and
deviations from THX standards for re -
equalization and surround equalization
were both small. The bass -manage-
ment facilities performed according
to spec. Tuner FM performance was,
however, merely average. (Although
we rarely see truly superb tuner per-
formance in receivers nowadays, the
average FM performance level is, in
absolute terms, quite high.) The AM
band was as miserably served by the
SR -96 as by other recent receivers.

In listening tests, the SR -96 had
very few performance anomalies. In
our listening room, connected to a
complete set of THX speakers, there
was no audible background noise at
any setting of the volume control be-
low -10, a position that effortlessly

AMPLIFIER SECTION
All data for two -channel stereo operation.

OUTPUT AT CLIPPING (at I kHz)
8 ohms 121 watts
4 ohms 187 watts

CLIPPING HEADROOM (re 110 -watt rating)
0.43 dB

DYNAMIC POWER
8 ohm. 134 watts
-I ohm, 250 watts

DYNAMIC HEADROOM (re 110 -watt rating)
ohm. 0 87 dB

DISTORTION AT RATED POWER 0 013%

SENSITIVITY (for I watt output into 8 ohms)
CD input . 31.7 mV

NOISE (re I -watt output in 8 ohms, A-wtd)
CD input -82 dB

FREQUENCY RESPONSE (tone controls centered)
20 Kr to 20 1:11, +0.13 dB, -0.33 dB

TONE -CONTROL RANGE
100 11/ ±11.5 dB
10 kHz +10.1, -10.6 dB

TUNER SECTION
All figures for FM only except frequency
response.

SENSITIVITY (50 -dB quieting)
mono 20 dBf
stereo 23 dBf

MEASUREMENTS
NOISE (at 65 dB1)
mono -70 dB
stereo -68 dB

DISTORTION (THD+N at 65 dBf)
mono 0 3%
stereo (including pilot leakage) 0 2%

CAPTURE RATIO (at 65 dBf) I 3 dB

AM REJECTION 50 dB

SELECTIVITY
alternate -channel 81 dB
adjacent -channel 38 dB

PILOT -CARRIER LEAKAGE
19-k1-1/ -76 dB
38-kFli -65 dB

HUM -80 dB

CHANNEL SEPARATION
I(X) Hz 54 dB
I kHz 36 dB
10 kHz 35 dB

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
FM 30 Hz to 15 kHz +0.8, -I dB
AM 54 Hz to 2.9 kHz +0.7, -6 dB

DOLBY PRO LOGIC PERFORMANCE
FREQUENCY RESPONSE
left, right ... 20 Hz to 20 kHz +0. -1.3 dB
center 20 Hz to 20 kHz +0. -1.3 dB
surround . . 20 Hz to 7.6 kHz +0.1. -3 dB

OUTPUT AT CUPPING (8 -ohm loads)
lett, center, right 129 to 136 watts
surround I 1 I watts

NOISE (re I -watt output, A-wtd)
WI. right -71 dB
center -72 dB
surround -72 dB

DISTORTION (THD+N, I kHz, I -watt output)
left, right 0 04%
center . 0 04%
surround 0.07%

SURROUND -DECODER INPUT -OVERLOAD
MARGINS (at I kHz)
left, right (re 2 -volt input) +1.2 dB
center (re 1.4 -volt input) +4.2 dB
stfrotind tre 1.4 -volt input) +4.2 dB

SURROUND -CHANNEL NOISE -REDUCTION
CALIBRATION ERROR
re TUX spec (141.4 my) +0.25 dB

CHANNEL SEPARATION (100 Hz to 7 kHz)
left output. right driven >57 dB
left output, center driven >49 dB
left output, surround driven >47 dB
center output, left driven >55 dB
center ou(put, surround driven >56 dB
surround output, left driven >51 dB
surround output, center driven >56 dB

TNX RE -EQUALIZATION ERROR
16 -0.9 dB
211M/ -2.2 dB

THX SURROUND -EQUALIZATION ERROR
worst case +0.9 dB at 1.6 kHz
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Small as it is,
we managed

to find room for
Improvement.

Introducing the richer sounding, remote -controlled Bose' Acoustic Wave' music system. Stereo

Review called it "...possibly the best -reproduced sound many people have ever heard." But that didn't

stop us from making the Acoustic Wave" music system even better. We started by making the sound

even richer, clearer, and more natural. The sound from our patented waveguide speaker technology

is so lifelike, you'll want to turn it up. So we made that easier as well, by adding a credit card -sized

remote control that lets you operate the system from your favorite chair. Whether you're listening

to the AM/FM radio or your favorite CD, it adds up to big improvements, in a very small system.

Call today 1-800-898-BOSE, ext. W468A.
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Address
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produced extremely loud reproduction
of music CD's and movie soundtracks.
Our measured data, however, which
were taken at a volume setting of -3,
don't show that the amplifier section's
background noise increased very, very
slightly whenever the volume setting
contained a "5" (-5, -15, and so on).
This interesting but inconsequential
increase was never audible beneath
program material. I had to push my
ears up to the speakers to hear it.

The THX processing produced its
desired effects properly. Pink -noise
test tones showed that the surround -
channel decorrelation, which serves to
increase the theater -like sense of en-
velopment produced by a pair of sur-
round speakers, utilized a pitch -shift-
ing technique whose cycling operated
at a faster rate than we have previously
noticed. It was only occasionally no-
ticeable as a coloration. The other as-
pects of THX processing, re -equaliza-
tion and surround equalization, again
worked as they should to reduce sound-
track harshness and match the timbres
of front and surround speakers.

Quite noticeable colorations were
introduced by the Hall and Matrix
modes. While they are presumably in-
tended for enhancing music, I found
their virtually unadjustable, too regu-
larly spaced artificial reflections an-
noying after only a few seconds of lis-
tening. So while the SR -96's remote
does have separate buttons allowing an
instant change of surround -processing
mode, as opposed to the round-robin
buttons on the front panel, I found my-
self using only the Dolby Pro Logic
and THX settings besides mono and
stereo playback.

Operationally, the SR -96 had re-
markably few quirks considering how
much was going on inside. The only
significant ones I found - and they
should hardly be considered disquali-
fying - were that the volume setting
is not always shown in the front -panel
display during certain remote -control
operations, and the position of the
continuously rotating volume knob
gives no clue to the setting either. These
lapses could produce startling conse-
quences when you switch between dif-
ferent program sources.

The Hall and Matrix modes aside,
anyone looking for a single compo-
nent offering state-of-the-art reproduc-
tion of Dolby Surround soundtracks
and complete compatibility with pre-
sent and future Dolby Digital media
need look no further than Marantz's
SR -96 receiver.
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PSB Model 1000 Speaker
JULIAN HIRSCH  HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

pSB Speakers - the compa-
ny's name is derived from
the initials of its founder and
chief designer, Paul Barton

- are designed and manufactured in
Canada. Over the years, the PSB prod-
uct line has grown in size and diversi-
ty, always maintaining the high stan-
dards of its creator, formerly a profes-
sional musician.

The new PSB 1000, though out-
wardly resembling other currently
popular columnar speakers, differs

DIMENSIONS: 371/4 inches high. 9 inches
wide. 12'/4 inches deep

WEIGHT: 39 pounds (each)

FINISH: black oak or dark cherry woolgrain
vinyl or high -gloss black: removable matte -
black fabric grille

PRICE: black oak or dark cherry, $999 a pair:
high -gloss back. $1,199 a pair

MANUFACTURER: PSB Speakers. Dept. SR.
633 Granite Ct., Pickering. Ontario LIW
3K1: telephone. 905-831-6555

from them in many respects. Accord-
ing to Barton, it features a newly de-
signed woofer and tweeter and a cabi-
net that is constructed for exceptional
rigidity and freedom from vibration.

Rated to handle up to 150 watts of
input, the PSB 1000 is a "two and a
half way" system, with its two 61/2 -
inch cone woofers mounted one above
the other and flanking the single 1 -

inch ferrofluid-cooled dome tweeter.
The woofers operate as a vented sys-
tem, with a single 21/2 -inch port below
the lower one, which serves as a sort
of subwoofer, handling the bass range
up to a few hundred hertz. The upper
woofer's response (which also covers
the full range of the lower driver) con-
tinues upward to the vicinity of 2.1
kHz before crossing over to the tweet-
er. According to the manufacturer,
each of the long -throw woofers com-
bines a treated, compressed -felt cone
and a highly efficient magnet system
in a rigid, nonmetallic basket.

The tweeter's 1 -inch dome is a
blend of textile, linen, and silk that
PSB says provides an exceptionally
smooth and uncolored response over a
wide frequency range. An extended
cavity beneath the dome's surround is
said to lower the tweeter's low -fre-
quency resonance to well below the
2.1 -kHz crossover frequency. The re-
sult of these and other design features
is said to be an audible gain in natural,
precise timbres in the vocal range and
a remarkably accurate overall frequen-
cy response of 45 Hz to 20 kHz ±1.5
dB. Low -frequency cutoff is given as
-10 dB at 29 Hz.

On the outside, the PSB 1000 re-
sembles many other tower speakers,
but inside it's as unusual as its drivers.
PSB says that the enclosure is assem-
bled from high -density, nonresonant
wood composites using rounded, ex-
truded corner moldings that make it
extremely rigid. That rigidity can easi-
ly be verified by a simple knuckle test.
Rapping any portion of the cabinet ex-
terior produces a sharp click, striking-
ly free of any ringing or other sign of
cabinet resonance. The rear panel of
the enclosure has dual sets of gold-
plated binding posts with jumper straps
suitable for biwiring.

The rated sensitivity of the PSB
1000 is a relatively high 92 dB sound -
pressure level (SPL) with a 2.83 -volt
input signal. Its nominal (and mini-
mum) impedance is specified as 4
ohms. Our measurements confirmed
that figure and also showed that the
system impedance was unusually uni-
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TEST REPORTS
form. We measured a minimum im-
pedance of 4 ohms between 100 and
300 Hz, which rose to a rather uniform
7 ohms from 700 Hz to 20 kHz. The
bass peak of 15 ohms occurred at 60
Hz. Presumably there was another im-
pedance peak in this vented system,
but it apparently occurred below 20
Hz and therefore did not appear in our
measurements.

Our frequency -response measure-
ments confirmed the exceptional qual-
ities claimed for the PSB 1000. The
room response, averaged for the left
and right speakers, was within ±4 dB
from 50 Hz to 12 kHz. Close-miked
on -axis measurements at 18 inches
from the tweeter showed a response
that was flat within 5 dB overall from
45 Hz to 20 kHz. A similar measure-
ment midway between the lower woof-
er and the port yielded a response flat
within ±4.5 dB from 20 Hz to 2 kHz.

Perhaps most impressive of all the
measurements, however, was the qua-
si-anechoic MLS response at distances
of 1, 2, and 3 meters from the speaker.
The "worst" result was a ±2 -dB varia-
tion from 300 Hz to 20 kHz at 3 me-
ters. The best was ±1.5 dB at 1 meter
over the same frequency range.

Those figures represent by far the
flattest response we have measured
from a speaker over the major part of

the audio range. They do not necessar-
ily mean that anyone will experience
such response uniformity in actual
use (the MLS measurement excludes
many reflections that will inevitably
appear in a real -world listening situa-
tion), but they certainly speak elo-
quently for the care that went into cre-
ating the PSB 1000.

Probably the most "conventional"
characteristic of the speaker is its hori-
zontal dispersion. The response curves
on -axis and 45 degrees off -axis di-
verged above 3 kHz, with a drop of
about 13 dB at 15 kHz. That is not un-
usual, especially for speakers with 1 -
inch tweeters, but it contrasts sharply
with the PSB 1000's superb on -axis
performance.

System sensitivity measured 94 dB,
slightly higher than rated. With an in-
put of 1.78 volts (equivalent to a 90 -
dB SPL at 1 meter) the bass distortion
was less than 1 percent from 60 Hz to
2 kHz, with a minimum of 0.6 percent
at 100 Hz.

The sound of the PSB 1000, as
might be expected from its measure-
ments, was excellent. It was well bal-
anced and free of such common vices
as shrillness or boominess. The bass
was solid and clean with music having
substantial content as low as 30 Hz. In
short, this is one fine speaker.

Z9Iin cLpt

"I'm sorry, sir, you'll have to ship it to the factory.
We don't perform amplifectomies on powered subwoofers."

CIRCLE NO 11 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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The Holy Grail of Audio
The audio holy grail is to make the speakers sound invisible and to
eliminate the sweet spot. We feel we've achieved this goal with
SRS technology and the Vivid 3D Theater.

Enhance any System
The Vivid 3D Theater easily connects to an existing two speaker
stereo system as well as surround sound technologies such as

Dolby Pro Logic® and THX®.

"...the VHT-200's action with surround -encoded soundtracks and
music did produce a surprisingly satisfactory sense of envelopment
and front -to -side sonic continuity, if not front/surround
directionality The VHT-200 can produce, with less noise and
distortion than many Dolby Pro Logic circuits we've tested, much
of the excitement of surround -sound home theater with only two
speakers. Stereo Review, May 96 David Ramada

"Using SRS with the "70mm" setting of a Fosgate/Harman
Kardon Dolby Pro Logic processor achieved excellent surround
effects from music and movies on laserdiscs and from telecasts."

Audio Magazine, April 96 Jobs Sunier

Improve Multizone Sound
The Vivid 3D Theater actually eliminates several problems
installers run into when connecting a multizone sound system. By
placing the Vivid 3D theater between the audio feed and the
distribution amplifier, SRS will provide improved sound coverage
in all zones, even if the speaker position in these rooms is less than
favorable. The Vivid 3D Theater also gives a new dimension of
sound to in -wall and ceiling speakers, bringing them to life with a
full, rich sound.

Stereo processing
creates flat, two-

dimensional
sound, where as
SRS processing
fills an entire

room with lifelike,
three-dimensional

sound.

SRS 3D Sound

Stereo Sound

U.J. Dealer and
international distributer

inquires welcome

Sunier Audio Magazine

"The health club had very low ceiings and I wanted to avoid
having to put in too many speakcs, yet even coverage was
needed. It timed out that the solution lay in signal processing,
not acoustics. A NuReality SRS processor was used, and the effect

was that the loudspeakers become essentially impossible to

localize."Sound and Communications,
February 96 Rob Baum

Mono Recordings
Put multi -channel excitement back into any
mono recording with the Vivid 31) Theater.
Old movies come to life with SRS
technology.

onoik,

-

I 1,1 ti -1 OVAATIC7f,IS

"The SRS mono mode is used when stereo is not available...and is
very effective in adding ambience. One of the best I have ever

heard done correctly." High Performance Reruns; Winter
95/96 Jobs Gatski

How it Works
You only have two ears, yet you hear in three dimensions.
Patented SRS technology is based on a natural psychoacoustic
phenomenon, known as Head Related Transfer Functions or
HRTFs, that have been largely ignored by modern sound
reproduction technologies. HRTFs allow your brain to localize
sound because the spectral characteristics, or frequency response,
of the sound varies. These "spatial cues" supplied primarily by the
outer ear, or pinna, are transferred to the brain-enabling you to
position sounds very accurately in three-dimensional space. SRS
technology essentially ninnies these diffractive effects of the pinna
by extracting information from a recording that originally came
from the sides and rear. This ambience information gives you a
sense of acoustic space. SRS then uses HRTF-based corrections to
cause the ear to perceive these sounds in their original spatial

relationships. The result is that the sense of realism you perceive

from reproduced sound is dramatically enhanced.
Rack mounts also available.

N UR EA LI T Y.
800-501-8086 or 714-442-1080

http://www.nureality.com sales@NuReality.com
In Canada Contact:

May Audio Marketing 514-651-5707
NuRealey and the NuReality logo are registered trademarks of Nureality. SRS and the SRS logo are registered trademark of SRS Labs. All product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders.© 1996 NuReality.

2907 Daimler Sr Santa Ma. CA 92705 714442-1060 All rights reserved.
CIRCLE NO. 29 ON READER SERVICE CARD



"Selling Direct Allows Camb
Speakers Hundreds Of Doll

Cambridge SoundWorks manufactures
critically acclaimed speakers and music
systems designed by Audio Hall of Fame
member Henry Kloss (founder of AR, KLH
and Advent). We sell them - along with
components from Harman Kardon, Pioneer,
Sony and others - factory -direct, so you can
save hundreds of dollars. Audio magazine
says we may have "the best value in the
world." Home Theater Technology says our
speakers "sound much better than other
systems - at half the price."

Ensemble°
Ensemble is our best speaker system. We

think it competes with audiophile tower
speakers selling for over $1,000 a pair. Yet
its unique four -piece design literally
disappears in your room.

Ensemble consists of two compact, two-
way satellite
speakers

Our dual-
subwoofer
Ensemble
outperforms
expensive tower
speakers

because of its
great room
placement
flexibility.
$599.99

and two slim -
line (4 1/2" thick)
subwoofer cabinets
enclosing 8" woofers.
Because the bass
produced by the
subwoofers is non -directional, you can put
them in out-of-the-way places...even behind
or under furniture. Then place the satellite
speakers to create a realistic stereo image.
High Performance Review describes Ensemble
by saying "...stereo imaging is phenomenally
sharp...the dynamics are stunning...some of
the speakers I'm comparing it to cost $1900
to $2800." White or charcoal grey. $599.99

Ensemble II
Ensemble II is our best value high-

performance speaker system. It uses the
same satellites as Ensemble, but with a single
subwoofer cabinet that holds two 6 1/2"
woofers in an acoustic suspension enclosure.

Ensemble II is our best value in a high-performance

speaker system. Its satellite speakers are identical
to Ensemble's. $499.99

Because 90% of the music is reproduced by
the satellites,
Ensemble II
sounds much like
Ensemble. Stereo

Review says
"Ensemble 11 can
be compared only
with much larger
speakers at
substantially
higher prices."
White or charcoal
grey. $499.99

Ensemble III
Ensemble' Ill

was designed to
bring big sound into smaller rooms. It
has two small, two-way satellites and

a subwoofer cabinet that encloses a single
6 1/2" woofer with two voice coils.
Ensemble III maintains
the smooth, natural tonal
balance of our more
expensive systems, but
without the same deep
bass extension. Stereo

Review says it "sounds
first rate in every
respect." $349.99

Ensemble III brings
high-performance
sound into even very
small rooms.
$349.99

Ensemble IV
Our most compact and affordable sub-

woofer/satellite speaker system is Ensemble
N. It consists of two "cube" satellites
containing wide -range 3" speaker drivers and
a shoebox-sized subwoofer with a 5 3/4"
woofer. It doesn't have the same deep bass
extension as our
more
expensive
speakers -
but it
sounds
terrific.

is our most
affordable subwoofer/satellite speaker
system. $249.99

Home Theater Technology says "Ensemble IV
produces a level of sound quality that is so
much bigger and better than you'd expect
from an inexpensive system that it's almost
ridiculous." $249.99

The Outdoor
Our all-weather

speaker is called
The Outdoor. It has the
natural, accurate,
wide -range sound that
Henry Kloss designs
are known for.
We don't know of any
all-weather speaker

that sounds
better. Free-
standing (shown), $299.99pr.
In -wall version, $349.99pr.

Center
Channel Speakers

Cambridge SoundWorks
manufactures two speakers
specifically for use as center
channel speakers in Dolby'
Pro Logic home theater
systems. Both are magneti-
cally shielded so they can be
placed near a TV or computer



ridge SoundVVorks To Rice
arOelow The Competition."

Center Channel

monitor. Center
Channel is
identical to an
Ensemble
satellite (but

with magnetic shielding). $159.99. Center
Channel Plus uses an ultra -low, ultra -wide
design that is ideal for placement above
(or, with optional support stand, below) a
TV monitor. It is, we believe, the finest
center channel speaker
available. $229.99

Surround Speakers
Cambridge SoundWorks

makes two "dipole radiator"
surround sound speakers.
Dolby Laboratories recom-
mends dipole radiator
speakers for use as surround
speakers. The Surround has
high power handling
capacity and is often selected
for "high end" surround
sound systems. $399.99 pr
The smaller The Surround II
is arguably the country's best
value in a dipole radiator
speaker. $249.99 pr.

The Surround II

Center Channel Plus

with a 140 -watt amplifier and a built-in
electronic crossover. Stereo Review said it
provides "deep powerful bass...31.5 Hz bass
output was obtainable at a room -shaking
level... it opens the way to having a 'killer'
system for an affordable price." $699.99.
Our Slave Subwoofer uses the same woofer
driver and cabinet, but does not include the
e'ectronic crossover. It can be used only in

Powered Subwoofer

The Surround

Powered Subwoofers
The Powered Subwoofer by Cambridge

SoundWorks uses a heavy-duty 12" woofer
housed in an acoustic suspension cabinet

lave
Subwoofer Powered

Subwoofer II

conjunction with the Powered
Subwoofer.
$299.99 The
new Powered
Subwoofer II uses
a 120 -watt
amplifier with a
custom designed
8" woofer.
$399.99

SoundWorks Amplified Speakers
SoundWorks is a compact, amplified,

subwoofer/satellite speaker system. Never
before has so much "big" sound come from

SoundWorks

somethirs so small. Connect it to a
portable CD/tape player, boombox, TV or
computer - anything with an earphone jack
-`or beautiful, room -filling sound. Audio
called it "really amazing...exceptionally
good." Computing named SoundWorks
"tie bes multimedia sound system costing

over $100." Available in
black or computer -beige.
$219.99

Factory -Direct Savings
Our speakers are available
only directly from Cambridge
SoundWorks, and through
cost-efficient Best Buy
stores.* Order them, then
listen in your own home. If
you aren't satisfied, return
them

within 30
days for a

full refund.
'Actual prices may vary by store.

To Order, For a Free Catalog, Or For
The Nearest Store Location, Call

1-800-FOR-HIFI
(1-800-367-4434)

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

Critically Acclaimed. Factory -Direct.
311 Needham Street, Suite 102, Newton, MA 02164

Tel:1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229
Canada: 1-800-525-4434 www.hifi.com

Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936
t) 1995 Cambndge SoundWorks POEnsembk IS a regotered trademark of Cambndge
SoondWorks, Inc KLH u a trademark of KLH. Inc AR and Athent are trademarks of
IntemauTtal Jensen Inc *Dolby and *Pro Low are mastered trademarks of Polb)

:Aboratones Lensing Corp Cambndge SoundWorKs is nor affiltared KLH, ent or AR
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TEST REPORTS

Adcom GFA-7000 THX
Power Amplifier
JULIAN HIRSCH  HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

performance and installation
requirements for home -the-
ater systems vary as widely
as those for conventional ste-

reo systems. An A/V installation can
be as simple as a basic receiver with a
built-in Dolby Pro Logic decoder and
four channels of amplification plus
five modest speakers and a TV. Prop-
erly installed, such a system can pro-
vide, at minimum cost, a reasonable
simulation of the dynamic and spatial
characteristics incorporated in the
soundtracks of many movies and other
video programs.

Unfortunately, such a basic home -
theater installation is likely to be as far
from realizing the full potential of a
movie soundtrack as a department -
store "shelf" system is from a serious
high-fidelity music system costing
many times as much.

Most people are familiar with the
THX logo displayed at many topnotch
movie theaters. The THX trademark is
licensed by its creator, Lucasfilm, to
theater installations that meet a num-
ber of critical requirements, primarily
dealing with audio performance. In
addition to audio quality, the THX

movie -theater program also covers
things like the spatial qualities of the
complete installation.

In recent years TUX has also be-
come a factor on the home -theater
scene. Speakers, amplifiers, surround -
sound processors, and other compo-
nents bearing the THX logo are avail-
able from many companies. In order
for a manufacturer to display the THX
logo on its products, they must meet
rigorous requirements imposed by Lu-
casfilm dealing with such matters as
the frequency -response and dispersion
characteristics of loudspeakers, the
power capabilities of amplifiers, the
performance of Pro Logic decoders,
and even the design of interconnecting
cables and connectors. The goal of
these requirements is to insure that the

DIMENSIONS: 17 inches wide, 73/s inches
high. 147/s inches deep

WEIGHT: 41 pounds

PRICE: $1,300

MANUFACTURER: Adcom, Dept. SR,
11 Elkins Rd., East Brunswick, NJ 08816;
telephone. 908-390-1130

C

spatial, spectral, and dynamic proper-
ties of film soundtracks mixed for
large theaters are preserved in the
smaller home -theater environment.

The Adcom GFA-7000 is a five -
channel THX-certified power amplifi-
er whose construction and perfor-
mance dramatically demonstrate some
of the differences between ordinary
stereo amplifiers and those designed to
deliver the impact of a movie sound-
track in your home.

The GFA-7000 is rated to deliver up
to 130 watts into an 8 -ohm load or 200
watts into 4 ohms in each of its five
identical channels, with less than 0.05
percent total harmonic distortion. That
makes it suitable for a discrete 5.1 -
channel Dolby Digital (AC -3) system,
in which the ".1" channel reproduces
only low frequencies and would nor-
mally be powered by the amplifier
built into the subwoofer. These ratings
apply to continuous (and simultane-
ous) operation at any frequency from
20 Hz to 20 kHz.

As might be expected from an am-
plifier with such capabilities, the GFA-
7000 is quite large, though not unrea-
sonably so considering its power rat-
ings. It is effectively protected against
the damage risks that might be expect-
ed in normal home use. If any individ-
ual channel overheats, the amplifier's
thermal -protection circuit will shut it
down and a red LED on the front pan-
el will light up until the temperature
drops to a safe level; the other chan-
nels continue to operate normally. If
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MEASUREMENTS
All data are for two -channel stereo
operation.

OUTPUT AT CLIPPING (at I kHz)
8 ohms 200 watts
4 ohms 300 watts

CLIPPING HEADROOM (re rated output)
8 ohm, I 87 dB
4 ohms 1 76 dB

DYNAMIC POWER
8 ohm, 225 watts
4 ohms 390 watts

DYNAMIC HEADROOM (re rated output)
8 ohms 2 38 dB
4 ohms 2.90 dB

DISTORTION AT RATED POWER
(130 watts, I kHz. 8 ohms) 0.003%
(200 waits. I kHz, 4 ohms) 0.007%

SENSITIVITY
(I -watt output, 8 ohms) 100 mV

NOISE Ire I watt. A-v.ttl) -99 dB

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
(20 Hz to 20 kHz) +0.01, -0.03 dB

the temperature of the massive power
transformer exceeds 257° F, a built-in
thermostat shuts down the entire am-
plifier (it automatically returns to ser-
vice when the temperature falls to a
safe value). Adcom says that this con-
dition is unlikely to occur unless the
amplifier is operated for extended pe-
riods into loads of 3 ohms or less at
very high listening levels.

In addition to a large pushbutton
power switch and the thermal -protec-
tion indicators, the front panel of the
GFA-7000 contains a row of five red
distortion -alert LED indicators. These
light up when the distortion in the cor-
responding channel reaches 1 percent
and serve as a warning to reduce the
playback volume.

The GFA-7000, despite its enor-
mous power capability (totaling 1,000
watts continuous into 4 ohms) and im-
posing bulk, is relatively light at 41
pounds. It is also unusual among its
peers in not being fan -cooled. Each
channel is constructed as a separate
module containing input and output
connectors, a heat sink, and power -
supply components, including 24,000
microfarads of filter capacitance, which
can greatly improve dynamic -head-
room performance. The top and bot-
tom of the cabinet are extensively per-
forated and should provide effective
cooling under almost any reasonable
operating condition.

The power transformer, a high -effi-
ciency toroidal design, occupies much
of the forward part of the GFA-7000.

It's positioned so that its considerable
weight balances that of the amplifier
section, making the component rela-
tively easy to handle.

The input and output connectors are
in a row across the top rear of the cab-
inet (integrated with the individual
amplifier modules). The signal inputs
are gold-plated phono jacks, and the
speaker outputs are insulated dual
binding posts that accept lugs, wires,
or banana plugs. The rear panel also
contains the line cord, a 15 -ampere
AC fuse, and a 25 -pin computer -type
connector that makes connecting the
amplifier to a THX processor a single -
cable affair. An optional rack -mount
adaptor is also available, and a 230 -
volt version of the amplifier is avail-
able for the European market.

The logistics of using a large num-
ber of high -wattage load resistors,
which would become very hot when
dissipating a total of a kilowatt or so
(to say nothing of taking up more
room than our test bench provides),
limited us to driving only two chan-
nels of the GFA-7000 at a time, into
either 8 -ohm or 4 -ohm loads, during
our lab tests.

The performance of the amplifier
modules was superb, confirming the
manufacturer's claims and closely
matching the test data on the review
sample that was supplied to us by the
manufacturer. Not only did the test
unit easily surpass its ratings, but its
exterior never became unreasonably
hot to the touch, not even directly over
the heat sink of the driven channel. Al-
so, although it would probably have
little effect on the ultimate sound qual-
ity, the amplifier's harmonic distortion
(the rated maximum is 0.05 percent)
rarely reached 0.01 percent under any
conditions and was typically in the
vicinity of 0.002 percent or less at any
usable power and frequency.

The Adcom GFA-7000 should be a
star performer in any serious home -
theater installation, especially one set
up to reproduce Dolby Digital sound-
tracks, which are available now on
some laserdiscs and will be standard
on the 5 -inch DVD movie discs ex-
pected to be introduced in the coming
months. Too often we find that very
powerful amplifiers must be handled
with some delicacy to avoid an expen-
sive mishap. Judging from how easily
the GFA-7000 dealt with overloads
and occasional ventures into hard clip-
ping, and how close to perfect its elec-
trical performance was, its price tag
seems like a downright bargain!

cAmBRIncite,,,TignxivoRKs

tlr;

Audio Catalog
At Cambridge SoundWorks we make unique.
critically -acclaimed speakers and music
systems designed by Henry !Goss (founder of
AR. KLH & Advent). We sell them-and
components from companies like Sony,
Pioneer, Philips. Carver and others-factory -
direct, with no expensive middlemen. Call
today and find out why Audio magazine said
we may have "the best value in the world."
 Call toll -free for factory -direct savings.
 Save hundreds on components and systems

from Cambridge SoundWorks, Sony, Pioneer,
AIWA. Harman Kardon, Philips, Carver
and more.

 Audio experts will answer your questions
before and after you buy, 8AM-Midnight
(ET,, 365 days a year -even holidays.

 30 -Day Total Satisfaction Guarantee on all
products.

 7 -Year Parts & Labor Speaker Warranty.

"Best Buy."pc Magazine

amp
1-800-FOR-HIFI
Critically -Acclaimed. Factory Direct.

Add our award -winning
$219.99 SoundWorks
system to your
computer, radio, TV or
Walkman for room -

filling sound and power-
ful bass.

21999

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

7,1i Needham Slmc: Su.N Newton
Tel: 1-800-307-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229

Canada: I-800-525-4434 Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936
World Wide Web Address: unmthifi.com

01056 Cambridge SoundWorks. Inc.
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Spatializer HTMS-2510
Surround Processor
DAVID RANADA  TECHNICAL EDITOR

5 patializer's HTMS-2510 is a
stand-alone accessory compo-
nent intended to be, in its
manufacturer's words, "a con-

venient and affordable alternative to
complicated and expensive sound -
enhancement and multispeaker sur-
round -sound systems." It produces en-
hanced imaging effects using only a
pair of stereo speakers.

Hooking it up is indeed uncompli-
cated. It connects via standard line -
level jacks into a system's tape -moni-
tor or external -processor loop. Two
stereo inputs are provided but only a
single processed -stereo output. A
small AC adaptor module supplies
power. The front panel has pushbut-
tons for power, a bass boost (produc-
ing a shelving low -frequency boost of
5 dB below 100 Hz), input selection,
and processing bypass. Two Space
buttons are used to select among the
three available levels of processing.
When held down, the bass -boost but-
ton also activates a test tone for opti-
mizing setup. All front -panel functions
except the test tone are duplicated on
the supplied infrared remote control.

Spatializer's brochure trendily em-
phasizes the device's abilities for play-
ing surround -sound material, but my
measurements and Spatializer's pat-
ents indicate that the HTMS-2510 is a
variant of the classic stereo crosstalk -
cancellation scheme. Such schemes
are used to "correct" for each ear's
hearing both speakers in a stereo pair.

Crosstalk cancellation works by
having each speaker reproduce a sig-
nal deliberately "leaked" from the op-
posite channel together with the signal
from its assigned channel. The leaked,
crossfed signal is reproduced with its
polarity inverted (180 degrees out of
phase). For example, the left speaker
will emit the normal left -channel sig-
nal plus an out -of -phase version of the
right -channel signal. At the left ear,
this crossfed signal meets the right -
channel crosstalk signal from the right
speaker, and since the two are out of
phase, the crosstalk is canceled, at
least in theory.

A rigorous embodiment of crosstalk
cancellation can produce headphone -
like imaging effects over loudspeak-
ers. But precision crosstalk cancella-
tion requires complex equalization
(EQ) as well as a recirculating delay,
both expensive circuits. The process
also requires some rigor from the lis-
tener: The cancellation works correct-
ly only in a small listening area, and a
turn of the head can throw it awry.

DIMENSIONS: 17 inches wides, 11/4 inches
high, 7 inches deep

WEIGHT: 31/2 pounds

PRICE: $250

MANUFACTURER: Spatializer, Dept. SR,
20700 Ventura Blvd., Suite 134, Woodland
Hills, CA 91364; telephone, 818-227-3370;
World Wide Web, www.spatializer.com

Not so with Spatializer's HTMS-
2510, which is simpler than a theoreti-
cally ideal crosstalk -cancellation proc-
essor. It has no delay circuit, and its
EQ produces frequency responses un-
like those typically used for precision
crosstalk cancellation. Our measure-
ments showed the HTMS-2510's EQ
circuit to be a two -pole bandpass filter
centered at 500 Hz (more on the ef-
fects of this later).

The processor's Space control varies
the level of the crossfed signal relative
to the original signal in the opposite
channel. At low input -signal levels, the
channel -separation figures for mid-
range output were 8.5, 4.5, and 2.5 dB
at, respectively, the low, medium, and
high settings of the control.

At high signal levels Spatializer's
Double Detect and Protect circuitry
(DDP) comes into play. DDP is in-
tended to prevent the exaggerated ef-
fects that would occur if, say, a Spa-
tializer-processed recording were to
be played through the HTMS-2510.
When both the overall signal level and
the difference between the two chan-
nels are high, DDP reduces both the
amount of midrange EQ and the levels
of the crossfed signals. Mono signals
receive essentially no processing.

Our graph on page 54 illustrates the
three main aspects of HTMS-2510
processing: crossfeeding, equalization,
and DDP. With a pseudo -Dolby Sur-
round -encoded center (mono) signal,
it had a very flat response (green
trace). With a pseudo -Dolby Surround -
encoded surround signal, the response
normally receives a midrange boost
from the EQ. But the red trace shows
how the response at high input levels
was flattened by DDP. The actions of
DDP are even more evident in the blue
and black traces. With DDP inactive
and the HTMS-2510 fed a left -only
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No matter where you are, you're there.

Musical truth.

Close your eyes.

Open your ears and the speakers disappear. You become at one with the

music. Effortlessly transported to the expanded soundstage, precisely

pinpointing each performer. Now, the transformation is complete.

You're the one. Centrestage.

See your Energy dealer today. And audition the new

PRO -series. Wrap yourself in the incredible detail.

Take flight with the music. Enjoy the ride.

Energy PRO -series speakers
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TEST REPORTS
signal, the left -output response was as
shown by the solid blue trace. The
dashed blue trace shows the equalized
crossfed output of the right channel
with the crossfeed only 5 dB below
the left output. With DDP nearly fully
activated, the black traces show that
the midrange EQ on the left output
was reduced considerably (solid black)
and that the crossfed signal was low-
ered to 14 dB below the left output
(dashed black).

As I see it, there are three keys to
the HTMS-2510's sound quality. First,
the device's EQ limits strong cross-
talk -cancellation effects to the mid-
range, where they can most influence
imaging without producing excessive
low -frequency "phaseyness." This also
trades off the image precision obtain-
able with more complex EQ for in-
creased freedom in listener position.

Second, the application of the same
EQ curve to both the crossfed signal
and the original signals means that at
the ears the equalization boost is also
partially canceled. The tonal balance
is therefore not greatly altered by the
processing. Although there was some
coloration, the HTMS-2510 never
sounded like it was producing 8 -dB
boosts in the midrange.

Third, Spatializer tells us that the
DDP circuitry is active about a third
of the time with typical music. That
intervention probably prevents many
undesirable side effects that can occur
at high signal levels, such as excessive
phaseyness.

So what did the Spatializer HTMS-
2510 sound like? With an appropriate
setting of the Space control the frontal
phantom images, which are normally
spread between the stereo speakers,
moved outward so that some of the
phantom sound sources imaged to

the left of the left speaker and to the
right of the right speaker. It was as if
the physical separation between the
speakers had increased. Also, depend-
ing on the recording, reverb-like (ran-
dom -phase) sounds came out from the
sides, louder toward the front and soft-
er directly to the left or right, with
very little from behind the listener.
The diagram in Spatializer's literature
showing a horseshoe pattern of "virtu-
al speakers" spread around the front of
the listener is actually an accurate por-
trayal of the sound the HTMS-2510
produced, which is unusual for a pro-
motional drawing.

While the effect was most pro-
nounced when I listened from the cen-
ter line, the processing stood up well
when I turned my head up to 30 de-
grees off -axis. The frontal imaging ef-
fects were less vivid when I listened
from off -center, though a sense of in-
creased spaciousness remained. Be-
cause of the polarity inversion of the
crossfed signals, the system always
produced a slight sensation of unequal
pressure on the ear drums. But this
side effect varied in obviousness de-
pending on the tempo of the music -
the faster the music the less it was
apparent.

That variation with tempo only em-
phasizes how dependent Spatializer's
sonic results are on the program mate-
rial. The most spectacular effects were
with dry (fairly reverb-free) electronic
music, ranging from Wendy Carlos's
pioneering synthesizer recording
"Switched -On Bach" to Yello's tech-
nopop "Zebra." Pop music benefited
from the HTMS-2510 more than it
usually does from digital ambience
enhancement, which usually adds an
unwelcome sense of distance to such
material.
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Certain classical works also benefit-
ed from the processing. A prime ex-
ample was Bach's St. Matthew Pas-
sion, with its dueling orchestras and
choirs. Three recordings of the work
all acquired a nearly theatrical impact
with the HTMS-2510's expanded front-
al images. With more spatially conser-
vative acoustic music I sometimes
wished for a lower processing setting
than the lowest provided.

With all recordings featur-
ing a solo singer there
was a slight diminution
in the prominence of the

center -stage vocals. With music this
was not too significant a drawback -
though the vocalists might not like it
- but with soundtracks that had pas-
sages of marginally audible dialogue
the effect sometimes pushed the words
into unintelligibility.

It's possible that the DDP circuitry
actually makes certain effects in mov-
ie soundtracks seem less spectacular.
Loud surround -channel effects will ap-
pear to the HTMS-2510 as previously
applied spatial processing and thus ac-
tivate DDP. That's probably why the
opening shock -wave sequence from
Star Trek VI was not as overwhelming
as it is in true five -speaker playback
and only slightly better than playback
in plain stereo. Moreover, the HTMS-
2510 does not reduce the importance
of having a center -channel speaker to
lock the dialogue onto the screen.

Use of the HTMS-2510 together
with a Dolby Pro Logic decoder is
risky because its processing can se-
verely disturb the surround decoding,
depending on where the processor is
connected in the signal chain. In home -
theater systems with a mono subwoof-
er, the signal cancellation at low fre-
quencies may require resetting the
subwoofer level or activating the bass
boost. Finally, since it possesses only
a two -channel input, the HTMS-2510
cannot produce the discrete -channel
surround effects of a 5.1 -channel Dol-
by Digital (AC -3) decoder.

In sum, although the HTMS-2510
cannot be considered a replacement
for a true multispeaker surround -sound
system, I enjoyed playing with it. Spa-
tializer's word "alternative" is well
chosen. The effects the device pro-
duces are fascinating and often more
musically appropriate than those pro-
duced by digital ambience processing.
It'll give you, as it gave me, a excel-
lent excuse to listen to some favorite
old recordings once again.
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No matter where you are, you're there.

Musical truth.

It begins deep in the belly of the passage. Thunderous bass, so

powerful you're helpless as you're slowly taken prisoner by the music.

The subwoofers catapult you to the furthest reaches of the soundstage. You 114

gain a new focus. Your world narrows down as your horizons grow.

See your Energy dealer today. And audition the new EPS- series

Subwoofers. Clean, deep undistorted

bass. Personal. Provocative.

All about you.

Energy EPS-series subwoofers
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USER'S REPORT

Celestion HTiB System
DANIEL KUMIN

Audio designers have been
beating a path along the
ascent to a certain Himala-
yan height, seeking wis-

dom from the Swami of Surround. It's
an arduous journey, and few make it.
At last, one A/V devotee reached the
wind-swept peak where the Punjabi of
Pro Logic resides.

"Oh, knowledgeable one," the seek-
er asked, "we beg of you enlighten-
ment. How can we achieve home -the-
ater oneness?" The wizened guru as-
sumed the lotus position, meditated
for a month and a day, and replied,
"Easy - put all the electronics inside
the subwoofer."

The idea of plug -and -play "home
theater in a box" is a compelling one
- so compelling that several manu-
facturers are now packaging complete
surround -sound audio systems (minus
a source component) in a single car-
ton. By "complete," I mean you get
five speakers, a powered subwoofer,
five channels of amplification, and a
Dolby Pro Logic surround -sound proc-

essor incorporating basic, remote -con-
trolled preamp functions.

Many of these one -box systems sell
for less than $1,000 and are assembled
around a conventional AN receiver or
tabletop surround processor/amplifier.
But at least one manufacturer, Brit-
ain's Celestion, has taken the wise
one's advice. Best known here in the
States for its compact high -end speak-
ers, Celestion has come up with a jew-
el of a home -theater system. It's called
HTiB, which is short for - what else?
- home theater in a box.

The $999 HTiB system does indeed
come in one carton, a good -size one
measuring 20 x 20 x 27 inches. And,
just as the guru advised, all the elec-
tronic goodies are built into the sub -
woofer module: a Dolby Pro Logic
processor, a remote -controlled pre-
amp/controller, a five -channel power
amplifier (plus the sub's own power
amp), and a two-way electronic cross-
over. Output power is rated as 30 watts
per channel plus 60 watts for the sub -
woofer, all with less than 0.5 percent

total harmonic distortion over an un-
specified bandwidth or frequency. The
crossover point is listed as 120 Hz
with 12 -dB -per -octave slopes.

The HTiB package includes four
identical satellite minispeakers, each
housing a 31/2 -inch woofer and a 1 -

inch tweeter in a molded -plastic en-
closure measuring 8 x 6 x 4 inches.
There's also a horizontal center speak-
er that contains similar drivers but
doubles up on the woofers. Its tweeter
sits between the woofers in a wave -
guide -like depression that's designed
to improve sensitivity while control-
ling dispersion. All of the speakers are
magnetically shielded.

Celestion's subwoofer/electronics
module is a roughly 15 -inch cube with
a small display window near the bot-
tom of its front panel and an elliptical
peephole on top for an infrared "eye"
that receives signals from the remote
control. The module's bottom panel,
which has feet that lift it an inch or so
off the floor, holds a downward -firing
10 -inch driver and four ports - one in
each corner. There's no screen to pro-
tect the woofer, which strikes me as a
poor design choice - I can just see
my cat chasing a mouse under there
and puncturing the woofer cone.

Around back, the module has five
spring -loaded push connectors for the
main left/right, center, and surround
("effects") speakers. Three pairs of
RCA jacks handle stereo input, pass -
through (unprocessed) stereo output,
and front -channel (processed) output.
There's also a large knob for adjusting
subwoofer level and an L/R Reverse
switch: If the channels are accidentally
reversed during hookup, a simple flick
of this switch will put the violins back
on the left where they belong.

Sculpted corners and a slightly
curved baffle give the HTiB satellites
a sleek, attractive look. The center
speaker is equally classy, and the sub
sports a curved, sculpted front panel
that complements its siblings. All six
enclosures are handsomely finished in
an understated matte gray.

The supplied arrowhead -shaped re-
mote control covers the basics -
power on/off, volume, bass and treble,
front -rear and left -right balance, mute,
and bass boost - as well as providing
buttons to select among four surround
modes: Bypass (four -speaker stereo),
Concert (matrixed surround), Reverb
(matrixed surround with enhanced
steering and elevated rear -channel lev-
els), and Pro Logic.

To my eye, Celestion's HTiB sys-
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tern is drop -dead gorgeous. What's
more, its industrial design is very
practical. For example, each satellite
has an integral bracket for wall mount-
ing that becomes a nifty stand for shelf
or tabletop placement when inverted.

Fit, finish, and overall quality of
manufacture are very fine all around,
especially considering the system's
modest price tag - there's some real
value here. The HTiB system is manu-
factured in the People's Republic of
China, which no doubt helps to keep
the cost down. This is the first "higher -
end" consumer electronics product
from mainland China that I've en-
countered, and I have to say that I am
more than a little impressed.

Setting up HTiB was exceedingly
easy. Celestion includes five extra -
long lengths of 18 -gauge speaker wire
with nicely tinned ends. But the sys-
tem's single line -level input, which is
meant to connect to a hi-fi VCR or ste-
reo TV, may create a conundrum for
some users. When the HTiB is hooked
up directly to a TV, the TV's remote is
used to switch between sources. This
arrangement will work fine as long as
the TV has a fully switched audio
path. If it doesn't - as with older sets
whose audio jacks pass only TV -tuner
signals - an outboard A/V switcher
might be needed for full flexibility
(Radio Shack sells a decent one for
about $75).

In all fairness, though, most people
will manage just fine with a single in-
put. They'll simply connect the stereo
outputs from their hi-fi VCR to the
HTiB and use the VCR's remote to
switch between the deck's output and
TV audio.

I wired the HTiB to a set of record -
out jacks on my main preamp, which
allowed me to switch easily between a
laserdisc/CD combi-player, the TV
tuner, and a Digital Satellite System
(DSS) feed. I also did some listening
with the combi-player connected di-
rectly to the HTiB. I placed the center
speaker on top of my TV and set the
front left/right pair on top of my
everyday tower speakers, which put
the three HTiB front speakers in an al-
most perfect horizontal array. I mount-
ed the surround speakers in my usual
"rear" -speaker position - 6 feet off

Setting up HTiB was

exceedingly easy.

Celestion even includes

speaker wire.

the floor, about even with the listening
position and angled inward.

Usually I put subwoofers in the
right front corner of my listening stu-
dio, but that wasn't an option in this
case because you need a clear line of
sight from the bass/electronics module
to the main listening position for the
system's infrared remote to work
properly. Ditto for the left corner. The
position I ultimately settled on was
about 3 feet from the corner, hard
against the front wall, and roughly 3
feet behind the video screen. That lo-
cation provided the best balance be-
tween the satellites and subwoofer,
and the remote worked okay.

A FEW
Come "unofficial" test -bench
traIwork on the Celestion HTiB
(performed after all the listening, of
course) produced fairly impressive
numbers.

Frequency response of the front
left, right, and center channels
matched well, very flat but down
barely 1 dB at 20 kHz; the surround
channel was dead on Dolby's 100
Hz to 7 kHz spec for Pro Logic; and
the crossover response was right on
the money (12 dB per octave) and
smoothly contoured.

Power output at clipping was
about 40 watts all around (I didn't
measure the subwoofer's power

NUMBERS
amp because that would have re-
quired removing the driver), and A -
weighted, Pro Logic signal-to-noise
ratio (re: 1 watt) was about 76 dB
up front and about 72 dB in the sur-
round channel. That works out to a
real -world, full -system dynamic
range of about 90 dB - very good
for a value -oriented system. Pro
Logic crosstalk (at 1 kHz) ranged
from about 44 dB (center -surround)
to 26 dB (center -left). Input over-
load was just about 2.4 volts for
left, right, L + R, and L -R sine -
wave signals. Pretty darned hand-
some results for so compact and in-
expensive a system. -D.K.

System calibration was straightfor-
ward, though a couple of quirks made
it harder than necessary. The HTiB cy-
cles only once through the standard
Dolby noise sequence when the re-
mote's test key is pressed, and neither
the center -channel level nor the front -
rear balance can be adjusted while the
test mode is engaged. Since these ad-
justments are typically done only
once, though, it's not that big a deal. A
more serious gripe is that there is no
rear -level calibration mode; you have
to use the front -rear balance control.
So if you adjust front -rear balance on
the fly or when switching among sur-
round modes (as I frequently do),
there is no convenient way to go back
to the calibrated Pro Logic setting.

Sonically, the HTiB was mostly a
treat. Overall balance was open and
crisp, with a faintly recessed top oc-
tave and an equally subtle helping of
warmth through the midbass region -
characteristics that are quite common
among smaller sub/sat systems. Ad-
justing the subwoofer level affected
the midbass warmth, of course. Celes-
tion engineered the HTiB's bass -bin to
be "flat" at the minimum position of
its sub -level knob, giving you the op-
tion to boost relative bass levels but
not to cut them. Most of the time this
arrangement was fine (and it's sensible
for novices, preventing them from
short-changing themselves bass -wise),
but occasionally I felt that a little less
bass would have been helpful -
something I was ultimately able to ac-
complish by simply pulling the sub
out into the room a foot or two.

Overall, the compact subwoofer was
an impressive performer: It went sur-
prisingly low (a solid sub -40 Hz to
my ear), it wasn't overtly boomy like
some mini sub/sat systems, and it
played plenty loud (about 95 dB SPL
on average) without obvious distress.
Auditioned solo, the sub still sounded
remarkably good, with relatively little
port "chuffing" or industrial -type nois-
es caused by driver scraping or stop-
ping, and with good dynamic poten-
tial. The sub's crossover was steep
enough to suppress the midrange ef-
fectively, enabling the system to repro-
duce male vocals without the vaguely
chesty quality that plagues so many
three-piece speaker systems.

While the overall sound of the HTiB
system was nicely balanced, the front
left and right satellites sounded very
different from the center speaker,
tonally speaking. The sacs were far
brighter, better detailed, and more
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open, whereas the center speaker was
obviously wanner, with a fuller, more
organic -sounding midrange and vocal
region. Both sounded pretty good, but
different - actually, a cross between
the two at all three speaker positions
would have been just about perfect.

Most of the time, whether listening
in two -channel or Pro Logic modes,
the tonal mismatch was not that big a
distraction (though switching between
Bypass and Pro Logic modes revealed
a fairly obvious difference in overall
tonal balance as well as stereo image).
But on movie soundtracks in which
left -right pans play a big part, the tim-

I eventually identified the problem, I
think, as an odd sort of input overload
(later, by phone, Celestion tentatively
confirmed my analysis). It appeared
only with non -Dolby recordings hav-
ing very strong stereo components -
like a piano recorded in a concert hall.
A quick bench test yielded perfectly
normal input -tolerance results of about
2.4 volts for all channels in Pro Logic
mode. I further checked my combi-
player's digital -full-scale output, which
measured 2.2 volts (mono), but that is
a steady-state signal, not a dynamic
one. It's possible that the HTiB's de-
coding circuitry can accept higher

Putting the electronics inside the subwoofer brings many

benefits: smaller size, fewer components,

a controlled amp/speaker relationship, and easy setup.

bral shift was quite noticeable to ears
accustomed to listening for such
things. For example, in the night battle
scene of The Last of the Mohicans la-
serdisc (Chapter 9), the various gun-
shots and explosions seemed to come
from three discrete speakers instead of
an enveloping sound field; the odd
quick -pan lateral shot or ricochet also
stood out a little too much.

Otherwise, Pro Logic steering was
generally good, with clear, intelligible
dialogue and stable imaging. The
EITiB was also relatively quiet in Pro
Logic mode - quieter than several
entry-level A/V receivers I've re-
viewed. (A bit of power -line hum was
evident, but it was never audible dur-
ing a program.)

The system played loud enough for
most sensible adults, even in my 2,300 -
cubic -foot studio. At tiptop levels,
which the young at heart might wish
to dial in for a knock -'em -dead Juras-
sic Park screening, the EITiB stumbled
into harsh clipping, but for normal use
that should not be a limitation.

Somewhat more mysteriously, in
Pro Logic and Reverb modes the
HTiB's surround channel emitted oc-
casional crackling regardless of the
master volume setting. It was particu-
larly noticeable on non -Dolby -encod-
ed recordings of solo piano. The
crackling was never unequivocally au-
dible during playback of movie sound-
tracks in Pro Logic mode, or of music
in Bypass (stereo) mode, but it was
problematic on many solo -piano CD's
in Pro Logic or Reverb modes.

steady-state signals without input clip-
ping; in any event, the output of many
combi-players should be somewhat
lower.

Whatever its precise cause, the
problem would be easy to fix. Resis-
tive voltage -pads wired to the input
cable could lower the HTiB's input
signal by 6 dB or so. Total parts cost:
about $1.50. Dealers (or Celestion)
might consider making such adaptors
available to HTiB buyers who are
bothered by this effect. (Of course, us-
ing them would reduce the system's
full volume potential by a tick or two,
but that shouldn't be a problem for
most people. Even in my large studio
I would probably never use the last
three volume steps during normal
listening.)

Somewhat oddly, the HTiB's By-
pass mode is not plain -vanilla stereo;
it sends left/right-channel stereo to the
surround speakers as well. You can
move the remote's front -rear balance
control fully forward to glean some-
thing close to pure two -channel stereo,
but the surrounds will still play softly.
Once you fool with the front -rear bal-
ance, though, you have to recalibrate
the system when you want to switch
back to Pro Logic. (And HTiB forgets
its settings if you unplug the bass/elec-
tronics module or turn off its master
power switch.)

Putting the electronics inside the
subwoofer brings many benefits: small-
er size, fewer components, a predeter-
mined, controlled amplifier/speaker
relationship, and easy setup. In fact,

you may well be asking yourself,
"Why doesn't everybody put the
whole home -theater enchilada inside
the subwoofer?"

One reason is that subwoofers al-
most always work best in corners, and
a corner is not always the best location
for infrared -remote communications.
(While the HTiB remote worked ade-
quately once I moved the sub out of
the corner, Celestion should consider
adding an input for a remote infrared
"eye," which would enable you to put
the module just about anywhere.) An-
other reason is that without a separate
receiver or amplifier there's no practi-
cal place to put the system's control -
status window. The near -floor location
of the HTiB's display is a joke. Except
for the volume -setting bar -graph, the
status icons can be seen only if you
get down on your hands and knees di-
rectly in front of the thing!

Frankly, though, it's all too easy for
us equipment reviewers to miss the big
picture. Okay, Celestion's HTiB isn't
quite state-of-the-art surround sound
- but it does sound very nice and will
thrill most surround -sound -deprived
listeners. It can't play quite as loud as
the best cinemas (or home theaters) -
but it will easily overpower most real -
world listeners. And it provides no
practical upgrade path to multichannel
digital sound - but many potential
buyers will likely say, "Who cares?"

In short, as a one -box home -theater
package for folks who don't want to
bother with mixing and matching
components, HTiB is tough to beat. It
looks flat-out terrific and was fairly
easy to operate once I learned my way
around its somewhat unconventional
remote control. Best of all, the sim-
plicity of the system was a welcome
change; for day-to-day listening, the
remote's volume keys were the only
controls I really needed.

Sure, for $1,000 you might be able
to pick up a comparably powered A/V
receiver, five speakers, and a powered
subwoofer. If carefully selected, they
might even outperform the HTiB in
some areas, but they would almost cer-
tainly take up more space and would
not be as well integrated. They would
lack what I consider to be one of the
HTiB system's best traits: It's socially
acceptable in rooms and spaces where
typical, clunky, Christmas -tree -lit A/V
gear is simply not welcome.

Celestion Industries, Dept. SR.
89 Doug Brown Way, Holliston, MA
01746; telephone, 508-429-6706.
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USER'S REPORT

DCM TimeWindow
SurroundScape Speaker
DAVID RANADA  TECHNICAL EDITOR

If you've wanted to get into home
theater but have balked at the in-
stallation of two additional sur-
round speakers - whether for

reasons of wiring, space, or decor -
DCM may have just the ticket. On a
promotional data sheet for the Time -
Window SurroundScape speaker sys-
tem, DCM says that it "expands the
performance envelope for home the-
ater while eliminating the need for rear
channel surround speakers!" (empha-
sis in original).

Unlike two -channel surround proc-
essors that are also said to eliminate
the need for separate surround speak-
ers, the DCM TimeWindow Surround-
Scape speakers ($1,298 a pair) do not
use any signal processing. The Sur-

roundScape towers are magnetically
shielded transmission -line systems
with a rated impedance of 6 ohms and
a sensitivity of 92 dB sound -pressure
level (SPL) at 1 meter with a 2.83 -volt
signal. Each speaker has two pairs of
gold-plated binding posts - one for
the main (front) channel and one for
the corresponding surround channel.
As in other DCM speakers, the grille
is a wrap -around cloth and the wood
base and top are glossy black. Each
enclosure weighs 43 pounds and mea-
sures 403/4 inches high, 153/4 inches
wide, and 12 inches deep.

The enclosure is actually seven -
sided in cross section, and there are
drivers on four of the sides. The dia-
gram on the facing page shows a sop

view of a mirror -image pair, with each
active side numbered for convenience.
Sides 1 and 5 each contain a 61/2 -inch
polypropylene -cone woofer mounted
coaxially behind a 3/4 -inch "hard -
dome" tweeter, which itself is housed
in an anti -diffraction acoustic lens.
Sides 2 and 4 each contain a single 3/4 -
inch hard -dome tweeter. All of these
drivers are mounted toward the top of
the enclosure, about 36 inches above
the floor. The rear panel (Side 3), con-
tains the input connections and, right
above them, a 3 -inch port that is situ-
ated 121/2 inches above the floor.

The basis for DCM's surround -
sound claims is the way these various
speaker elements are driven. A signal
fed into the speaker's front -channel in-
put is reproduced by drivers on all
sides of the unit. The output signal
emerging from Side 1 is full -range and
is the loudest. Output from Sides 2
and 4 contains only high frequencies,
while the output from Side 5 appears
to be only from the woofer on that
panel. When fed from the front -chan-
nel input, all drivers reproduce their
signals in phase to produce a multidi-
rectional radiation pattern that's heavi-
ly oriented to the output of Side 1.

A signal fed to the SurroundScape's
surround -channel input is reproduced
only by the drivers on Sides 1 and 5,
and the output is heavily oriented to-
ward Side 5. Furthermore, when the
surround input alone is fed a signal,
the output of Side 1 appears to come
only from the woofer and is definitely
out of phase with that of Side 5. This
out -of -phase arrangement serves to
partially restrict the radiation pattern
of Side 5 by reducing (through acous-
tic cancellation) its output in the direc-
tion of Side 1.

In a correctly set-up SurroundScape
system, the speakers are positioned
away from any walls; Side 1 of each
speaker is aimed toward the main lis-
tening position, while the drivers on
Side 5 radiate toward the side walls of
the room. DCM is counting on reflec-
tions from the walls to convey the im-
pression of surround speakers.

In our listening tests, we also used a
SurroundScape center speaker ($259),
which contains the same driver com-
plement as the tower speaker's Side 1
or Side 5 but has an acoustic -suspen-
sion enclosure measuring 71/2 inches
high, 221/2 inches wide, and 71/2 inch-
es deep. Its rated impedance is 8
ohms, but it also has a 92 -dB sensitivi-
ty rating. Being a forward -radiating
speaker, its radiation pattern is very
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different from that of the Surround-
Scape towers, which precluded an op-
timum timbral match.

Speakers like the SurroundScape
that depend on loud wall reflections to
obtain a primary sonic effect are ex-
tremely - I repeat, extremely - sen-
sitive to room placement. The DCM
owner's manual for the Surround-
Scape devotes only one paragraph and
two diagrams to room placement, and
unfortunately the recommendations

both) SurroundScape speaker's sur-
round input to render the speakers out
of phase. That will prevent frontal
imaging of the surround signal. If you
have a THX processor, use the THX
mode to switch in the surround -chan-
nel decorrelation. That will further in-
crease the sense of envelopment the
SurroundScapes can produce when
playing conventional Dolby Surround
soundtracks. Even with THX process-
ing, though, I got better surround en-

velopment more reliably
with separate surround
speakers than with the
SurroundScape towers.
So while they did pro-
duce some of the effect
of true side -located sur-
round speakers, I would
not say that the Sur-
roundScape system total-
ly eliminates any need
for them with all program
material.

With Dolby Digital
tAC-3) soundtracks, the

SurroundScape system produced a far
less vivid impression than a more con-
ventional five -enclosure home -theater
speaker system. Low-level ambience
effects (such as background traffic
noise) were convincing, producing
some envelopment, but realism was
diminished considerably when the oc-
casional surround -only sound effect
was panned into the left or right sur-
round channel: Such effects were not
localizable directly to the side, much
less to the rear. In True Lies, for ex-
ample, the Stinger missile
launched by the terrorists at
the attacking Harrier jets, in-
stead of zooming by your left
ear as they would with a five -
speaker system, careened off
to the far front left, which
was out of sync with the visu-
als. So while the Surround-
Scape system could be de-
scribed as being "compatible"
with Dolby Digital sound-
tracks, in that it will repro-
duce them to some degree, its
spatial reproduction of the format's
stereo surround channels left much to
be desired.

The SurroundScapes sounded best
reproducing music that was processed
by an avanced ambience -recovery sys-
tem. By "advanced" I mean one that
for optimal results normally requires a
seven -speaker setup - such as the
systems from Lexicon and Yamaha -
with the two "extra" ambience speak -

3
REAR

FRONT

Cross sections (not to scale) of the mirror -image,
seven -sided DCM TimeWindow SurroundScape tower
speakers. The sides with drivers (1, 2, 4, and 5)
or a port (3) are numbered for reference.

are simply too general to be of much
help. The manual encourages users to
experiment to find the locations that
deliver the best results. But since there
is only one sound "beam" from the
surround drivers (Side 5 in our dia-
gram above), you will probably be
able to get loud reflections only from
the side walls and not from the wall
behind the listener as DCM suggests
in its diagram.

I found that the best way to set up
the SurroundScape towers was to have
an assistant slowly rotate the speakers
while I played a surround -channel lev-
el -balancing tone from an AN receiv-
er. I used the position that produced
the loudest side -wall reflection while
keeping the Side I drivers aimed to-
ward the main listening position. Any
major asymmetries in placement or
room acoustics (including furnishings
and wall coverings) may considerably
diminish the surround effects.

Those surround effects were often
surprisingly good with standard Dolby
Surround recordings decoded by a
Dolby Pro Logic circuit as long as the
speakers were set up symmetrically in
our rectangular listening room and I
was sitting near the center line be-
tween them. When I sat far off -center,
the sense of envelopment was notice-
ably diminished because the front/sur-
round balance was disturbed in favor
of the surround output.

Seriously consider the manual's sug-
gestion to reverse the leads to one (not

ers placed in front. When the Sur-
roundScape's surround inputs were
fed these front ambience signals and
true surround speakers were used to
either side of the listening position (ef-
fectively producing a seven -speaker
system using only five enclosures), the
musical results were every bit as satis-
fying as those produced by systems in-
corporating separate auxiliary front
speakers, and a whole lot more conve-
nient. Such ambience recovery sys-
tems usually work best with classical
music and other acoustical programs.

In two -channel stereo -only opera-
tion the SurroundScapes sounded very
good, though, like all full -range speak-
ers, they suffered from the inability to
optimize bass response through the
use of a separately placed subwoofer
as in other home -theater speaker sys-
tems. In our listening room they were
a tad bottom -heavy but quite smooth -
sounding at high frequencies. Imaging
in stereo was good in positioning and
depth but rather fuzzy, probably be-
cause of the output reflected from the
room's side walls.

After a week of placement experi-
mentation, both with and without as-
sistance. I still wasn't sure I'd found
the ideal location and angling for the
speakers in our listening room. The
SurroundScape system's need for criti-
cal positioning may make them as in-
convenient (or disruptive of room
decor) as conventional side- or rear -
mounted surround speakers. It all de-
pends on the size and shape of your
room. There's no sense in avoiding

DCM's SurroundScope center speaker

surround speakers for appearance's
sake if you have to totally rearrange
the furniture to get the Surround-
Scapes to work optimally. Try to audi-
tion these speakers at home. Rare is
the stereo showroom that will take the
time to set them up properly.

DCM Loudspeakers, Dept. SR, 670
Airport Blvd., Ann Arbor, MI 48108:
telephone, 1-800-878-8463.
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I KNOW. I KNOW ... you love your music and your stereo system.
But have you thought about updating your gear so that it can also play
movie soundtracks and other programs recorded in surround sound? You
wouldn't be alone if you did. The Consumer Electronics Manufacturers
Association estimates that more than 10 million Americans now have
some kind of surround -sound setup at home. Amazing when you consider
how many people still have no clue to what a surround -sound processor is!

No doubt man> of these "home theaters" are simple systems built around a

TV, a hi-fi VCR, an A/V receiver, and four or five speakers, but that's pre-

cisely the point: Upgrading your audio system for multichannel sound
doesn't have to be a complicated affair

The first thing you should decide is just how elaborate and expensive a

move you warn to make, and then figure out what additional components

you'll need and how (or if) they'll fit
in with your existing equipment. There
are several upgrade paths to consider.
so it pays to take the time to examine
all of the (sometimes confusing!) pos-
sibilities before making a decision.

If the heart of your audio system is
a two -channel receiver, there are basi-
cally three ways you can bring sur-
round sound into the picture: I) Re-
place the stereo receiver with a multi-
channel A/V model that has onboard
surround decoding. 2) Upgrade the re-
ceiver's capabilities by adding an out-
board surround processor and external
amplification. Or 3) assemble a sepa-
rates -based A/V system that puts your
receiver to work in a new role.

Dumping Old Faithful
As a firm believer in trailing -edge
technology (as God is my witness, I
will never buy a factory -new comput-
er!), it pains me to reward planned ob-

solescence. Yet the sad fact remains
that buying a brand-spankin'-new A/V
receiver is often the best, most cost-ef-
fective way to go. Does your two -
channel receiver use slide -rule tuning?
Does it have a "Ceramic-Phono" in-
put? How about faux -walnut end pan-
els? Does it have noisy rotary con-
trols? Would you in any event prefer a
receiver with more power, additional
features, and better radio reception,
whether it includes surround sound or
not? If you answered "yes" to any two
of those questions, you re a strong
candidate for dumping Old Faithful
and hitting the retail trail. Not only is
the trade-in value of your current re-
ceiver - well, let's just say modest -
hut an A/V receiver combines all the
electronics you need for a simple home
theater in one component.

Today's A/V receivers tall into one
of three basic categories: those that
have Dolby Diva (AC -31 and Dolby

Pro Logic decoding onboard, those
that are "Dolby Digital ready,' and
those that offer only DoThy Pm Logic.
Dolby Pro Logic -only A/V receivers. The
vast majority of the A/V receivers
you'll find on store shelves fall into
this category. In addition to being able
to play music in plain old two -channel
stereo, these "regular" Dolby Pro Log-
ic models play Dolby Surround -en-
coded movie soundtracks, TV pro-
grams. and music recordings in four-
drannel surround sound. (Virtually all
movies on tape and laserdisc, many
TV broadcasts, some CD's, and a few
video games are encoded in Dolby :4
Surround.) Pro Logic playback re-
quires left, center, and right speakers
up front and a pair of side or rem sur-
round speakers, both of which repro-
duce the same monaural ambience/ef-
fects signal. For maximum impact
(read: shaking floorboards) you'll
need to add a powered subwoofer,
which contains its own power amp.
Dolby Digital -ready A/V receivers. Next
comes the small but growing roster of F

Dolby Digital -ready A/V receivers, 6
which include a six -channel input that

May the Force be with yew.
In the sl stem shown here KEF Q70
speakers ($1,200 a pair. flank
Toshiba s 32 -inch CX32E60 TV
41.599); KEF's Model 90 center
speaker ($300) sits on top.
The BelrOggetti AVS-7T7 Alpha
Evoluto A V rack ($780) holds ri
Panasonic PV -4662 hi-fi VCR ($380),
a Carve. CT -23 tuner preamplifier
(S650), a Rotel RSP98O TIX
surround processor ($1,300), and a
Carver AV -705x five-chaneel TMX
p)wer amplifier ($1,199).

Add n Home TheitAr

Multichannel Meow options for your ladinnel system
0.1 by Daniel Itiumin
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Adcom's new GSA -700 surround processor amp ($799) provides basic A V
switching, a Dolby Pro Logic processor, and a three -channel power amp rated to
deliver 80 watts to the center speaker and 50 watts to each surround.

AMC's Pro7 add-on surround processor amp ($400) contains a Dolby Pro Logic
decoder with a Low Level Compensation mode for low -volume listening and an amp
rated to deliver 40 watts to the center speaker and the same to two surrounds.

mates with an outboard decoder. Dol-
by Digital is a new discrete -channel
surround format (see "The Digital
Dilemma" on page 66) that makes use
of three front channels, two surround
channels, and a bass -only subwoofer
channel. Some Dolby Digital -ready
receivers and their matching decoders
have a computer -style, twenty -five -pin
DB-25 connector, in which a single,
idiot -proof cable handles all six of the
input/output connections between the
two components. Theoretically, any
DB-25-equipped decoder should work
with any receiver that has a DB-25 in-
put, but there are no guarantees, so try
before you buy. Other AC -3 -ready re-
ceivers use six conventional RCA
jacks to make the decoder connection.

Such receivers also, of course,
have an appropriately labeled
source -select position that

routes the outboard decoder's six
channels to the receiver's correspond-
ing five-plus-subwoofer channels.
That points up why a "regular" Pro
Logic receiver cannot be upgraded to
Dolby Digital. Even if it has the pow-
er -amp (main -in) inputs for its five
channels (a rare trait) that you need to
hook up an outboard decoder, there is

still no practical way to switch the de-
coder out of the loop; you'd have to
repatch the system every time you
wanted to play a CD or a regular Dol-
by Surround program. (There's also
the problem of how to deal with the
subwoofer channel, which is discrete
in Dolby Digital programs but derived
from the left and right front channels
for Pro Logic and stereo playback.)

One more word on hooking up a

Dolby Digital -ready receiver: The AC -
3 outputs on a Dolby Digital source
component - for now that means on-
ly certain laserdisc players, but soon
there'll be DVD movie players and
someday high -definition television
(HDTV) sets as well - connect di-
rectly to the decoder, not to the receiv-
er. Other source components, includ-
ing a Dolby Digital -ready laserdisc
player's analog audio outputs (or its
"regular" digital audio outputs) con-
nect to the receiver as usual.
Dolby Digital A/V receivers. As you've
no doubt already guessed, a Dolby
Digital A/V receiver has a built-in AC -
3 decoder. It can also perform Dolby
Pro Logic decoding. There will be five
discrete amplifier channels, Dolby
Digital input facilities, and all the fea-
tures you'd expect to find on any top -
of -the -line A/V receiver. To date only
a few Dolby Digital A/V receivers
have made it to market. They typically
have an RCA audio jack marked "Dol-
by Digital/AC-3 Laserdisc" for use
with a Dolby Digital -ready laserdisc
player. Most, but not all, also have an
RCA or optical digital audio jack, la-
beled "Dolby Digital/AC-3 Disc/TV"
or something similar. This input is re-
served for future use with a DVD
player and perhaps eventually a Dolby
Digital satellite receiver or HDTV sys-
tem. If DVD is high on your wish list,
make sure the receiver you buy has the
input for it.

If you simply must have the latest
that technology has to offer, the choice
is easy: Go for a full -bore Dolby Digi-
tal -equipped receiver. If, on the other
hand, you just want basic surround
sound - which, by the way, can be
perfectly capable of delivering spec-
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Aimed at "enthusiasts who have fine stereo systems and wish to add home cinema
capability," Arcam's Xeta 2 processor amplifier ($1,200) packs a Dolby Pro
Logic decoder and three 50 -watt channels to power center and surround speakers.
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At $330, AudioSource's SS Six is among the least expensive surround processor
amps on the market. It offers Dolby Pro Logic decoding and two 24 -watt amps
for driving a center speaker and two surrounds or just the two surround speakers.

tacular sonics - go with a plain Pro
Logic receiver. For those who want to
set the stage for a future digital -sur-
round upgrade, a Dolby Digital -ready
receiver offers the best of both worlds.

Upgrading Old Faithful
If you own a two -channel receiver that
you feel is worthy of inclusion in your
new surround -sound setup, you can
effectively convert it into an A/V re-
ceiver by adding an outboard surround
processor/amplifier that contains a
Dolby Pro Logic decoder and three
amplifier channels - one for a center
speaker and two for a pair of surround
speakers. At the moment, no one of-
fers an add-on processor/amp that in-
cludes Dolby Digital decoding, but I
wouldn't be surprised to see such a
component hit store shelves in the
coming months.

Typically, the add-on processor/amp
is wired to your two -channel com-
mand center via its tape -monitor loop:
The receiver's record -out or tape -out
jacks feed the processor's inputs, giv-
ing them the constant -level two -chan-
nel signal required for accurate decod-
ing, while the processor's left and
right channels loop back to the receiv-
er's tape -in or tape -monitor jacks. This
arrangement permits the receiver's
amplifier to power the main speakers
in both surround and two -channel ste-
reo modes. (Consequently, the main
left/right speakers remain hooked up
to the receiver as before.) Center and
surround speakers are wired up to the
outboard unit's appropriate speaker
outputs. The receiver's volume is then
calibrated to that of the processor, and
the processor's master volume control
is used for all listening, even two -
channel. That way you don't have to
recalibrate the main speakers with the

receiver's volume knob every time the
processor's surround mode is engaged.

A New Role for Old Faithful
Even if the home -theater bug bites
really hard and you decide to plunge
into a separates -based system, you
don't necessarily have to give up your
trusty two -channel receiver. You could

put it to work as the system's tuner
and use its amplifier to drive the sur-
round speakers.

Here's how: The receiver's tape -out
jacks go to the A/V preamp's tuner in-
puts, while the preamp's surround -
channel line outputs are connected to
the receiver's tape -in jacks. Set the re-
ceiver's input selector to tuner and
permanently engage the tape -monitor
button so that radio signals flow to the
preamp/processor regardless of what
source is selected on the preamp. With
the preamp in surround mode, set the
receiver's volume control once to cali-
brate the level of the surround chan-
nels, and then forget it - better yet,
put some tape across the knob to pre-
vent accidental changes. (If your re-
ceiver has pre-out/main-in jacks, con-
nect the preamp's surround -channel
outputs to the receiver's main -in jacks,
and you won't have to worry about the
receiver's volume setting.)

The beauty of this approach is that
you retain the freedom to buy as high -
end an A/V preamp as you like, at the
same time recycling a perfectly good

If you're adding surround -sound capability to a separates system, you'll need extra
power. Multichannel amps like Bryston's THX-certified Model SB THX ($2,665),
which delivers 120 watts each to three channels, are ideal for this application.

Upgrading Rotel's RSP980 THX-certified surrounc processor (rear, $1,300)
for Dolby Digital duty is a simple matter of plugging in the RDA980 outboard AC -3
decoder (about $1,000), using a single cable with multipin connectors.
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The Digital Dilemma
At every turn of the surround -sound screw you will be confronted
with the question of Dolby Digital. Do you need this latest -and -greatest
surround technology? If yes, do you need it now, or later?

The Dolby Digital format uses the AC -3 data -reduction scheme
invented by Dolby Labs to cram six channels into less space on a DVD or
laserdisc than is required for a single channel on a standard 16 -bit CD.
The format derives from the Dolby Stereo Digital sound heard in top -rank
movie theaters, and it works extremely well. Dolby Digital's AC -3 coding
is not perfect, but it delivers sound that is very, very close to CD quality.

Compared with topnotch Dolby Pro Logic reproduction of a
well -recorded Dolby Surround soundtrack, Dolby Digital's advantages
are subtle but real. The format's most talked -about feature is its fully
discrete, full -range surround channels, which permit whiz-bang
"hard -panned" sound effects and deep, powerful bass in the rear. (In
truth, the latter is not very important because bass is largely
omnidirectional and most home -theater systems use small surround
speakers, which means that low -bass signals are directed to the

Pioneer's Elite SP -99D add-on surround processor ($1,530) performs
both Dolby Pro Logic and Dolby Digital (AC -3) decoding. It has dual
center -channel and subwoofer outputs as well as three ambience modes.

subwoofer anyway.) Another subtle yet very worthwhile quality
lies in the surround channels' ability to deliver realistic ambience - the
real payoff of having discrete surround channels.

Dolby Digital's excellent center -channel reproduction is another
feature that is often overlooked. It's clearer, more stable, and
more detailed than that produced by even the best Pro Logic decoder.
The primary reward here is more natural -sounding dialogue. And then
there's Dolby Digital's "extra" LFE (Low -Frequency Effects)
channel: It increases the dynamic potential of very loud, deep -bass
sounds, but you'll need one helluva subwoofer to appreciate it.

Despite all these goodies, Dolby Digital's biggest dividend is probably
its wide dynamic range. The digital system is obviously quieter than
even the best Pro Logic gear, particularly in the surround channels,
which in the older system are plagued by noise that is an unavoidable
artifact of analog matrix -encoding technology.

Dolby Digital is a clear step up from Pro Logic, but it's a long way
from a night day difference. Keep in mind that it will be years before
Dolby Digital software is as widely available as Pro Logic software is now.
Nevertheless, if you are serious about home theater you will gravitate
toward Dolby Digital. And if you see a DVD player in your future, you're
going to want it sooner rather than later. Most movies on DVD will carry a
six -channel digital soundtrack. Conversely, only a small portion of new
laserdisc releases, even now, include a Dolby Digital soundtrack. - D.K.

piece of gear and saving yourself the
expense of both a new tuner and sur-
round -channel amplification. To power
the three front speakers you can use a
stereo amp plus a monoblock amp (for
the center speaker), or a single -chassis
three -channel power amp, or three
monoblocks. Because you're recycling
most of your receiver's functionality,
the savings will be measurable.

Updating Stereo Separates
If you own a separates -based two -
channel setup, the easiest way to get
into the home -theater game is simply
to replace your stereo preamp with a
surround -sound -equipped A/V pre -
amp. Then all you have to do is in-
crease the power -amp population with
a three -channel job or a stereo/mono-
block combo. If you're looking for
state-of-the-art surround performance,
replacing your preamp with a Dolby
Digital -equipped A/V model is the
way to go, since the industry tends to
reserve its highest -tech designs for the
separates category. But be prepared to
pay the price: The few AC -3 -equipped
A/V preamps that exist will most like-
ly set you back a couple of grand.

Should you elect to retain your two -
channel preamplifier, the simple -t way
to bring it up to speed is to add an out-
board surround processor/amplifier
that combines Dolby Pro Logic proc-
essing and three amplifier channels in
one box. The hookup is the same as
with the receiver discussed above: You
tap into the preamp's tape loop. The
other option is to use a separate sur-
round processor and power amp(s).

As far as upgrading to Dolby Digi-
tal goes, a few Dolby Digital proces-
sors employ conventional RCA jacks
for all input/output connections (many
use the DB-25 one -cable connection
discussed above). Such processors func-
tion in a purely pass -through mode
when you want to play a CD or a regu-
lar Dolby Surround soundtrack, which
could help simplify the stereo -to -mul-
tichannel upgrade process.

patience almost always simpli-
fies decisions. By the turn of
the century, it's quite likely

that there will be no such thing as a re-
ceiver or preamp that does not include
both Dolby Pro Logic and Dolby Dig-
ital processing. So if you prefer to
procrastinate - my own favorite ap-
proach - just wait until your beloved
stereo receiver (or preamp) dies, and
then buy a new one. You could miss a
lot of good movie sound, though.
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Most serious audio hobby-
ists have painstakingly
assembled a high -quali-
ty two -channel audio

system bought originally for music.
Such a system might well form the
core of an excellent A/V sound system
when supplemented with the required
center- and surround -channel process-
ing, amplification, and speakers. But is
adding on worthwhile, or are you better
off looking for an entirely new sound
system optimized for home theater?

It turns out that most good two -
channel music systems are adaptable
to movie sound. Nonetheless, if your
audio equipment (like mine) was cho-
sen very carefully for two -channel
music playback, you aren't about to
compromise its quality just to have
more channels. Of course, starting
with an expensive system raises the
stakes: The better it is, the steeper
your upgrade path, as the added chan-
nels must be up to the caliber of your
existing gear. And merely good isn't
good enough; the new equipment must
also blend seamlessly with your cur-
rent system.

Matching new speakers to an exist-
ing pair can be especially challenging.
The issues involved are complex, and
the best strategy depends on the
speakers you already have, your room,
and your video equipment. But if you
have some time to experiment you can
make the conversion effectively.

The Center Channel
Converting a stereo system to sur-
round sound involves choosing a cen-
ter speaker as well as choosing and
placing two or more surround speak-
ers. The requirements for each are
very different.

For movies, the center speaker's
main job is to reproduce dialogue, so
it must sound natural and lifelike with
the average movie soundtrack. Most of
the time, soundtracks keep the dia-

How 10 match center

land surround speakers

to your stereo pair

logue in the center channel, anchored
to the screen, but there are occasions
in some movies when voices or spe-
cial effects are made to move across
the front soundstage. Here, proper
matching of the center speaker to the
left and right speakers helps to insure
a solid and realistic image. For music
listening, a close match to the left and
right speakers can be even more criti-
cal to achieving natural sound.

So how do you guarantee a good
match? The most obvious approach -
buying a third speaker just like the two
you now own - poses some prob-
lems. One has to do with marketing:
Good loudspeakers are almost always
sold in pairs. Another problem con-
cerns design: The world's best speak-
ers tend to come in tall cabinets be-
cause that shape is more likely to yield
the precise horizontal imaging audio-
philes demand. That, in turn, leads to
placement difficulties: The center
speaker cannot block the video screen,
yet it should be as close to it as possi-
ble for proper dialogue placement. But

a speaker intended for a music system
is unlikely to have the shielding need-
ed to keep it from distorting the pic-
ture with its magnetic field.

One way around the placement
problem is to use a front -projection
TV and locate the center speaker be-
hind a screen made of one of the new
low -acoustic -loss reflective materials.
That allows an exact match with the
left and right speakers, though you
may still want to use an equalizer to
boost the center channel's upper mid-
range and highs a bit (we'll get to
equalization later).

But while such an arrangement is
feasible in an expensive home -theater
system, most people use either direct -
view TV's or one-piece rear -projection
video monitors. For this reason, virtu-
ally all dedicated center speakers are
magnetically shielded and designed in
a horizontal format to fit as neatly as
possible over or under the screen.

If you take this route, should you at
least buy a center speaker made by the
same company that manufactured your
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B& W's CC6 center speaker (top,
$350), with two 5 -inch Kevlar
drivers and a 1 -inch metal -dome
tweeter, mates with B&W's 600 series
speakers. The matching DS6
dipole surround (lower photo. $600
a pair) is THX-certified.

left and right speakers? Many compa-
nies provide center speakers with
"matched" drivers just for this pur-
pose. And, certainly, same -brand mod-
els should be near the top of your list
of center speakers to audition. But be
aware that this solution isn't always
perfect. First, the center speaker is sit-
uated differently in the room than the
left and right speakers, and the nearby
screen or monitor will affect its fre-
quency response in ways that are not
completely predictable. Also, the hori-
zontal driver arrangement used in most
center speakers produces a different
radiation pattern from that of your left
and right speakers, resulting in differ-
ent room reflections.

Some recent center -speaker designs
attempt to solve the radiation problem.
Spurred in part by the requirements of
LucasfilmiTHX licensing for high -end
home -theater speakers, these center
speakers feature vertical driver arrays
within their horizontal cabinets, yield-
ing dispersion patterns more typical of
a tall speaker. Since you'll probably be
shopping for a multiple -driver speaker,
this is a feature to look for. Another
good solution lies with some recently
available coaxial speakers in which
the tweeter is positioned at the center
of the woofer or midrange: these inte-

grated designs give very smooth and
even dispersion.

Your new center speaker will almost
certainly have less low -bass response
than your left and right speakers, as it
will probably be quite a bit smaller.
Again, the better your existing system
is, the more likely you are to en-
counter a bass discrepancy. Surround -
sound decoders can compensate for
this by removing the low bass from
the center channel and sending it to
the main speakers, so the discrepancy
need not be a problem as long as the
center speaker can reproduce the low-
est notes in a deep male voice -
around 90 Hz should do it.

As for choosing a specific model,
the key to finding the best match prob-
ably lies in a piece of shopping advice:
Find a good retailer who will work
with you, and arrange to try out a cou-
ple of speakers at home. You will need
them for a week; a weekend is simply
not enough time to experiment proper-
ly. Try a center speaker made by the
same manufacturer as your left and
right pair, but do include others as
well. Some models even come with re-
sponse adjustments to help you match
them to an existing speaker pair.

If your system can accommodate an
equalizer, you might also consider us-
ing one to help you achieve a closer
match. If you find yourself using ex-
treme equalizer settings, the center
speaker isn't a good match for your
system: consider other brands or mod-
els. Conduct all your tests from your
primary listening position, and start by

The VRS Pro "diffuse -field" surround
speakers (rear, $500 a pair) from
Boston Acoustics radiate sound from
two sides. The VRIO center
speaker ($300) has a vertically aligned
tweeter and midrange driver to
avoid common dispersion problems.

Definitive Technology's C L R 2000
($650) has two 6' z -inch woofers
and a 1 -inch aluminum -dome tweeter.
It functions as a main speaker when
placed vertically or a center speaker
when placed horizontally, and it
is also timbre -matched to Definitive's
BP 2000 bipolar tower speakers.

using the standard test signal from a
Dolby Pro Logic (or Dolby Digital)
processor, adjusting the level (and
equalization, if applicable) as needed.
The test signal is not as interesting
as a movie, but its consistency makes
it much faster and easier - and, of
course, less distracting.

Once you've come as close as you
can with the test signal - and only
then - try a selection of prerecorded
movies to evaluate the system with the
kind of program material you'll really
be listening to. Use the same scenes
each time for consistency. When you
find a speaker that seems to disappear
naturally into the soundstage with the
widest range of program material,
you've got the right one.

The Surrounds
Surround speakers are sited quite dif-
ferently in the room from the front
speakers with respect to nearby ob-
jects and room boundaries. Their lis-
tening angle is also very different, fur-
ther altering their apparent frequency
response and sonic character. Can they
possibly be made to match the front
speakers in timbre? Is that really nec-
essary? And what dispersion pattern
should side or rear speakers have?

Traditional Dolby Surround movie
soundtracks use matrix encoding of
the four channels (left, right, center,
and surround) to create two carrier
channels that can be recorded on film,
videotape, or laserdisc. Historically,
the surround effects in most movie
mixes have been meant to provide am-
bience, for which the sound has to be
widely diffused, with deliberately poor
localization of the speakers. While the
timbral balance of the surrounds need
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not be closely matched to the front
speakers to reproduce ambience,
movie sound engineers today often
pan moving sources - notably flying
machines and bullets - to or from the
surrounds. In this case a good timbral
match is required to avoid obtrusive or
unnatural effects.

Nonetheless, matching surrounds to
the front speakers in a home listening
room is difficult, not only because of
the typical location of the surrounds in
the middle of the side walls or in the
rear corners of the room, but also be-
cause the shape of the head and ears
makes us hear sounds differently from
the back. The debate continues about
whether speaker designers should
compensate for the rear -source effect
(which, after all, occurs in nature), but
the need for good subjective matching
remains. Good matching is even more
important now that movies are being
mixed digitally with discrete, full -
range left and right surround channels;
sound engineers are taking advantage
of the new technology more and more
by locating specific sources to the side
or rear of the soundfield.

Now for dispersion patterns: Should

Energy's EC -200 center speaker
(top, $300) has two 5' 2 -inch woofers
flanking a 1 -inch dome tweeter. The
EFX dipole surround ($400 a pair)
becomes bipolar at low frequencies
to reduce bass cancellation that
can occur with dipoles.

you choose a pair of direct -radiating
surrounds? Or should you use dipoles,
which radiate sound from both sides in
opposite phase, mounted with the
"null" side facing the listeners?

In the April 1996 issue of STEREO
REVIEW, Tom Nousaine reported on
listening tests he conducted to exam-
ine this and related questions. His
premise was that good surrounds had
to provide three things: envelopment
without gaps. seamless motion of mov-
ing sources, and convincing placement
of stationary sounds. I agree with his
findings that dipoles are somewhat
more effective surround performers
than direct -radiating speakers, but
both can be good if properly posi-
tioned, and you shouldn't restrict your
choice to one or the other.

How much bass do you need
from the surrounds? Many ef-
fects that are panned to the

rear do contain quite a lot of bass, but
large speakers are hard to place high
off the floor, which Nousaine found to
be ideal. If you love your front speak-
ers, the following suggestion may
seem like blasphemy, but you might
do well to add a subwoofer for movie
sound no matter how good your two -
channel bass is. As with the center
speaker, response down to 90 Hz
should suffice in the surrounds as long
as the rest of the system has plenty of
bass reach and undistorted output. A
single powered subwoofer placed un-
obtrusively in a front corner could
meet those requirements neatly.

Beyond these considerations, the
same basic shopping rules apply for
surrounds as for center speakers: Bor-
row different models, including some
built by the same manufacturer as
your front speakers; arrange for a
week's home trial; use equalization if
you can, at least to help get a feel for
things during your auditions; and start
with the Dolby test signal to obtain the
closest match before doing your final
testing with movies.

Just be prepared to spend much
more time tinkering with placement
for surround speakers, as their position
alters not only their spatial effects but
also their match with the front speak-
ers. Nousaine found wide variations
in timbre depending on placement, so
experiment by moving the speakers
around. Wherever you put them, how-
ever, try to keep them up above ear
level to minimize your ability to local-
ize the source of the sound.

Now, sit back and enjoy the movie. o

M&K's unique 55-150 "tripole"
surround (top, $995 a pair) radiates
sound simultaneously as both a dipole
and direct radiator. The 5-125C
center ;$550) offers selectable tonal
balance for matching to non-M&K
speakers.

The Q10 bookshelf speaker from
KEF (top, $350 a pair), with a single
61/2-ir ch Uni-Q coaxial driver in a
bass-oeflex cabinet, makes a good
surround speaker for a system
using KEF's Q series tower speakers.
The driver n the matching
Mode 90 center speaker ($300) is
said to have exceptional dispersion.
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Hidden Treasure
Audio/videophile William
Parker, Jr. - or "Son-
nie," as he's known to
family and friends -
has a secret buried in
his home in Troy, Al-

abama, about 50 miles south of Mont-
gomery. Parker, 34, was born and bred
in Troy, where he now runs his own fi-
nance company and a licensed con-
cert -ticket brokerage. His wife, Angie,

and six -year -old daughter, Chelsea,
know about the treasure hidden under
their family room. But most folks who
come visiting haven't the faintest idea
what's down there - until it's too late.

In the early Eighties, Parker was a
car stereo fanatic with a penchant for
rock music, primarily Pink Floyd and
the Eagles. His mobile hobby con-
sumed every spare dollar he could
earn - thousands spent in pursuit of
the best -sounding car system in town.
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Then, in 1984, he subscribed to
STEREO REVIEW, and within a year
his car stereo salesman, Walter Bamo,
was pushing him into a new habit.
Parker's first home system, with NAD
components, was modest enough, but
it had high -end aspirations. "I remem-
ber sitting at the kitchen table and
Walter coming over and going over
that system for us," he says. "We spent
$1,800, which was a lot of money for
us in 1985. But we thought it was the
greatest system in the world. We had a
system that - well, what we said
back then was that it really jammed."

That system eventually evolved into
what you see here: a superb home the-
ater that puts the music first but still
kicks on movie soundtracks. It blends
nicely into the Parkers' 20 x 22 -foot
family room, thanks in part to con-
cealed wiring (installed when the
house was built 41/2 years ago) and a
custom wood equipment rack tucked
into one corner. Finished in oak ve-
neer, the rack was designed by Parker
and meticulously constructed by Hen-
derson Cabinet Works of Banks, Al-
abama. It holds ten components - all
accessible from the rear via a half -
door in a bedroom - as well as the
Parkers' 500 -plus CD collection, with
artists running the gamut from Joe
Walsh to Garth Brooks to Spyro Gyra.

The system starts with a reference -
quality CD player: California Audio
Labs' Icon MkII. "I was looking for
something that wasn't too expensive
but would still have a digital -to -analog
converter good enough that I wouldn't
have to buy a separate processor."
Parker says. One audition was all it
took for him to fall in love with the
Icon's "great, smooth sound."

Another audio source is a classic
McIntosh MX 115 preamplifier/tuner,
which Parker bought used, primarily
for its FM radio. Video signals are
supplied by a Sony SLV-920 VCR, a
Sony MDP-600 laserdisc player, and
an RCA DS2430RW Digital Satellite
System, which also receives digital
music channels the Parkers play for

background. Parker was first on his
block to own a DSS after being on a
three-month waiting list to buy the
system from his local retailer's initial
shipment. Why so anxious? "Our ca-
ble system - pardon my French, but
it stinks," he says. "The digital picture
on the satellite system is remarkably
good, especially when you've got a
big -screen TV that clearly reveals any
flaws in the signal."

That's certainly true of the TV that
Parker chose, a massive 61 -inch Sony
KP-61V15 rear projector, which he
feels has the cleanest picture of any
set of that size. Still, it took some
time getting used to after it replaced
the family's 35 -inch direct -view set.
"The first two weeks, it was making
us dizzy," he laughs. "Now we don't
know what we'd do without it. I look
at a 27 -inch TV and it just looks tiny."

All these components need a traffic
cop. In this system, a Lexicon CP3+
surround processor does double duty
as the main preamp. The CP3+ has
four sets of inputs that allow Parker to
switch between his CD player, laser -
disc player, VCR, and preamp/tuner,
which in turn acts as a switcher for
the DSS receiver and the TV's audio
output. But the CP3+ is also a world -
class THX-certified processor, pro-
viding Dolby Pro Logic and THX-



enhanced DPL modes, not to mention
Reverb, Panorama, and various other
ambience modes.

Beyond the Lexicon are three McIn-
tosh amplifiers that juice a suite of
Snell speakers. The main amp, a Mc-
Intosh MC 7300, delivers 300 watts
each to a pair of Snell Type B Minor
towers flanking the Sony projector. An
MC 250, set for bridged mono opera-
tion, provides 100 watts for the Model
HCC500 center -channel speaker atop
the TV. And an MC 2505, rated at 50
watts per channel, drives a pair of
SUR500 surround speakers mounted
high up in the rear corners of the
room's vaulted ceiling. Parker chose
the McIntosh amps for what he says is
their rich sound and extreme reliabili-
ty, while the Snell speakers won their
place in the system after a tussle at the
local audio shop with a pair of Martin -
Logan Quests. Parker found the Mar-
tin -Logan electrostatics a bit more
open than the Snells, which use dy-
namic drivers, but he liked the Snells'
versatility with his wife's favorite
country music and with movie sound-
tracks. And the result was silky

smooth when they were married to the
McIntosh amps. "They integrate so
well together," Parker notes, "that it's
hard to say which makes the bigger
contribution to the system."

Of course, this system wouldn't be
complete without a subwoofer to put a
little oomph in your step. And at the
Parker house, that's literally what you
get, because that's the hidden treasure
buried below the family room.

In a nod to his car stereo roots,
Parker called in his old friend and
salesman Walter Barno, now of CKR
Automotive Products in Montgomery,
to build a custom enclosure around
a huge 18 -inch Kicker Competition
subwoofer designed for high -end,
head -banging car systems. The fiber-
glass -sealed cabinet measures 3 x 3 x
21/2 feet. The cone fires into a chamber
that ports the bass toward the floor
at a spot near the middle of the fami-
ly room.

It was no simple matter muscling
this beast into its hideaway. First,
Parker and Bamo had to go under the
house and knock a hole in the family
room's concrete -block foundation to

gain access to a cramped 3'h -foot -
high crawlspace. Then, with another
helper from CKR Automotive, they
pushed the sub toward the center of
the crawlspace, stopping along the
way to excavate a trough below the
main floor beam so they'd be able to
slip the behemoth by. Finally, Parker
and Barno climbed out to conduct ex-
tensive listening tests, while the dis-
mayed helper remained below to move
the box six inches at a time until they
were satisfied that it delivered clear,
natural bass to any listening position
in the room. "It took us a day just to
get it positioned right," Parker says.

The subwoofer is driven by an NAD
2200 Power Tracker amplifier left over
from Parker's original NAD system. In
bridged mono, it delivers up to 1,600
watts of dynamic power for transient
peaks. Parker's wife summed up the
total effect in her comment at a recent
Garth Brooks concert. When the show
opened with tremendous bass notes
that shook the hall, Parker reports,
"Angie just looked at me and said,
`This sounds like your stereo!' "

- Rob Sabin
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Autosound Test

L

any people hoping to up-
grade their car stereo
systems anticipate some
difficult decisions. Step-

ping up often means adding compo-
nent speakers and a subwoofer, and
cutting new holes for speakers or fit-
ting your trunk with a custom woofer
enclosure can be a hassle. Worse, it
can chew up valuable cargo space and
reduce the car's resale value. And if
you lease your car, it may even violate
the terms of the lease.

But nowadays a car system can be
upgraded in a way that provides en-
hanced sound quality with few alter-
ations. The secret? Most cars, regard-
less of the factory -installed sound
equipment, have a variety of speaker
cutouts hidden in the interior sheet
metal, and upgrading to topnotch
"drop -in" replacements can deliver a
big improvement. Other equipment,
such as head units, power amplifiers,
CD changers, and wiring, can also be
installed with little effect on the dash-
board or upholstery. In most cases the
upgraded audio equipment can even be
"uninstalled" when the car is sold and
moved over to a new vehicle. And, best
of all, if you're handy with tools you
can probably use this approach to in-
stall a respectable system on your own.

CHOOSING COMPONENTS
The first step in any upgrade project is
component selection. Most people
starting with a basic FM radio or cas-
sette receiver and two or four speakers
will replace the head unit with a CD
receiver, add an external power ampli-

L

A drop -in car system that'll smooth
out the road  by Ken Pohlmann
fier, and either add or upgrade to new
component or coaxial speakers. Some
advice: Go for a head unit that in-
cludes CD changer controls, which
will provide a ready path to your next
upgrade. If you're doing a drop -in sys-
tem, choose a power amplifier with
enough channels and crossovers to do
what you need without extra compo-
nents. And make sure it delivers
enough power to let you rock a little.

Speaker selection is absolutely criti-
cal - choose good drivers with pow-
er -handling capability commensurate
with the amplifier. Finally, look for
speakers that will fit into your vehicle
without requiring you to tear it up.
Many good speakers can directly re-
place original factory speakers (or fill
empty cutouts), and you'll often be

able to use the existing speaker grilles.
Following these principles, I recently
assembled four components, including
a CD receiver from Alpine, a four -
channel amplifier from Stillwater, and
two pairs of speakers, from a/d/s/ and
Blaupunkt, for the front soundstage
and rear fill, respectively. The total
suggested retail price of all this gear is
$1,468. Then, to test the theory that an
upgrade project can be fun and harm-
less to both car and owner, I pro-
grammed 911 on my cell phone's
speed -dial and headed for the garage.

ALPINE CDM-7829 CD RECEIVER 5

The Alpine CDM-7829 ($450) is a;
fine example of late -generation mobile in
CD playback. Its detachable faceplate
enjoys modern styling and a functional
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Alpine CDM-7829 CD receiver
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DIMENSIONS: 7 x 2 x 6 inches

PRICE: $450

MANUFACTURER: Alpine, Dept. SR,
19145 Gramercy P1., Torrance, CA 90501;
telephone, 310-326-8000

MEASUREMENTS (Hammer Labs)

TUNER SECTION
All measurements for FM only except
frequency response.

SENSITIVITY (50 -dB quieting)
mono (75 -ohm input) 12.3 dBf

AM REJECTION (at 65 dBf) 39.3 dB

DISTORTION ,THD+N at 65 dBf)
111W1t,

,ICICO 0 51%
0 29%

SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO (at 65 dBf)
mono 75.9 dB
stereo 63.2 dB

CAPTURE RATIO (at 65 dBf) 25 dB

SELECTIVITY
adjacent -channel 16.4 dB
alternate channel 73.8 dB

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
I \I 30 Hz to 15 kHz +1.4,-2.9 dB
\ \1 30 Hz to 3 kHz +0.4,-13.3 dB

MAXIMUM OUTPUT
( IOW; modulation) 1.6 volts dB

CD SECTION
MAXIMUM OUTPUT LEVEL 2.2

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
20 Hz to 20 kHz +0,-1.3 dB

DE -EMPHASIS ERROR (at 16 kHz) 0.02 dl

SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO
(A-wtd, re 0 dB) 93.6 dE

DYNAMIC RANGE 95.8 dB

QUANTIZATION NOISE 86.6 dB

DISTORTION (THD+N, I kHz)
0 dB 0 076%
-20 d13 046%

LINEARITY ERROR (at -90 dB) +1.2 dB

MAXIMUM INTERCHANNEL
PHASE SHIFT 197.3° at 20 kHz

DEFECT TRACKING
(Pierre Verany #2 disc) 2,000 pm

AMPLIFIER SECTION
All measurements made with 14.4 -volt DC
power supply, all channels driven into 4 ohms.

OUTPUT AT CLIPPING (at 1 kHz)....12.7 watts

SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO
(A-wtd, re 1 watt) 82.5 dB

DISTORTION
(THD+N at I kHz, 1 watt)

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
20 Hz to 20 kHz +0,-1.4

009%

layout. A power button turns the unit
on and off, but you can also power up
by simply inserting a CD or hitting
any button except Eject or Clock. Vol-
ume, bass, treble, balance, and fader
adjustments are handled by a single
pair of dual -speed keys. Press lightly
and the levels change slowly; press
hard and they go faster. Bass and tre-
ble settings are individually memo-
rized for CD, FM and AM sources,
and a loudness mode is provided.

Radio operation is a snap. You can
select auto -seek or manual tuning, or
use the six preset buttons to access up
to twenty-four stations in four bands.
There are two FM bands, one AM
band, and a convenient Direct Access
Preset (DAP) band that can hold
both FM and AM stations. For any
band, the presets can be programmed
manually or automatically with the six
strongest stations in the locale. The
tuner automatically blends between

stereo and mono reception to reduce
noise on distant broadcasts.

While CD playback begins un-
prompted as soon as you load a disc,
there's also a play/pause button and
keys for track skipping and searching.
Separate buttons select track repeat,
random play, and intro scan (which
plays the first 10 seconds of each
track). Another button is used for con-
trol of an optional Alpine six -CD
changer, with the station -preset but-
tons used to select discs. The LCD
readout provides alphanumerics, icons
and labels for radio and CD modes,
and a clock. In addition, it flashes di-
agnostic messages to help pinpoint in-
stallation malfunctions. A supplied re-
mote control duplicates many front -
panel operations.

On the back of the CDM-7829 are
four speaker outputs, rated at 25 watts
(max) per channel, and two stereo pre -
amp outputs to feed outboard amplifi-

ers for the front and rear channels. The
front preamp output has an optional
nonfading mode; when this is activat-
ed, the signal is unaffected by the fad-
er control, as is preferable for driving
a subwoofer amplifier.

KICKER IMPULSE
354X1 POWER AMPLIFIER
The Kicker Impulse 354xi from Still-
water ($349) is a four -channel, full -
featured power amplifier rated at 35
watts per channel (rms) into 4 ohms. It
contains a pair of active crossovers as
well as bass and treble boost controls.
The amp is housed in a smart black
slab of aluminum. One end sports four
RCA jacks for front and rear line -level
inputs and two four -pin connectors for
high-level (speaker) inputs, which are
useful if your head unit doesn't have
preamp outputs.

Two potentiometers adjust input
sensitivity for the front and rear input
pairs. In addition, there are four knobs
for bass and treble boost for the front
and rear. The bass controls are fixed at
40 Hz and are variable from 0 to +18
dB; the treble controls are set at 12
kHz and offer up to +12 dB of boost.

Slide switches control the crossov-
ers for the front and rear channels.
Both can be independently set to all -
pass, high-pass, or low-pass at 70 or
110 Hz with 18 -dB -per -octave slopes.
At the other end of the chassis are ter-
minals for battery power, ground, a re-
mote turn -on lead, and speakers.

Like most high -quality power amps,
the 354xi contains soft-turn-on/off cir-
cuitry to prevent power thumps, and
other circuits guard against thermal
overload, short-circuits, and under -
voltage conditions. Depending on your
need, the 354xi can be wired as a two-,
four-, or six -channel amp.

A/D/S/ 3251M SPEAKER SYSTEM
The a/d/s/ 325im speaker package
($499) includes two "component co-
axial" speakers, two external passive
crossovers, metal speaker grilles, and
all mounting hardware. The system,
derived from the drivers used in the
a/d/s/ 325is component set, includes a
pair of 51/4 -inch woofers with copoly-
mer cones and butyl rubber surrounds,
each with a concentric 1 -inch dome
tweeter with a neodymium magnet.
The woofer's curvilinear geometry is
said to deliver better bass response
through its increased rigidity and better
off -axis response, which helps when
the speaker is mounted low in a door.

The woofer and tweeter of each
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speaker can be independently connect-
ed. In many cases, the 325im's will
drop right into factory cutouts, but you
may need to buy an adaptor kit to fit 5
x 7 -inch or 61/2 -inch holes.

Each passive crossover, housed in a
small plastic module, uses a second -
order network with the crossover fre-
quency fixed at 3 kHz, a Linkwitz-Ri-
ley alignment for smoother response,
and a Zobel network to stabilize the
system's impedance. In addition, a/d/s/
uses polypropylene capacitors; their
low internal resistance is said to im-
prove transient response.

Inside the crossovers you'll find a
three -position slide switch (flat, -3 dB,
-6 dB) to adjust the tweeter level for
different placements in the car or per-
sonal preference; there's also a tweet-
er -protection circuit. A second switch
allows two-way equalization (EQ) for
the entire system, with options for flat
response (Car mode) or a slightly
boosted midrange (Demo mode) for
store demonstrations or to compensate
for unusual reflections in the car.

Each crossover can be wired to ei-
ther one or two amplifier channels;
with biamplification, the tweeter and
woofer are driven independently. The
crossovers can be mounted near the
amplifiers or merely stuffed into a
convenient cubbyhole somewhere in
the car's interior. To speed installation,
a/d/s/ supplies four 10 -foot speaker ca-
bles complete with heat -shrunk lugs
attached to the speaker end.

BLAUPUNKT VELOCITY VPD693
TRIAXIAL SPEAKERS
When you buy Blaupunkt's Velocity
VPD693 package ($170), you get
what at first glance look like typical
three-way, 6 x 9 -inch drivers. Each has
a 6 x 9 -inch woofer with a centrally
mounted midrange, tweeter, and pas-
sive crossover. Similar speakers have
been popular for decades as drop -in
replacements for factory speakers.

Closer inspection, however, reveals
an unusual feature of the VPD693:
Each woofer cone has two voice coils
wound together on the speaker bobbin
to allow biamping. One voice coil
connects to a full -range amplifier
channel and is driven conventionally
along with the midrange and tweeter
elements. The extra voice coil, howev-
er, is dedicated to the woofer and ac-
cepts an amplifier channel that has
been low -pass -filtered. This allows the
woofer to be driven harder, thus in-
creasing bass output without endan-
gering the midrange and tweeter ele-

ments. At the same time, the full -range
channel is relieved of some of its bass
obligations, so it can play cleaner and
with less distortion.

Yet another benefit is that if the
VPD693's are in the rear of a vehicle,
the head unit's fader output can drive
the full -range coil while a nonfading
output drives the woofer. The fader
can then be used to adjust rear fill
without significantly altering overall
bass output. Alternatively, if you're
looking to draw maximum power from
your amp, and providing that it's sta-
ble into a 2 -ohm load (as the Kicker
amp is), you can wire the two 4 -ohm
woofer coils in parallel and drive them
from a single amp channel.

Beyond its dual voice coils, the
VPD693 features a light and rigid in-
jected poly -graphite woofer cone with
butyl rubber surround. The 11/2 -inch
polyamide dome midrange and 1 -inch
polyamide dome tweeter have neo-
dymium magnets, while the woofer

DIMENSIONS: 13 x 21/2 x 93At inches

PRICE: $349

MANUFACTURER: Stillwater Designs,
Dcpt. SR, P.O. Box 459, Stillwater,
OK 74076; telephone, 405-624-8510

MEASUREMENTS (Hammer Labs)

Unless otherwise noted, all measurements
made with 14.4 -volt DC power supply, all
channels driven into 4 ohms.

OUTPUT AT CUPPING
4 ohms with 12 volts 48.1 watts x 4
4 ohms with 14.4 volts 61.1 warts x 4
2 ohms with 12 volts 59.2 watts x 4
2 ohms with 14.4 volts 84.1 watts x 4
4 ohms with 12 volts 113.6 watts x 2
4 ohms with 14.4 volts 145.5 watts x 2

SENSITIVITY
(for I watt output) 15 to 330 mV

SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO
(A-wtd, re I watt) 75.6 dB

DISTORTION (THD+N at I watt)
at I kHz 0 07%
at 20 kHz 0 15%

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
20 Hz to 20 kHz +0.75,-0.16 dB

features a 25 -ounce magnet. Power
handling is rated at 100 watts rms.
This speaker also employs Blau-
punkt's new "extended pole" design,
which is said to control the magnet's
flux field to decrease harmonic distor-
tion at high levels and help control
cone movement. To ease the pain of
installation, Blaupunkt obligingly sup-
plies four 14 -foot speaker cables, all
mounting hardware, and attractive
metal grilles.

MEASUREMENTS
The Alpine CDM-7829 performed
well on the test bench. Its CD player's
frequency response was flat to within
1.3 dB, total harmonic distortion plus
noise (THD+N) was a low 0.07 per-
cent at 0 dB, and digital -to -analog
(D/A) converter linearity was quite
good. Curiously, this player showed an
interchannel phase error of 197.3 de-
grees at 20 kHz, though it was not an
audible problem. Defect tracking was
about par.

The tuner showed very good sensi-
tivity numbers and relatively low dis-
tortion figures. Its mono S/N was also
quite good. Adjacent- and alternate -
channel selectivity were both pretty
good, and AM and FM frequency re-
sponse were about par. The power am-
plifiers inside the head unit were sur-
prisingly peppy, and their S/N and dis-
tortion readings were also quite good.
This is a good all-around head unit.

Similarly, the Impulse 354xi power
amplifier was very solid on the test
bench. Harmonic distortion was quite
low, and the S/N was respectable. The
amp easily exceeded its power ratings
into 4 ohms in four -channel and
bridged two -channel modes (note that
it should not be bridged into 2 -ohm
loads). Moreover, even when I ran con-
tinuous 100 -Hz sine waves through it
at its rated power, the 354xi neither
shut down nor even ran particularly
hot. This amp looks very good indeed.

My STEREO REVIEW colleague
Tom Nousaine performed bench tests
on both the a/d/s/ and Blaupunkt
speakers. Overall, he was quite pleased
with both sets of speakers (see his
"Notes on Speaker Measurements" be-
low). The a/d/s/ 325im showed excel-
lent frequency response both on -axis
and 30 degrees off -axis while present-
ing an efficient and stable load to the
amplifier. The Blaupunkt VPD693
speakers also provided excellent on -
axis frequency response for a triaxial
design, and at 30 degrees off -axis re-
sponse was still quite reasonable.
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INSTALLATION
Installing these components did not
pose any real problems, and many car
owners should be able to handle the
job themselves. If not, your local car
stereo shop will be happy to oblige.
The secret formula for success is to
plan the install carefully, and proceed
slowly. In particular, be careful of gas
tanks, gas lines, hydraulic lines, and
electrical wiring. Don't poke your
screwdriver into unknown nests of
wiring harnesses. You might, for ex-
ample, accidentally inflate your air-
bags and learn firsthand just how ex-
pensive they are to replace.

I installed this system in my 1968
Porsche 911, a car that sees new sound
systems almost as often as my neigh-
bor changes hairstyles (though usually
with better results). First I disconnect-
ed the negative cable from my battery
to avoid electrical shorts while work-
ing. I removed the existing head unit
and slipped in the Alpine head. De-
pending on your car and what kind of
head is currently there, this step could
take five minutes or five days (particu-
larly if you own a new Taurus). In my
case, it was easy to insert and secure
the metal mounting sleeve in the dash
cutout, then slip the head right in.

Next I mounted the power amplifier
in my front trunk using four self -tap-
ping screws. I have a wood mounting
base in my trunk for this purpose, but
it's also easy to drill directly through
the carpet and into the car's chassis.
Just be sure you know what you're
drilling into (in my case, there's a gas
tank underneath). Since my power amp
was only a few feet from the head, it
was easy to connect the line -output ca-
bles between them using conventional
RCA interconnects. I also hooked the
head's antenna lead to my antenna and
its remote turn -on lead to the power
amplifier. The switched power lead ran
to the fuse box.

Returning to the car's interior, I

sized up speaker locations. The front
speakers should be mounted as high as
possible for good high -frequency re-
sponse, usually either in the door pan-
els or on top of the dashboard. If you
mount speakers in doors, be sure they
clear the window -lowering mechanism
and the glass as it retracts down. If
you choose a dashboard mount, the
ideal spot to avoid undesirable reflec-
tions is close to the lip of the dash, as
far from the glass as possible -
though for a drop -in install you'll be
limited to the factory speaker loca-
tions. My Porsche has cutouts in the

a 'd/s/ 325im

DIMENSIONS: 51/4 inches; 21/4 inches
mounting depth; crossover, 31/2 x 11 x 4
inches

PRICE: $499 a pair

MANUFACTURER: a/d/s/, Dept. SR,
One Progress Way, Wilmington,
MA 01887; telephone, 508-658-5100

MEASUREMENTS (TN Communications;

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
(EQ and tv,)., :.1 settings flat)
on -axis .. .55 Hz to 20 kHz ±5 dB
30° off -axis ..55 Hz to 20 kHz ±3 dB

SENSITIVITY ' s volts. I meter) 92 dB

MINIMUM IMPEDANCE
(EQ and tweeter set flat) 3.37 ohms

doors, so I used some plastic spacer
rings to reduce the hole diameters and
mounted the a/d/s/ speakers there.

Traditionally, rear speakers are
mounted in cutouts on the rear pack-
age tray. In most cars, the trunk can be
used as an infinite baffle for the woof-
ers, thus augmenting bass response.
With most hatchbacks the stock speak-
er locations are usually found under
the hatch's side panels. Of course, my
back seat was sacrificed long ago for
custom speaker enclosures, so the
VPD693's went there.

My car is similarly well equipped
with speaker cables; in yours you'll
probably find factory -installed (and
possibly unused) speaker wires lead-
ing right to the factory cutouts. For
best performance, however, you may
want to run your own cables. This is
perhaps the hardest part of the job, be-
cause you'll need some time to find
cable routes that are protected and
concealed, and that avoid unnecessary
bending or crimping. Also, carefully
observe speaker polarity, and be sure
to use a grommet wherever wires pass
through a metal opening.

Returning to the trunk, I mounted
the a/d/s/ crossovers near my power
amplifier and connected cables to all
the speakers. For this particular test, to
take advantage of the Blaupunkt
VPD693's flexibility, I chose a unique

wiring configuration. First, I wired the
head's fading (rear) preamp outputs to
two amp channels for the a/d/s/ coaxi-
als and their external crossovers. Then
I wired the head's nonfading (front)
preamp outputs to the two remaining
amp channels, which were cut off
above 70 Hz by the amp's low-pass
crossover for driving the Blaupunkt
speakers' dedicated woofer voice coils.
Finally, I used the head's front speak-
er -level outputs to drive the Blau-
punkts' full -range voice coils, allowing
independent adjustment of rear fill.
This configuration results in reversed
front and rear fader control, since the
Alpine's nonfading (that is, woofer)
output is designated for the front chan-
nels -a minor inconvenience.

To finish off, I tackled the power
arrangements, first connecting the
head and amplifier ground leads to a
ground point on my chassis. A fused
cable from my battery's positive ter-
minal was run to the amplifier and
head. If your amplifier is trunk -mount-
ed and your battery is in the engine
compartment, that will require another
long cable run from the positive bat-
tery terminal. Use the same principles
as with speaker cables, but don't place
speaker cables alongside battery ca-
bles or you might pick up noise; it's
best to run them on opposite sides of
the car. And, for safety, always place
an appropriate fuse in the power line
just after the positive battery terminal.

After reattaching my battery's nega-
tive cable, I powered the system, set
the amplifier sensitivity, and checked
functions. Everything was A -OK. Af-
ter some preliminary listening, I set
the amp's bass and treble boost flat for
both the front and bass -only channels.
The EQ switches on the a/d/s/ cross-
overs were set to Car mode (flat) and
the tweeter controls to low (-6 dB).

A final word about installation. If
you are in any way uncomfortable
with electrical wiring or power tools,
don't try this at home! A modern car's
electronics are quite complex, and you
can do serious, serious damage. If in
doubt, ask your dealer to do the hon-
ors. Experienced pros can drop in a
system like this faster than you can
slurp a cup of coffee, and they'll guar-
antee their work.

EVALUATION
The installation chores completed, I
grabbed a wallet of CD's and hit the
open road to enjoy a sunny afternoon
drive through Miami. I spent a few
minutes familiarizing myself with the
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Alpine's front panel. Overall, its er-
gonomics are good, with no mysteri-
ous button sequencing required, but I
was not entirely happy with the hard -
to -feel volume buttons, probably the
most often used head controls, and I

wished they were bigger or more prom-
inent, though this is a minor negative.

The tuner proved to be quite good. I
cruised through a few urban canyons
with known multipath and dead zones,
and the radio did a good job of hang-
ing onto stations as the signal level
fluctuated. The automatic stereo/mono
blend circuit worked well, too. Anoth-
er minor quibble: The scanning time
of the radio's seek tuning seemed very
slow. The CD player was quite road-
worthy and proved very resistant to
shocks from potholes and railroad
tracks. You'd probably need an off -
road experience to challenge it seri-
ously - an experiment I wasn't about
to try in my Porsche.

Parked by the bay, in the shade of
some palms, I turned off the engine
and tried some critical listening. I re-
turned briefly to the tuner to verify
that FM sound quality was good, then
settled in for more serious CD audi-
tioning. The CD player was very good,
lacking only the ultimate sense of re-

Blaupunkt
Velocity VPD693

DIMENSIONS: 6 x 9 inches: 3.1 inches
mounting depth

PRICE: $170 a pair

MANUFACTURER: Blaupunkt, Dept. SR,
2800 S. 25th Ave., Broadview, IL 60153:
telephone, 708-865-5200

MEASUREMENTS (TN Communications)

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
(with both voice coils driven)
on -axis 64 Hz to 16 kHz ±2.75 dB
ni off -a\ 64 Hz to 16 kHz ±4.2 dB

SENSITIVITY i 2.8 volts. I meter) 91 dB

MINIMUM IMPEDANCE
both coils/lull-range onl
woofer coil only

..3.4 ohms
4 I ohms

Notes on Speaker Measurements
he a d s 325im and BlaupunktT VPD693 proved to be two of the

best-measbring coaxial or triaxial
drivers I've seen. Frequency response
for both was fantastic considering the
restrictions of the post required to
suspend the elements above the
woofer. The VPD693 was remarkably
flat, with just a small crossover
notch. The 325im showed incredible
response at 30 degrees off -axis
as well as on -axis, and Thiele -Small
measurements of both speakers in
the pair were quite close, suggesting
tight manufacturing tolerances
and good quality control.

All measurements were made in
a quasi-anechoic laboratory
environment. The cabin gain of the
typical car (+12 dB per octave beim.%
70 Hz in a small to midsize vehicle)
will help these speakers deliver
excellent bass in spite of the modest
cone sizes; in any event, a 6 x 9 -inch
dr ver has roughly the same piston
area as an 8 -inch woofer. A pair
of 325im's working in tandem with a
pair of VPD693's should deliver a
minimum of 110 dB of clean bass
m.tput. Sound quality, of course, will
depend I- eavily on the vehicle and the
speaker placement . - Tom Nousaine

finement provided by the most expen-
sive players. For folks listening in a
mobile environment, the sound will be
quite satisfactory.

I was also happy with the Stillwater
amplifier. Contrary to some reviewers
who describe amplifiers as having
"smooth sound" or "liquid response,"
the best amps have no sound of their
own and instead transparently amplify
the source material. The Stillwater did
a nice job of this. I felt the music had a
smooth, extended frequency range and
snappy transients, and the amp had
plenty of power on reserve. It did not
struggle even at relatively loud listen-
ing levels (exceeding 100 dB) and on-
ly occasionally went into mild clip-
ping when driven hard.

Of course, what you hear in a car
system is always a unique function of
the speakers and car interior. In this
case, I was very impressed with the
a/d/s/ front speakers. They are relative-
ly expensive but worth every penny.
There's no mistaking the sound of
good speakers, and the 325im's sound-
ed absolutely great, with smooth re-
sponse, low distortion, and good pow-
er -handling capability.

The Blaupunkt VPD693 speakers
also performed well, providing very
good rear fill with reasonably good
frequency response and level - par-
ticularly considering that they were
being driven by the head unit's inter-
nal amplifiers. The additional woofer
voice coil worked great. I switched it
off and on, and there was no question
that it added tremendous solidity to
the bass response in the absence of a
bona fide 10- or 12 -inch subwoofer.
This is a terrific feature that will cer-
tainly be copied. Many people dispar-
age 6 x 9's, but these Blaupunkts
soundly disprove that prejudice.

In sum, while this system obviously
can't compete with the ultra high -end
custom systems that win sound -off
competitions, it's a major improve-
ment over standard factory -installed
fare. Best of all, it requires only a rela-
tively modest investment, and it can be
installed with little pain and, in most
cars, no structural modifications. Bot-
tom line: It will please the great ma-
jority of listeners who value good mu-
sic and good sound.

UPGRADES
The world is an uncertain place but
some things can be predicted with a
high degree of probability. One sure
bet is that after you've heard the sound
of your upgraded car system, you'll be
begging for more. The next upgrade,
and probably the easiest and most en-
joyable, is the addition of a compatible
Alpine CD changer. The six -disc S600
Shuttle, for example, is so small that it
could be mounted in your glove com-
partment.

Beyond a changer, you might want
to consider adding a multichannel
parametric equalizer (to counteract the
severe response anomalies imposed by
car interiors), using electronic crossov-
ers instead of passive ones (they're
more flexible and preserve power). or
adding a large subwoofer (or two) for
truly deep bass.

Of course, for the genuine car audio
nut, sound is more important than the
car itself. He abandons any hope of re-
sale value and attacks a car's interior
like a mad scientist. For some of us,
though, any cut is one too many. For-
tunately, we've seen that it's possible
to install a good sound system that's
essentially a drop -in modification --
one that's guaranteed to enliven the
next 100.000 miles.
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--Mfr-The GAIN System

NATURE'S
ENCORE

ORIGINR1 MASTER RECORDING'

2 BONUS TRACKS
In -A -Gaddy Oa Vida

Use Version R
Single Version

NEW RELEAS UDCD 675

The Moody
Bluesle Our Children's

Children's
Children

ORIGINRi NIR5IER RECORDING

CANNED HEAT AND
.40 JOHN LEE HOOKER

NEW RELEAL. UDCD 2476

BETTER SOUNDING MUSIC. UPGRADE TO ULTRADISC IITM

Your favorite artists sound surprisingly better on Ultradisc II- Why? Because Mobile Fidelity's mastering technology
is a cut above-and you can hear the difference. As the creators of the 24k gold audiophile CD, we have
developed major advances such as The GAIN System'; a proprietary mastering system that uses the
highest grade of digital technology available. Starting with the original master tapes, we are able to capture every
last nuance of the original recording. What does this mean? You'll hear music like you've never heard it before!

Ultradisc II' The Original 24K Gold Audiophile Compact Disc.
To receive a color catalog or The GAIN System- technical paper, call 800.423.5759.

wall -14W [WPM ' 105 Morris Street  Sebastopol, CA 95472,
WWW URL address: http://www.mofi.com/

Ol.1 'Id lab In Canada call 800-267-1216 (Music Retailers)
WC or 800 465-4434 (Hi-Fi Retailers)
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Find these great
titles and more in the
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The Kennedys Make It Big
Anyone who caught Pete and
Maura Kennedy's "River of
Fallen Tears" last year would
expect certain things of their

follow-up, "Life Is Large": chiming gui-
tars and irresistible melodies, lyrics that
range from enjoyably banal to psychedel-

ically mind-expanding, and vocals that
flow from every tributary from the Go-
Go's to Annie Lennox and Dave Stewart.
Fortunately, that's exactly what's here.

The Kennedys' stuff chases the most
influential sounds of the Fifties and Six-
ties (Buddy Holly, the Beatles, and, yes,

the Byrds) but adds tweaks of accordion,
mandolin, and Hammond organ. Simulta-
neously shallow and sincere (at times the
material sounds like the Partridge Family
with a conscience), the songs deal with
such subjects as the relationship between
Saturday and Sunday: "Saturday don't
ask about tomorrow / Saturday can tell a
thousand lies / Saturday will take you
down when you're too weak to fight /
And Sunday doesn't make it right." Tribe,
set to the beat of two perfectly joined
hearts, speaks the secret language of
lovers, and Velvet Glove is about the poli-
tics of love ("Watch out for the iron fist").

Fresh from the bands of Mary Chapin
Carpenter and Nanci Griffith, Pete Ken-
nedy is a wildly versatile guitarist, and
wife Maura could have given Belinda
Carlisle a run for her money. But here
they make it a party, recording live with
pals Roger McGuinn, Steve Earle, Kelly
Willis, John Gorka, Susan Cowsill, Jim-
my LaFave, and Monte Warden, all of
whom appropriately had a large time.
Chances are, you will too. Alanna Nash

THE KENNEDYS: Life Is Large.
Life Is Large: Velvet Glove: St. Mark's Square;
Sunday; Heart of Darkness; One Heart.
One Soul: Mystery; Tribe: T m Not You; Right
as Rain; Blackberry Rain; Sirens. GREEN
LINNET 212.3 (40 min).

Persuasive
Schumann from
Radu Lupu

When Radu Lupu, a gratify-
ingly serious and commu-
nicative artist as well as a
master pianist not heard

from in far too long, turned 50 last year,
London Records issued his superb disc of
two Schubert sonatas, the towering B -flat
Major and the "Little" A Major. Now we
have a Schumann recital that may be even
more persuasive, an altogether extraordi-
nary matching of artist and repertory. The
program, surely chosen for the striking
contrasts it affords, comprises the too -
seldom -heard Humoreske, the frequently
abused Kinderszenen, and the kaleido-
scopic Kreisleriana.

One hardly thinks of "interpretation"
here. Lupu doesn't appear to be filtering
the music through interpretive insights so
much as simply responding with confi-
dent and powerful directness to the essen-
tial spirit of Schumann's impulse. The el-
egance of the playing, a quality that is
second nature to this pianist, in no way
contravenes the aura of impassioned
spontaneity. But the insights are there, of
course, and they are formidable. In this
respect, the smallest -scaled and most fa -
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miliar of the three works may well be the
most revelatory. Lupu resolutely refuses
to indulge the Kinderszenen, but at the
same time his approach is anything but
cold-hearted or condescending. He is the
most convincing kind of storyteller, cap-
turing Schumann's uncontrived simplicity
in every section with neither undue em-
phasis nor gratuitous understatement.

His performance of the two bigger
works, with their greater variety of ex-
pressive gesture - wild, tender, witty, se-
vere, earthy, otherworldly - and conse-
quently greater technical demands, could
be richly enjoyed on the level of virtuosi-
ty alone. The pleasure they afford runs
much deeper, though, because of Lupu's
unfailing instinct for making sense of
each of these broad -ranging works as a
cohesive sequence rather than merely an
intriguing succession of fantasy pieces.
The fantasy element is definitely touched
by nobility, and nothing is fragmented or
isolated; the cumulative effect is quite
exceptional.

The short of it is that this disc is bound
to be on everyone's list of the year's best,
and I expect it will actually be taken off
the shelf and played more frequently than
most. Lupu and Schumann are well
served by the realistic, well -focused
sound, in its way as honest and clarifying
as the performances themselves.

Richard Freed

SCHUMANN:
Humoreske, Op. 20; Kinderszenen,
Op. 15; Kreisleriana, Op. 16.
Radu Lupu (piano).
LONDON 440 496 (75 min).

Pianist Radu Lupu

Semisonic Builds a
Better Poptrap

0 ver the past several months or
so, you've been reading a lot
of catchwords. Catchy. Retro.
Early-, mid-, and late -Sixties.

Pure pop for now people. Can you say
"Beatlesque"?

"Oh, no," you say, "here comes another
Nineties pop thong." And, yes, what with
the proliferation of bands like Oasis, Blur,
Pulp, Cast, Elastica, Wanderlust, and the
Falling Wallendas, it's no wonder you're
suspicious of an umpteenth pop revela-
tion. Nonetheless, dear reader, it's discov-
ery time again.

Semisonic began in earnest three years
ago when guitarist, singer, and chief
songwriter Dan Wilson and bassist John
Munson, having survived the Minneapolis
band Trip Shakespeare, hooked up with
drummer Jacob Slichter and headed for
the clubs. Prompting indie interest, the
trio released an EP, "Pleasure," on Cherry
Disc. Prompting major -label interest, the
group has now released a full-length al-
bum, "Great Divide," on MCA.

"Gimme three good
reasons why I should
buy it." Okay. (1) The
guitars aren't just jang-
ly or grungy, they have
bite, as Wilson deals
out dexterous riffs and
skydiving solos. (2) The
ever -expected melodies
and harmonies come in
unexpected colors and
never fail to delight. (3)
After you bop to the
upbeat first half, you
can stick around and
relax in the thoughtful
second half. Bonus rea-
son: Producer Paul Fox
brings the rich sound he
gave XTC's "Oranges
and Lemons," nurturing
Semisonic in both its
loose feel and its studio
craft. Craving a sharp
song for One of the Ten
Best Days of the Year?
Down in Flames isn't
getting airplay for noth-
ing (stay tuned for /f /
Run and F.N.T.). Or a
widescreen song for a
bittersweet night? The
fifth track isn't called
Across the Great Divide
for nothing either, and
in the mist of No One
Else hangs the refrain,
"No one else can make
me cry like you."

"So let's have your
in-depth examination of

the lyrics." Sony, but you'll get no psy-
choanalyzing from me. These are simple,
direct songs about love, and when Wilson
sings lines like "I'm surprised that you've
never been told before / That you're love-
ly and you're perfect / And that somebody
wants you," he's not obsessing over a re-
lationship warped by the travails of any
wannabe who has suffered a lifetime of
postmodem Minneapolis angst. No. He's
just surprised that she's never been told
before that she's lovely and she's perfect
and that somebody wants her.

"Great Divide" is great music, and rea-
son enough this summer to vote for Semi -
sonic as the Best Pop in America.

Do you love rock-and-roll?
Ken Richardson

SEMISONIC: Great Divide.
F.N.T.; If I Run; Delicious; Down in Flames;
Across the Great Divide; Temptation:
The Prize; No One Else; Brand New Bakv;
Falling: In Another Life; I'll Feel for You.
MCA 11414 (46 min).
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Dawn Upshaw's Songs of the Night
There is no lovelier or more grace-
ful singer of art songs now re-
cording than Dawn Upshaw. Her
recital discs for Nonesuch (two of

which have won Grammys) are charac-
terized by shimmering, exquisitely col-
ored vocalism and flawless musicianship
- and that's just for starters. What other
singer picks vocal material with such
originality and intelligence? Certainly
there are others who can compete with
her on a tune -by -tune basis, but Upshaw
thinks long and hard about the historical
context and inner meaning of the songs
she chooses - and, more important, she
makes her listeners think about these is-
sues, too.

"White Moon - Songs to Morpheus,"
her new collection of songs in a nocturnal
mood (Morpheus being the god of sleep
or dreams), alternates between the seven-
teenth and twentieth centuries, tracing
mysterious affinities between the dreamy
airs of the English and Italian Baroque
and the exuberant fantasies of avant-garde
composers such as George Crumb and
Ruth Crawford Seeger. White Moon, the
title piece, Crawford Seeger's ravishing,
sneakily seductive setting of a poem by
Carl Sandburg, establishes the collec-
tion's theme - the deep, ineffable con-
nections between nighttime and the hu-
man psyche. How fluidly the song flows
from Handel's Alceste aria "Gentle Mor-
pheus," with a delicately performed ac-
companiment by members of the Orpheus

Chamber Orchestra, and Monteverdi's
"Oblivion Soave" (from the opera L' In-
coronazione di Poppea), which has been
treated to an unusual but very tasty ar-
rangement for soprano and guitar duo by
Sergio Assad.

Befitting the subject matter of dreams,
eccentric arrangements abound. The best -

Soprano Dawn Upshaw: sweet dreams

known piece here, the melismatic aria
from Villa-Lobos's Bachianas Brasileiras
No. 5, is famous for its unusual instru-
mentation, being scored for soprano and
eight cellos. The work has been recorded
many, many times, but Upshaw's perfor-
mance is hypnotic, and it's enhanced
enormously by its context, sandwiched
between a lament by John Dowland, with
a solo accompaniment on guitar, and
George Crumb's Night of the Four Moons.
The Crumb work is the most extraordi-
nary piece of music in the collection, a
setting of passionate, surrealistic poetic
fragments by Federico Garcia Lorca in a
percussive musical idiom based on classi-
cal Japanese music. The disc ends on an
appropriately dreamy note, Night's aria
from Purcell's The Fairy Queen: "Let soft
Repose her eyelids close, and murm'ring
streams bring pleasing dreams: Let noth-
ing, let nothing stay to give offence." Up-
shaw's musical dreams give nothing but
pleasure, and make the listener hope he
never wakes up. Jamie James

DAWN UPSHAW:
White Moon - Songs to Morpheus.
\1arlock:.Meep. Handel: (;enue Abnpheii.%.
Monteverdi: Oblivion Soave. Crawford Seeger:

+lite Moon. Schwantner: Black Anemones.
Howland: Weep You No More, Sad Fountains.
Villa -Lobos: Aria from Bachianas
Brasileiras No. 5. Crumb: Night of the Four
Moons. Purcell: See, Even Night.
Dawn Upshaw (soprano); Margo Garrett (piano);
Sergio and Odair Assad (guitars); members of
Orpheus Chamber Orchestra; others. NONESUCH

79364 (47 min).

NO ON CD

POPULAR
BRIGADOON
(original soundtrack recording).
RHINO 71965. Songs from MGM's 1954 version
of the Lemer/Lowe musical, in stereo for
the first time and fleshed out with four previousl)
unreleased outtakes.

JOHNNY MERCER:
My Huckleberry Friend.
DRG 5244. The celebrated songwriter's
1974 album, originally recorded for the English
Pye label.

THE SPOTNICKS: In Outer Space.
DEL -Ft 6002. First U.S. reissue 01 early Sixties
material by the deeply weird Swedish surf
band best known for performing in space suits.

MERLE TRAVIS:
Folk Songs from the Hills.
CAPITOL NASHVILLE 35810. The great country

singer's 1947 "folk" album, including the original
recording of Sixteen Tons.

CLASSICAL
JOSS. ISJOIRLING: 0 Paradiso.
RCA Victor Orchestra, Rome Opera Orchestra,
various conductors. RCA Vic -ma 68429.
Arias and duets from Italian and French operas
recorded in concert and in the studio by the
great Swedish tenor in the 1950's.

CHERUSINI: Missa Solemnis.
Patricia Wells, Maureen Forrester, George
Shirley, Justin() Diaz; Clarion Concerts Chorus
and Orchestra, Newell Jenkins cond.
VANGUARD SVC-44. "The four [solo] singers are
excellent, and the recording is clear and
well-balanced" (April 1973).

OM: Carmine Butane.
Gundula Janowitz, Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau,
Gerhard Stolze; Chorus and Orchestra
of the Deutsche Oper, Berlin, Eugen Jochum
cond. DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 447 437.

a most satisfying and moving listening
experience" (October 1968).

PROKOFIEV: Romeo and Juliet
(complete ballet).
London Symphony. Andre Previn cond. EMI
68607 (two CD's priced as one). "... Previn's
treatment of the score lacks nothing
in the way of refinement" (November 1973).
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AS/BLANK VIDEO TAPES/VIDEO ACCESSORIES/PERSONAL COMPUTERS/BUSINES
ER FURNITURE/CAR STEREOS/RADAR DETECTORS/CAR SECUIV-
ITY/PERSONAL PORTABLES/CLOCK RADIOS/PORTABLE COMPL

Home Theater/Mini Systems

ICI

YAMAHA I
Yamaha YHT1

Home Theater System
70 watts x 3  15

w'. ,rograms including
Dolby Pro Logic  3 -way front plus center &
surround speakers *Includes remote control

E1g, 49995sPrice ,AM YHT t

Sharp CDC -444
reoltni System 3 -CD dual cassette AVM 51 4995
JVC MXC330

't to. 6 -CD auto -rev dual casset, 529995
JVC MXC550

-0 dual auto -rev asset!. 539 995
Aiwa NSX-V15OM

1,,alautotrev cat $49995
JVC MXC770

549995
Yamaha CC -75

'69995

CD Players/D-A Converter

50% OFF
Mfr. Seg. Retell

DENON

Denon DA -500
D/A Converter

 .natures ALPHA processing for ultr
r  ,00th 8 detailed sound 20 -bit D/A c4
der 3 -sampling frequencies for any 1',
ligital input source Mfr Sug. Retail $500

$24995
RCA CD -1051M" CD 20 -track Pr

Technics SL-PG350
: ,- $13495

Technics SL-PG450

$8495

si 995

Dynaco CDV-1
tute 55.5995

Denon DCD-3000
CD ALPHA processor 20-tr -emote 5699"
Luxman D-375
CD. Sigma Delta D/A converter, remote

$
69995

Cassette/DCC Decks

Philips DCC900
Digital Compact Cassette

Mfr. Sup. Retail $799 95

s 19 995
TEAC V-375 Cassette

$6995,lby B. auto -tape selector

Aiwa AD -S950 Cassette 95
heads. Dolby S. B. C. HA-Prie. remote -.GOV

Fostex XR5 Cassette
con .pitch co

Fostex XR7 issette
t co, $499"

Luxman K-373 ,,,.sette

TEAC V -8030S 56 9 995

Receivers
Technics TOP

11111111111Me

Technics SA -0X490
Home Theater Receiver

80 watts x 4 or 100 watts x 2 *Dolby Pro
Logic 37 -key AN remote control 30
AM/FM presets *4 audio/2 video inputs

Mfr. Sup. R1011099.95

Prwe s249 95
JVC RX-318

Technics SA-EX300

TP, ',IX V.

51 7995

51 9995
Technics SA-EX500
Hon Pro Logic- riGO -

JVC RX-817V
A/V 1 s349"
Technics SA-EX900 Nor

CALL
Technics SA-TX50

CALL

CD Changers
Technics

Technics SL-PD787
5 -Disc CD Changer

*Front ,ndg r1,try r, r- r
.

any 4 discs while a 5th plays MASH 1
D/A converter 32 -track prOgrarryntr-9

Mfr. Sug. Retail 5199.95

PaceOur 14995 TEC.

RCA RP -8055
'I remote 0995

Technics SL-PD987
$199"
'239"
524995

Technics SL-MC400
.110 -disc changer. 526 9"
Aiwa DX -C 1 00 M
100 -disc 99 -track

529995

Technics SL-MC50

Technics SL-PD1010

.gnw.! -IstaNavo.
Double Cassette Decks
JVC PITCH CONTROL,

lifrflre
Ph,

rrawr

as
JVC TDW-709

Dual Auto -Reverse Cassette Deck
Auto-reve-
decks C4,
recording On 2 lapv, co! 4iOl 140 It

Mk Sup. Retail Sae

P/ 9 9 95rice Luc', Tr)W7

TEAC W -485C
-Dolby Bt. C. high-speed dubbing s69"
TEAC W -515R 98995
-Deck r 1 auto -rev. Dolby B

Technics RS-TR262
-Dual auto -rev.. '-Pro 159"
Technics RS-TR474
'Dual ,

$19995
Technics RS-TR575

9.95

Teac W -6000R
522995

544995

Separate Components
PROTON 04% OFF

Mfr. Sug. Retail

Proton AA -2120
Power Amplifier

120 -war hel power
mono col' Htqh curret,'
2 ohms Large VU raeters

Mfr. Sug. Retail $840.00

dbx X11150
ewooler Power Amp. 40 war, 517995

Creek OBH-11
phone Amp for low .m

- 'led& $1 9995
Luxman M-375
ePower Arm $79995
Luxman C-383
Preamp. " 'rote $79995
Proton P-440 lio%ofFss. Aria. s 95

12-prestt, 99
Dynaco PAT6

539 995

AudioSource Specials
And inSource

111111RIFIT111111N,

AudioSource AMP One
Power Amplifier

Sug. Retail 5349.95

$2 6995(ASO AMP ONE)
AudioSource VS Too

.kered Center Ch Speaker. 30 watts e.t '9995
AudloSource ECI-8/11

Aver. 10 bands/channel

AudioSource E0-11
59995

Amp 10 bands/ch . tape dubbing Si 1 995
AudloSource AMP TWO

Amp 80 wansrch bridgeable argn.--.1.9V -

AudloSource AMP THREE.....,,.
 Amp 150 wanstb Peaceable -0 1

AudioSource PreAmpnuner Two
AM/FM Tuner, remote control -0 V--

JBL

65% OFF
Mb. Seg. Retail

JBL LX600
3 -Way Speakers

- woofer .Titanium dome tweeter *201
..,,tts power handling .8 shy' Imoedar,
*Black cabinet

Mir Sug. Retail 5858 00

s29995/13rP

JBL Performer
.1 5' full -rant, :errs. shielded pe $889$

JBL SC305
,-Ier channel, shielded. black each 1 2 9 9 5

JBL PS60
-.pier 65' woofer. Swans ead $199"

JBL PS100
Powerea Subwooler "e 59 walls UV, $24995
JBL P8120

'Swans ear, 529995
JBL 4312BK

.roofer black. parr 549995

CALL US TOLL FREE FOR ITEMS NOT LISTED IN THIS AD

This Month's
CALL To ORDER

MUSIC REVIEWED IN THIS ISSUE

New Jazz Releases

pA T

ORLUNS
owl ?VIM
EVER

WARD IT --

N

VP? 531199

Nicholas Payton
Gumbo Nouveau

sir?
Spyro Gyra: Heart of the Night
GRP 9842 CD $11.99

Cassandra Wilson: New Moon Daughter
BN 32861 CD $11.99

Cassette $7.99

Lee Morgan: Live at the Lighthouse
BN 35228 3 -CD Set $28.99

Miles Davis: Live Around the World
WB 46032 CD $11.99

Cassette $7.99

Christian McBride: Number Two Express
VER 529585 CD $11.99

Cassette $7.99

Ellis & Branford Marsalis: Loved Ones
COL 67369 CD $11.99

Cassette $7.99

Speakers
56% OFF
Mfr. Seri.

Dcl
Design Acoustics PS66

2 -Way Point Source'

Otet ,S *U.n
Mli Sug. Retail 5299 95

,,,,,e s12995/Pr-
Bose' VS -100'"

$9995."outer Channel Speaker e

Yamaha NSA -636
- 8' woofer RATED BEST BUY '9995
Advent Marble NEVI

indoor. black, 2 -way pair $1 49"
Technics SB-LX90-BK

15' woofer, black pair51 9 995

way 10'1- wooter. oak color

Design Acoustics PS1010
pair $24995

Cerwin-Vega AT -12
.3 -way 12' woofer black or woodgrain pen w.117* - 5

SE HABLA ESPANOL

123
SHOP BY PHONE For PHONE ORDERS2-11 4 HOURS A DA
7 DAYS A WEEKY 1.800.221.8180 Outside U.S.A. Call:

ONLY

FROM ANYWHERE IN THE USA 1-212-406-7077
JAR Music World, Dept. SR0896, 59-50 Queens -Midtown Expressway, Maspeth N.Y. 11378
FAX 1-800-232-4432 N.Y. Dept. Of Consumer Affairs License X 0900310, 0900615, 0900616, 0900617

C.*
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UTERS/PRINTERS/MONITORS/COMPUTER SOFTWARE/FLOPPY DISKS/COMPUTER
-SINESS SYSTEMS/HOME SECURITY/PERSONAL COMPUTERS/90

USW®
10R1,1)
Super Specials!

CALL ORDER
OTHER MOVIE TITLES

Movie Classics on VHS

Tales of Manhattan

"Restored classic contains W.C.Fields
footage cut before it's theatrical release"

$1599
Fox Studio Classics at $15.99 each

The Story of Alexander Graham Bell

The Black Swan

The Grapes of Wrath

Warner Brothers Classics at $15.99 each

Helen of Troy
The Old Man and the Sea
A Streetcar Named Desire nllrectors cut)

Bonnie & Clyde
Rebel Without A Cause
Dial M For Murder

Headphones
SONY.

Sony MDR -V6
Monitor Quality Headphones

plug 1,0 u,
both home & personal stereo lisle,
Great for demanding digital sources

Our $6995
Sennheiser HD414 Classic

53915
Koss Pro 480

Technics RP-HT116

Recoton W200SX

Sennheiser HD475

Sennheiser HD580

'49"5
'59"
5795
5995

'279"

HI-FI Stereo VCRs
Panasonic

MOP
Panasonic PV -4651

4 -Head VHS Hi-Fi Stereo VCR

tracking Program DIrector
1 -month rimer VCR lock *Warning bper
*Remote control
Dlir

Low$ 2 2 9 95Price WA)) ev.iiir II

Samsung VR8605
.4 8 -event 1 r11,11th

Panasonic AG -2540

JVC HR-VP720

Toshiba M-761

$
i 9995

s329"
$36995

$38995
Samsung VR-8905 r, RI', $39995
Sony SLV-940HF $39995

DJ Equipment

gornini
Gemini CD -9500

Professional Double CD Player
features. instant start. cue to r -

wheel (forward/reverse at 6 dillc,,
speeds). variable pitch (+/-8%) &
bend *Elx oversampling *Wired remote

$ 7 2895
NESS PS38

(GMT CD95001

pr 52395,

Gemini PMX-15A
511895

Gemini FG-2000
Prott tonal 9 4895
Audio Technica AM200

514895
Gemini KM -707 5498"
Pioneer CDJ-5001I
pi Cr pi, i ri CALL

Turntables/Phone Preamp
Th1OFte_51

3-SPEEDS,''1

33-4!-78

Thorens TD180
3 -Speed Belt Drive Turntable

Mir Sug. Retail 5429.95

$29995
TEAC P-595

,-

with cartridw $89$$
TEAC PA -400

tri,,s10995
Technics SL-BD22K 515495

524895
Gemini XL-DD50IV

Technics SL -120011

Music Hall MMF-1
547995

59995

ASK ABOUT OUR EXTENDED WARRANTY

HMV 1'

.,-net $19"

S -VMS INAStereo VCRs/Laser Disc

!!!! CIL JVC

JVC HR -S7100
S -VHS Hi-Fi Recorder

lminated ." Random
-telt editing Mfr. Sug. Retail Sle99 95

am $49995Vii r

RCA VR721HF
P $399"

Panasonic PV -S4566

Panasonic PV -S4580

Panasonic AG -1980 $126995
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POPULAR
SI

NEW RECORDINGS REVIEWED BY CHRIS ALBERTSON, FRANCIS DAVIS,

PHYL GARLAND, RON GIVENS, BRETT MILANO,
ALANNA NASH, PARKE PUTERBAUGH, KEN RICHARDSON, & STEVE SIMELS

ALISON BROWN: Quartet.
VANGUARD 79486(37 min).
Performance: Seductive
Recording: Very good

For the uninitiated, Alison Brown - not
to be confused with bluegrass/country

star Alison Krauss - is a most uncommon
banjo player. Akin more to Bela Fleck than
to Grandpa Jones, she plays a form of lite
jazz -pop that arrives with an intellectual at-
titude and a brainy IQ. Writing both on her
own and with the other three members of

g

her understated quartet, Brown is capable
of emotional, romantic material (Song of
Monterrey, which incorporates Latin fla-
vors) as well as more cerebral stuff, like the
polished marriage between bluegrass and
bebop that is G Bop. Unlike Fleck, how-
ever, she never strays too far away from
the melody or into a stratosphere of rhy-
thm with few ties to earth. Call "Quartet"
snazzy, call it odd, but don't call it New
Age. Brown may have a degree from a
modem school of thought, but she's an old -
school musician at heart. And soul. A.N.

THE SUZZCOCKS: All Set.
I.R.S. 36962 (41 min).
Performance: Not quite
Recording: Characteristic

The Buzzcocks were the first true roman-
tics to spring from British punk: If the

Sex Pistols wanted anarchy and the Clash
wanted a riot, these guys just wanted girl
friends. The good news is that they've
made a comeback album every bit as terrific

as their late -Seventies stuff. The bad news
is that "All Set" isn't it. The real musical
comeback was "Trade Test Transmissions,"
almost unnoticed when it was released two
years ago. That disc (and its live follow-up,
"French") proved the Buzzcocks' killer gui-
tar sound, knack for hooks, and wide-eyed
pop appeal had made it to the Nineties.

So what about "All Set"? Not bad, just a
little tepid, although it's likely to get more
attention than "Trade" because of big -name
producer Neill King, who has paid homage
to the Buzzcocks' sound many times with
his more famous clients, Green Day. The
old magic holds up on the first track - To-
tally from the Heart, a song near -guaran-
teed to lift your spirits - and reappears on
a pair of surprises: What Am Supposed to

Do?, a more -blatant -than -usual Beatles pas-
tiche, and Hold Me Close, the band's first
real ballad after all these years. It's the
mote traditional pop -punk numbers that fall
short: The likes of Your Love and Kiss and
Tell are pleasant but forgettable, and it
doesn't help that the new, youngish rhythm
section seems more plodding than the old.

Save for a few barely audible keyboards,
King doesn't mess with the sound. Pete
Shelley's choirboy voice still makes an
oddly perfect mix with the buzzsaw guitars,
and co -guitarist Steve Diggle still chips in
with a few gruffer numbers (his Point of No
Return sounds for all the world like a Cars
homage). Judging from the lyrics, they still
haven't found the girlfriends they were
looking for. Maybe one more full-strength
album will do it. B.M.

CRACKER: The Golden Age.
4I498 (49 min)

Performance: Eclectic
Recording Very clean

Jcc', the backlash is beginning to mount.
Bob Mould titles a song / Hate Alterna-

tive Rock. while David Lowery of Cracker,
who has been known to fret over his band's
standing relative to all the many upstarts in
alterna-land, opens the group's latest album
with a risible broadside called / Hate My
Generation - sung with the raw -throated
abandon of Joe Strummer to boot. Goosed
along by Cracker's ace -in -the -hole guitarist
Johnny Hickman and Lowery's distaff sen-
sibility, "The Golden Age" genuinely rocks
harder than all of the cookie -cutter grunge
bands for whom the alternative movement
began as some sort of shotgun marriage of
Black Sabbath and Black Flag. Buried un-
der Lowery's seeming bluster, however, lies
a cagey, cynical, and well -cultivated sense
of the absurd. And because of the sort of
group Cracker is - a dry -witted, truly al -

Cracker: attracting the highest -IQ mosh pit on the plunet?
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POPULA MUSIC
ternative band for people who don't find
rocking and thinking mutually exclusive -
it no doubt attracts the highest -IQ mosh pit
on the planet.

Lowery's droll vocals are heard to best
effect in I'm a Little Rocket Ship, a Bowie-
esque power -pop tour of the universe. In-
dustrial -strength riffing and a touch of
tremolo fuel Nothing to Believe In, a bit of
dour positivity that includes such lines as
"I've got nothing to believe in except for
you / I've got nothing to believe in and I
feel fine." 100 Flower Power Maximum is
as wacked-out as its title, soaring on the
wings of Hickman's surf -guitar leads and
punk -style chording. Interestingly, eight of
the twelve songs are Lowery -Hickman co -
writes, suggesting an even tighter fusing of
sensibilities than was evident on Cracker's
previous two albums, which were dominat-
ed by Lowery. Although there's nothing as
instantly anthemic on "The Golden Age" as
Low, the new album is endlessly engaging.
Highlights include the infectious Sweet
Thistle Pie, the exquisitely long and weird
Dixie Babylon (recalling the arcane word-
play of Kerosene Hat), and the Neil Young -
style funky country rocker How Can I Live
Without You. P.P.

THE USUAL GANG
OF IDIOTS

if that phrase rings a bell. you're
probably one of the zillions of peo-

ple who first realized the media were
not completely trustworthy thanks
to the advertising parodies in Mad
magazine. If so. you'll doubtless ap-
preciate "Mad Grooves" (Kid Rhino
72435). a sort of Greatest Hits collec-
tion of pop -song takeoffs (and other

stuff) the magazine's creators have
unleashed over the years. We're to-
tally taken with the hilarious She Got
a Nose Job (from the 1962 album
"Mad Twists Rock 'n' Roll") as well
as with Barely Alive, a killer disco -
era parody of the Bee Gees, but
just about everything here is pretty
darned funny and or nostalgic. In
short, a nice job - thanks, guys, for
the whole fershlugginer mess. S.S.

DEF LEPPARD: Slang.
Mi }WI K1 512 486 (61 nun)
Performance: Surprising
Recording: High-tech

11%ef Leppard doing a Nine Inch Nails
Si/sound-alike? The mind may boggle,
but there it is in Truth, the opener of
"Slang," and darned if it's not as potent as
the real thing. With its mechanical beat,
abrasive guitar sound, ominous lyric, and
distorted vocal, Truth is a million miles
away from the carefree pop -metal that
made this band a guilty pleasure in the late
Eighties. So is most of the album, where
Def Leppard makes its first -ever play for
depth, with a new compactness in the writ-
ing (all but two songs come in under five
minutes), more ambitious instrumentation
(Turn to Dust includes synthesized tablas
and Indian violin), and a heavier turn in the
lyrics, as the word "flesh" or "blood" turns
up in five of the ten tracks.

The first half of "Slang" works surpris-
ingly well. Def Leppard always had a Brill
Building, keep -it -catchy approach to song -
writing, and the band has applied the same
smarts to its new altema-rock sound. The
best moments have the same cheap thrills
of the early stuff; take the fat production
and hip -hop percussion off the title track,
and you've got a proudly dumb anthem that
Slade could have recorded twenty years
ago. All I Want Is Everything is a classy
prom ballad in old Leppard style, with sing-
er Joe Elliott doing his best Steve Marriott
impression. Unfortunately, the disc's sec-
ond half is a ponderous string of midtempo,
minor -key numbers that push the new direc-
tion a little too far. Still, tell your trendy
friends that "Slang" is an album by a new
band, produced by Steve Albini and re-
leased by Matador, and they'll probably be-
lieve you. R.M.

VINCE GILL: High Lonesome Sound.
\1( \ 11422 (43 min).
Performance: Extremely listenable
Recording: Clean and clear

Vince Gill is one of country music's
most gifted performers, but despite an

angelic tenor and solid guitar skills, his
albums - heavy on haunting, bluegrass -
flavored ballads mixed with lightweight
rhythm numbers - have sounded some-
what samey for several years now. On
"High Lonesome Sound" he both continues
in his usual vein and branches out.

The title song, whose name doubles as
the very definition of bluegrass, appears
twice, first in an affable, pop -styled rendi-
tion and later in a wonderful, deep-dish
mountain version with Alison Krauss and
her crack band, Union Station. Elsewhere,
Gill comes up with another of his gorgeous
ballads of failed love and yearning, Pretty
Little Adriana, but his real growth is in his
rhythm numbers, as he explores different
cadences in Down to New Orleans, a bluesy
salute to the Crescent City, and puts a
scorching hot blues -guitar intro to One
Dance with You, a rocking shuffle that in-
corporates the names of every major rock-
and-roll squeeze: Peggy Sue, Mary Lou,
Maybellene, and so on. In other words,

Gill's dance songs still may be the most un-
dernourished of his musical children, but
he's dressing them better.

Overall, give "High Lonesome Sound"
two thumbs up. A.N.

HAMPTON GREASE BAND:
Music to Eat.
Sturm /CoLusiniA/LB; V') 67483
(two 89 min).
Performance: Demented
Recording: Much improved

When first released in 1971, "Music to
Eat" was unusual in several respects.

It was a double album, rare in those days.
There were only seven tracks spread across
its four sides, and three pieces clocked in
at somewhere in the neighborhood of 20

minutes. Most of all, the music by Atlanta's
Hampton Grease Band was suffused with
surreal humor, a study in absurdism as an
end in itself. And a quarter -century later, it
still holds up as a brilliant aural demolition
derby of dual -guitar interplay, off-the-wall
wordplay, and ferocious collective improvi-
sation, delivered in a coded and incompre-
hensible language that only makes sense
when you allow it not to.

The high points are two of the longer
pieces, Halifax and Six. Both show off the
propulsive acumen of guitarists Glenn
Phillips and Harold Kelling, who engaged
in the sort of reach -for -the -stars dialogue/
competition that causes sparks to fly. True
fans of extended guitar improv that orbits
around a solid core - as exemplified by
such classics as Quicksilver Messenger Ser-
vice's "Happy Trails," the Allman Brothers
Band's "Live at Fillmore East," and the
Grateful Dead's "Live Dead" - will be eu-
phoric over (re)discovering "Music to Eat."
Be advised, however, that lyrics serve sole-
ly to create a crazed subtext beyond linear
meaning, as when vocalist Bruce Hampton
shouts disjointed fragments about the Nova
Scotian city of Halifax using phrases lifted
from reference works ("The land is fertile
and filled with lime / We wish you would
come there and spend some time").

So how did the Hampton Grease Band
debut with a double album and then break
up? That question is answered in Phillips's
absorbing liner notes for this labor -of -love
reissue. Suffice it to say that revisiting this
brazenly inventive album 25 years later
makes me lament the dearth of truly witty,
avant-garde, anticommercial spirit in con-
temporary music. If you've got an adven-
turous set of ears, by all means pick up
"Music to Eat" - Southern -fried kin to
Captain Beefheart's "Trout Mask Replica"
- before it disappears again. P.P.
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POPULAR MUSIC
CHRIS LeDOUX: Stampede.
CAPtiot 1407 (40 min).
Performance: Improved
Recording: Good

Cit, LeDoux is a genuine rodeo cowboy
who also writes and sings contempo-

rary western and country music. An indie-
cult phenomenon, he jumped into the main-
stream when Garth Brooks mentioned him
in Much Too Young to Feel This Damn Old.
On "Stampede," LeDoux scores best when
his music hangs around the chutes; the title
song, which he wrote, is full of western
drama and vivid details of a cattle drive
gone askew. When he leaves that territory,
however, LeDoux is just another fair-to-
middlin' cowboy singer. Lucky for him,
he's picked better -than -average outside ma-
terial from Alex Harvey, Kostas, Gary Nich-
olson, and others, shining especially bright
on Gary Vincent and Doug Gill's bitter-
sweet Calico Moon. Still, lasso "Stampede"
mostly if you've got a taste for traildust -
or if you just want to see where Garth
picked up some of his chops. A.N.

LYLE LOVETT: The Road to Ensenada.
CuRB/MCA 11409 (57 min).
Performance: U
Recording: Fine

This is not, by a long shot, Lyle Lovett's
most inventive record. Some of the

songs on "The Road to Ensenada" sound
like retreads. Don't Touch My Hat, where
the quirky singer/songwriter gives up his
girl more readily than his Stetson, is mildly
amusing, but too many of its conceits are
too familiar. That said, the album is also
packed with everything that makes a Lyle
Lovett record special: swing and blues mel-
odies in a big band sound with oddball
lyrics, guitar -based folkie ruminations on
impossible love, and meditations on regret,
sorrow, and the state of the universe, both
personal and global.

It's the personal references that spark the
most interest. Two stanzas in the delightful
swing number That's Right (You're Not
from Texas) pay homage to old songwriting

chums IIavid Ball, Champ Hood, and the
late Walter Hyatt, who rose to a measure of
fame while Lovett was writing his name in
the history books. And, yes, all you Enquir-
ing Julia Roberts fans, two songs mention a
Georgia girl who found her way in - and
out - of his life; one, I Can't Love You
Anymore, is filled with the sadness of the
ages. Even when Lovett gets bogged down
in pretension (a flat, if wry -dry, remake of
Long Tall Texan with Randy Newman),
you've got to give him his due: Nobody
else out there riding the fringes of the coun-
try range takes the kinds of chances he cus-
tomarily takes. Lovett may be negotiating
his way out of an intimate crisis, but he has
not forgotten the thrill of voyeurism. On
"The Road to Ensenada," he lets us feel
good about feeling bad. A.N.

BOB MARLEY: Soul Almighty:
The Formative Years, Vol. 1.
JAD 1001 (39 min: enhanced CD(
Performance: Good ECD value for money
Recording: Archival, with updates
gibe start of a commercial juggernaut,
 "Soul Almighty" is the first of three ex-
pected enhanced CD's and nine discs over-
all of previously unissued Bob Marley ma-
terial, to be joined by a CD-ROM, a book,
and eight two-hour documentaries. This ini-
tial ECD, featuring R&B-styled tracks from
the late Sixties, does plenty of selling on its
own, providing links to America Online and
vendors of reggae clothing and photogra-
phy. Still, it boasts the involvement of such
Marley principals as producer Danny Sims,
engineer Joe Venneri, and Tuff Gong label
manager Allan "Skill" Cole, as well as wid-
ow Rita Marley.

The attention shows in the thoroughness
of the multimedia offerings, which include
video interviews with Sims and colleagues,
a Marley bio and song chronology, a photo
gallery, and a rasta glossary, not to mention
the ultra -rare recording of Selassie Is the
Chapel. You can also go "Into the Vault"
and do A/B comparisons of four tracks in
raw/restored states. "Sweetened" vocals

Neville Brothers: This time, there's no fiyo on the bayou.

2

and "added" guitars and keyboards may not
always be to your liking, but the result
is joyous music; the "contemporary vibe"
remixes of three tracks, though, are defi-
nitely a matter of taste. And it's too bad that
some of the ECD's hot buttons lead you to
the same destinations - and that the nice
graphics are momentarily spoiled by mis-
spellings like Curtis "Mayfeild" and, shud-
der, "Oasis" Redding. Nevertheless, "Soul
Almighty" is a fine ECD that aims to teach
as much about reggae culture as it does
about its foremost proponent. K.R.

N EVILLS BROTHERS: Mitakuye
Oyasin Oyasin (All My Relations).
A&M 540 ' I (49 min).
Performance: Average
Recording: Full-bodied

In the last few years, the Neville Brothers
 have tended to trot out two, but only two,
acts: hyped -up rhythm numbers tinged with
Latin and jazz influences and laced with so-
cially conscious lyrics, and genuinely soul-
ful R&B tracks deftly punctuated with
Memphis -style horns and guitars. On "Mi-
takuye Oyasin Oyasin," the Nevilles pro-
vide too much of the former and not
enough of the latter. You know you're in
trouble when the highlights are Aaron Nev-
ille's cover of Bill Withers's Ain't No Sun-
shine and a four -minute instrumental, Or-
isha Dance. Where are the Meters when we
need them? A.N.

THE POSIES: Amazing Disgrace.
GEFFEN 23244 (49 min).
Performance: Transitional
Recording: Needs salt

Diehard Posies fans appear to be polar-
ized over "Amazing Disgrace," which

completes a three -album progression from a
Sixties -styled pop sound to an alternative -
styled pop sound. In other words, goodbye
to the Hollies comparisons, hello to the Nir-
vana and Cheap Trick comparisons.

Is Seattle's least grungy band finally
jumping on the bandwagon? Not quite,
though the Posies have evidently invested
in wah-wah pedals and turned their amps
up a few notches. The harsher edge of the
music does suit the crankier tone of the
songs they've been writing; a pounder like
Hate Song just doesn't call for the acoustic
guitar and strings of old. The biggest stretch
may be Grant Hart, a tribute to Husker
Du's troubled drummer, which accurately
recreates the old Husker sound down to the
chord changes and razor guitar. Fortunate-
ly, the Sixties touches haven't been junked
altogether: Frontmen Jon Auer and Ken
Stringfellow (joined here by a new, feisty
rhythm section) still do some of the best
harmonies around - those Hollies compar-
isons weren't for nothing - and they can
still turn a gorgeous melody when the mood
strikes. Here, it strikes often enough, with
Please Return It, Broken Record, and Throw-
away all adding warmth to the clatter.

Call "Amazing Disgrace" a more ambi-
tious if less consistent follow-up to 1994's
fine "Frosting on the Beater." And salute it
for having its catchiest hook in a song with
the F -word in the title and chorus. B.M.
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POPULAR MUSIC
PRIMUS: Tales from the Punchbowl.
I, 92665 (54 min: enhanced CD).
Performance: Best ECD I've seen
Recording: Loud and crunchy
I f you haven't acquired a taste for Primus,

the reissue of "Tales from the Punch-
bowl" as an enhanced CD should do the
trick all by itself.

How does one describe Primus? Mean
power -trio funk/rock? Comic -aggressive
music for dueling lead guitarist and lead
bassist? Rush without the lush? Those'll do.
"Tales" is tops, including the mirthful Wv-
nona's Big Brown Beaver - and unlike
almost every other ECD, the entire album
can be accessed through its multimedia
program. Just take the wheel and throttle
of Captain Shiner's ferryboat and chug
through "an enchanted liquid atmosphere"
to various islands, each leading to visuals
and lyrics for a full-length song in CD -
quality sound. Besides viewing the video
(and "Making Of" footage) for Wvnona,
you can watch a squadron of flying ele-
phants in Southbound Pachyderm, deposit
quarters in a peep -show booth for Glass
Sandwich, learn the dark secret behind the
abundant puppies at Professor Nutbutter's
House of Treats, and much more - all via
superb graphics that complement the music
in Primus fashion.

Among the ECD's other bells and whis-
tles are (literally) bells and whistles, pho-
tos both still and wildly interactive, a ful-
ly playable drum set, a bonus cover of the
Residents' Hello Skinny, a Pong game from
hell, and a computer "Help" file that should
be a model for the format. In fact, "Tales
from the Punchbowl" instantly becomes the
enhanced CD against which all others must
be judged. K.R.

RAGE AGAINST THE MACHINE:
Evil Empire.
EPIC 57523 (49 min).
Performance: Overdone
Recording: Crisp

confidential to Rage Against the Machine
frontman Zach de la Rocha: I agree

with everything you're saying, but for
God's sake, shut up. If you really want to
be mentioned in the same breath as Che
Guevara, Malcolm X, Bob Marley, and
even Jean -Paul Sartre - whose works are
all pictured on your CD's inner sleeve -
you're going to need a more nuanced mes-
sage than one that too often boils down to
"the government sucks, dude."

Not that it doesn't. Still, Rage Against the
Machine doesn't provide much of a retalia-
tion, unless you mistake garden-variety
metal for musical danger. "Evil Empire" in-
cludes some intelligent swipes at social in-

tolerance and political injustice in De la
Rocha's lyrics, but you have to cut past a
lot of street -rebel attitude and plain inco-
herence to find them. That said, the band's
sophomore album sports a few signs of im-
provement over its overrated debut. The
opening People of the Sun shows real feroc-
ity, suggesting what might happen if the
Beastie Boys sat in with Henry Rollins's
band. And Tire Me, a fairly cogent jab at
political poseurs, contains a surprising (and
uncredited) bit of lyrics lifted from Human
Sexual Response's New Wave cult classic,
(I Wanna Be) Jackie Onassis. Hey, a bor-
rowed sense of humor is at least better than
none at all. B.M.

STONE TEMPLE PILOTS:
Tiny Music . . .

Songs from the Vatican Gift Shop.
\II u 52871 (42 nun).
Performance: Solid
Recording: Very good

Stone Temple Pilots have been pegged as
Pearl Jam copyists and grunge oppor-

tunists by those who guard the hallowed
gates. In a sense, not being taken so seri-
ously has liberated STP from issuing
heavy-duty slacker pronunciamientos, leav-
ing them free to be heavy when they wanna
be and facile and fun when they don't.
Meanwhile, they've evolved into one tight
band, possessing a verve and a versatility
that may make some of their Seattle coun-
terparts envious. No doubt some credit
must go to producer Brendan O'Brien, who
conveys a sense of urgency with tight
segues and a sense of purpose with a dense,
economical mix that fairly explodes out of
the speakers. Yet the songs themselves are
entirely band -written, with words by singer
Scott Weiland and music mostly by broth-
ers Robert and Dean DeLeo, who play gui-
tar and bass, respectively.

"Tiny Music ... Songs from the Vatican
Gift Shop" opens with a brief instrumental
and then dives headfirst into Pop's Love
Suicide, a sly and sinuous tune with churn-
ing guitars and a descending vocal from
Weiland, whose latest round of drug prob-
lems can no doubt be divined from the
song's allusions to "pop star homicide."
More of the same gossip -column fodder
turns up in Tumble in the Rough, a laundry
list of ills from Weiland, who nonetheless
insists he is "not looking for a new way to
die." What's interesting about STP is the
way they laminate a trashy, glam-pop sensi-
bility onto their dark underside, as in Big
Bang Baby and Art School Girl, which are
littered with wry, winking references to the
Rolling Stones ("Orange crush mama is a
laugh, laugh, laugh") and Lynyrd Skynyrd
("She left her home from sweet Alabama").
Odder still are the arcane quotes from
dreamy, obscure Beach Boys instrumentals
that can be heard in the disarmingly pretty
And So I Know. Such moments reveal
STP's solid grounding in rock fundaments,
combined with an ability to retool them
in fresh contexts. In short, Stone Temple
Pilots are not so easily dismissed, and
"Tiny Music" is an album full of hard-core
grunge-pop kicks. P.P.

THE SUBDUDES: Primitive Streak.
HIGII S I RI I.i 1((344(50 min).
Performance: Joyful
Recording: Just fine
VI he Subdudes play loose, funky, bluesy

rock-and-roll, sometimes spoken with a
French accent (read: accordion) in a New
Orleans cafe. There's a celebratory feel to
almost every track on "Primitive Streak."
Think of the Doobie Brothers, Nineties
style, dolled up with just a touch of urbane
sophistication - the quartet -style violins
dancing under the gospel -like harmonies of
She, for example. Like Richard Thompson,
the Subdudes aren't afraid of mixing eclec-
tic influences, as in Sarita, where Celtic,
funk, and folk strains simmer in a most
fetching brew. But for all the band's inven-
tion, there's also plenty of down-home
stuff, such as the cameo by Bonnie Raitt in
Too Soon to Tell (not her song by the same
name) and the Otis Redding -styled Don't
Let 'Em, which reaches down the Missis-
sippi with a tambourine, an accordion, and
a well-behaved but insinuating saxophone
up its sleeve. The Subdudes? The Sublimes
is more like it. A.N.

Collection
SONGS IN THE KEY OF X.
WARNER BROS. 46079 (63 min).
Performance: So bad it's scary
Recording: Varies

Ain't marketing great? Take a wildly un-
even bunch of songs by a grab bag of

artists and sling them onto a disc under the
banner of a hit TV series, and you've got a
smash CD for no other reason than con-
trived cross -genre coattail -riding. Save for
the main -title theme and Nick Cave's Red
Right Hand, these songs don't actually ap-
pear in the show but were "inspired by" it.
Which means that any old thing - leftover,
reject, experiment, toss -off - will suffice
as long as it sounds weird.

As a result, juxtapositions are stranger
than an X Files plot line - Danzig to
Screamin' Jay Hawkins to Elvis Costello
with Brian Eno - but not nearly as rivet-
ing. Whoever thought of having William S.
Burroughs croak the words to R.E.M.'s Star
Me Kitten over the original backing track
deserves a Grammy for Worst Recorded
Idea: the cranky Nike shill sounds as mis-
cast as Sebastian Cabot reciting Bob Dylan.
Meat Puppets (Unexplained) and Foo Fight-
ers (Down in the Park) rise above the mo-
rass with typically cool songs, but on the
whole "Songs in the Key of X" is a waste
of time built around a concept that's nebu-
lous at best and cynical at worst. P.P.
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JAZZ
D UKE ELLINGTON:
Ellington at Basin Street East.
Mt Si(- S: As I ii 9ii8 178 nun).
Performance: Exemplary
Recording: Excellent remote
"E Ilinglon at Basin Street East" stems

IN from a live radio broadcast in 1964.
The occasion was the presentation of four
awards to Duke by Jazz magazine, whose
publisher asked New York Daily News
columnist Bob Sylvester to announce the
awards before they were handed over by an
odd group of presenters: arranger Sy Oliver,
Giants football star Kyle Rote, and pianists
Joe Bushkin and Roger Williams. Add to
this activity a lot of between -songs banter
and you get 22 minutes of talk, but there is
plenty of good music here, too.

Cat Anderson, Johnny Hodges, Cootie
Williams, Jimmy Hamilton, and Paul Gon-
salves are among the soloists spotlighted in
a program that includes such Ellington fare
as Passion Flower, Sophisticated Lady,
Raclin' in Rhythm, Jam with Sam, and
Diminuendo and Crescendo in Blue. We al-
so hear Billy Strayhorn sing Lush Life to
his own accompaniment, and the leader
himself is well represented at the keyboard.
There will never be another Ellington, and I
suspect we will be far into the next century
before record companies run out of previ-
ously unissued material by him. C.A.

B ILL FRISELL QUARTET.
Nom sI t II 7941)] 16.2 HMI)
Performance: Movie of the mind
Recording: Couldn't be bettered

This first effort by guitarist Bill Frisell's
quartet - featuring trumpeter Ron

Miles, trombonist Curtis Fowlkes, violinist
Eyvind Kang, and no rhythm section as
such - is an absolute beauty. With its thir-
teen originals including two dischordant
variations on Deep in the Heart of Texas (of
all things), the album is a revisionist west -
em of sorts: Dodecacophony with Wolves,
perhaps, although its trance -like pace gives
it more in common with Jim Jarmusch's
Dead Man.

Comparisons to films are inevitable, giv-
en the evocative qualities of Frisell's music.
But another point of comparison is the late -
Fifties Jimmy Giuffre 3, with Jim Hall on
guitar and Bob Brookmeyer on trombone.
The similarity begins with plenty of coun-
terpoint, no walking bass or clattering cym-
bals, and pokey rural themes. But there's a
deeper resemblance in Frisell's balancing of
folk -like melodic elements with the en-
riched harmonic language of modem jazz
and avant-garde concert music. The results
are so haunting that it no longer seems
enough to speak of Frisell as one of today's
most idiosyncratic guitar stylists. With "Bill
Frisell Quartet" he has emerged as a full-
fledged composer. F.D.

KANSAS CITY
(original motion -picture soundtrack).

554 16; nun)
Performance: Highly uneven
Recording: Unbalanced

Nof yet having seen Robert Altman's
film, I can't say how central jazz is to

its narrative. For the soundtrack, music co-
ordinator Hal Willner assembled close to
two dozen of today's most celebrated jazz
musicians and asked them to recreate the
sound of Kansas City in the Thirties. The

result is highly uneven, with Joshua Red-
man and James Carter, among others, deliv-
ering their solos in an overstated fashion
that reveals their lack of insight into pre -
bop styles. But the overriding problem can
be summed up in two words: Victor Lewis.
The usually trusty drummer is out of his el-
ement, insisting on underlining the horns
with a choppy two -beat rhythm he mistakes
for period authenticity. Another distraction
is the crowd noise on a few tracks; these ex-
hortations are intended to suggest the rol-
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POPULAR MUSIC

ct ILJ IKFIXES
TURGUN ALIMATOV: Ouzbekistan.
OCORA 560086 (76 min).
From the fabled city of Tashkent comes
Turgun Alimatov, who plays Islamic folk
music of Central Asia on a two -stringed
lute (dutar), a fretted lute (tanbur), and a
bowed tanbur (sato), assisted by his son
Alisher on similar instruments. At the be-
ginning the spare, astringent sound of the
sato seems quite minimalist, but when the
tanbur is strummed, it builds to a pleasing,
weightier texture. Authentic, but not ex-
cruciatingly so. William Livingstone

MILES DAVIS:
Live Around the World.
WARNER BRos. 46032 (71 min).
Here are concert performances recorded
between 1988 and 1990, and though their
technical quality is fine, I must confess
that they document the Miles Davis period
I like the least. During those years, he sur-
rounded himself with good but uninterest-
ing musicians, leaned heavily on synthetic
sounds, and only occasionally lit up the
stage with his own performance (as he
does here in Time After Time and Hanni-
bal). In short, "Live Around the World" is
well made but hardly memorable. CA.

DAVE DOUGLAS: Five.
SOUL NoTE 121276 (61 min).
Douglas's rejiggling of Thelonious Monk's
Who Knows and Rahsaan Roland Kirk's
The Inflated Tear for an unusual configu-
ration of violin, cello, bass, drums, and his
own trumpet would be reason enough to
hear "Five." Add to that the adventurous
spirit of Douglas's originals and his acuity
as an improviser and you've got a worthy
successor to last year's "In Our Lifetime"
- further proof that Douglas is the bold-
est and most well-rounded talent to
emerge in jazz so far this decade. F.D.

DICK GRIFFIN:
A Dream for Rahsaan and More.
KONNEX 5062 (66 min).
This is a combined -on -one -CD reissue
of 1979 and 1985 sessions by the gifted
trombonist Dick Griffin, a long-time
member of Rahsaan Roland Kirk's band.
The Kirk influence is very much in evi-
dence; Griffin uses a multiphonic tech-

nique that allows him to produce up to six
notes simultaneously on his trombone, and
believe me, you'll know it when he does
it. (Corn -Four Music Distributors, 7 Dun-
ham Place. Brooklyn. NY 11211.) C.A.

DOUG HOEKSTRA: Rickety Stairs.
BACK PORCH 3030 (55 min).
On his second album, alterna-folkie Hoek-
stra recalls the hushed intensity of Nick
Drake, the plainspoken deadpan eloquence
of Lou Reed, and the off -kilter arrange-
ments of recent Tom Waits albums - a
fascinating fusion. Pick hit: the sneakily
catchy In a Crowd, where a spectacular
background vocal opens up the track in a
way that verges on the psychedelic. S.S.

MIKE OLDFIELD:
The Songs of Distant Earth,
REPRISE 45933 (56 min; enhanced CD).
Divided into seventeen tracks, "The Songs
of Distant Earth" is in fact an album -length
composition - the format of Mike Old-
field's best work, as opposed to his at-
tempts at actual songwriting. Here, though,
his musical ideas are rather thin, conjuring
not a distant Earth but a mere Tangerine
Dreamscape. And the multimedia of this
MAC -only enhanced CD is minimal, pro-
viding a short video, an endless birth of a
supernova, and the opportunity to wake up
Mike from deep -space hibernation. This
material was created in 1994, the dawn of
ECD, and it shows its age badly. K.R.

SCOTS PIRATES:
Revolutionary Means.
SCHOOLKIDS 1539 (55 min).
That's "Scots" as in Scott Morgan, leader
of Detroit's legendary Rationals, and his
latest band (with drummer Scott Asheton
of the Stooges) flaunts what you'd expect:
inimitably soulful vocals, a churning met-
al/jazz rhythm section, and a great MC5-
style twin -guitar attack. Best moment: the
elegiac Marijuana Wine, which has all of
the above plus a touch of cowboy blues a
la the Stones circa "Let It Bleed." S.S.

SURRENDER TO THE AIR.
ELEKTRA 61905 (49 min).
Phish guitarist Trey Anastasio, who ap-
parently worships Sun Ra and "Bitches
Brew" -era Miles Davis, presides here over
a messy blowout that owes its scattered
moments of coherence to guitarist Mark
Ribot and the Arkestra's Marshall Allen
- who are practiced hands at this sort
of thing. F.D.

licking atmosphere of a Thirties Kansas
City jam, but the image they actually evoke
is of a bunch of extras shouting "Peas and
carrots, brother, peas and carrots" on cue.

That said, there's some fine music here.
beginning with Craig Handy's arrangement
of Coleman Hawkins's Queer Notions. It
features solos by tenor saxophonist David
Murray, pianist Cyrus Chestnut, and gui-
tarist Russell Malone, all of whom success-
fully balance modernist inclinations with a
desire to be faithful to the original. And
singer Kevin Mahogany, who has sounded
glib on his own albums, turns in a very
credible performance here in / Left My Ba-
by, not exactly capturing Jimmy Rushing's
spunk but choosing instead to give one of
his best-known numbers an air of menace
that Rushing probably never imagined. It
might be great fun if not for all of those jive
talkers in the background. F.D.

DAVE LIEBMAN GROUP: Miles Away.
Owl 10485 156 mint.
Performance: Miles away, but not far
Recording: Excellent

Jlist when you thought fusion had final -
Is the way of rotary phones, here

comes Dave Liebman with a plugged -in
nod to his old boss, Miles Davis. Okay, it's
not as bad as it sounds. In fact. "Miles
Away" is a loving tribute, and on the one
occasion when Liebman runs up the electric
bill to an uncomfortable point, he does so to
mirror a facet of Davis - who was, after
all, the progenitor of fusion.

Liebman. who joined Davis when the re-
juvenated trumpeter was still taking bows
for "Bitches Brew." is a fine soprano saxo-
phonist whose scope obviously goes well
beyond what he played with Davis between
1972 and 1974. Here, in a program of
eleven beautifully structured arrangements,
he offers a well-balanced impression of the
Miles he knew and admired. And just as
he begins with the band fully charged, so
he ends with a dulcet version of Boplicity,
his saxophone accompanied only by Vic
Juris's acoustic guitar. From the sound of it,
"Miles Away" is a sincere hosanna. C.A.

WAYNE SNORTER: High Life.
VI R 529 224 151 mint.
Performance: No life
Recording: Quite good

Wcat her Report co-founder Wayne
Shorter is one of the most interesting

musicians of recent decades. His keen im-
provisational skill and good taste certainly
helped make many Miles Davis recordings
more interesting than they would have been
without him. Now in his sixties, Shorter is
still an inspired weaver of melody, but on
"High Life" he's unable to shake the fusion
sound that he helped foster and that for all
too long clogged up our ears. He buries
himself in a synthesized muddle, accented
unimaginatively by the overly prominent
bass guitar of Marcus Miller, who also pro-
duced the album (which explains some of
the misdirection). I would love to hear the
present-day Wayne Shorter unencumbered
by heavy-handed arrangements and a rhy-
thm section that hasn't any. Hated it! C.A.
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II
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 Dual illumination
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Stock #2209
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CLASSICAL

I
NEW RECORDINGS REVIEWED BY ROBERT ACKART,

RICHARD FREED, DAVID HALL,
JAMIE JAMES, GEORGE JELLINEK, AND ERIC SALZMAN

COPLAND: Organ Symphony;
Dance Symphony; Short Symphony;
Orchestral Variations.
Simon Preston (organ): Saint
Louis Symphony, Leonard Slatkin cond.
RCA Vic-rou 68292 (67 min).
Performance: Committed
Recording: Full-bodied
Eor too long Aaron Copland, the craggy,
Wpropagandizing Grand Old Man of
American music, has overshadowed the
younger Aaron Copland, the iconoclastic
young modernist who took Paris by storm
during the 1920's. This collection of his
early works for orchestra, conducted with

COPLAND
;AM .0110%1

suns Loots Syrphory Manila
LEONARD /LORIN

authority by Leonard Slatkin and played
with stylish flair by the Saint Louis Sym-
phony, should help redress the imbalance.

The Symphony for Organ and Orchestra
(1924), Copland's first considerable sym-
phonic work, was one of the earliest Ameri-
can orchestral works to incorporate elements
of real jazz (as opposed to Parisian night-
club music), deploying what the 23 -year -
old composer called "rhythms that would
not have been there if I had not been born
and raised in Brooklyn." Written as a show-
piece for an American tour by his teacher,
Nadia Boulanger, the symphony is clearly
influenced by the raw energy of the ballets
of Stravinsky, who exercised absolute rule
over the musical roost in Paris in those
days. Yet Copland's distinctively American
voice is apparent in the moody, minor -key
string introduction to the third movement
and the erratic rhythms that follow.

The disc chronicles the composer's con-
tinuing evolution as a symphonist with the
Dance Symphony (1922-25), which won
him the RCA Victor prize for composition,
and the Short Symphony (1932-33). The
latter, also called the Second Symphony,
presents forbidding rhythmic complexities;
Serge Koussevitzky once said that it was
not difficult but impossible. The CD con-
cludes with a fine performance of the Or-
chestral Variations, Copland's 1957 sym-
phonic scoring of his famous Piano Varia-
tions (from 1930). After the jagged excres-
cences of the early symphonies, it seems to
possess a sublime. Parnassian restraint. ii.

GAG N EU X: Triptyque for Cello and
Orchestra. SNCHEDRIN: Cello Concerto
("Sotto Voce").

Rostropovich (cello);
London Symphony, Seiji Ozawa cond.
Trt.or( 94570 (56 min).
Performance: Definitive
Recording: Excellent

Mstisla% Rostropovich, now in his sev-
entieth year, continues to encourage

the enrichment of his instrument's repertory
in the most meaningful way. He gave the
premieres of the two works here less than
two years ago.

Renaud Gagneux, a Frenchman born in
1947, composed his delicately scored, pas-
toral -tinged Triptyque (with some very
imaginative use of percussion) for his com-
patriot Frederic Lodeon, who abandoned
his own career but forwarded the score to
Rostropovich. Rodion Shchedrin is one of
the senior eminences among contemporary
Russian composers: his association with
Rostropovich has been virtually lifelong,
and this new concerto is the latest of several
works composed for him. As the title Sotto
Voce suggests, this work, too, is delicately
scored, its pastoral character enhanced by
alto and tenor recorders.

Both works are well worth discovering,
and they are given performances of unre-
served conviction by Rostropovich and the

extremely sympathetic Seiji Ozawa. The re-
cording itself is exemplary in respect to
both balance and all-round vividness, and
the documentation includes comprehensive
notes by the composers. R.F.

GLIERE: Symphony No. 2; The Red
Poppy, Suite.
Nem. Jersey Symphony. Zdenek Macal cond.
DELOS 3178 (73 min).
Performance: Good
Recording: Full-bodied

For this first release using Delos's newly
developed Virtual Reality Recording

technique, developed with surround -sound
playback systems in mind, the producers
chose to feature a sonic showpiece without
much musical substance, Reinhold Gliere's
Second Symphony. Gliere belonged to Rus-
sia's "inter -revolution" generation, follow-
ing Glazunov but preceding Prokofiev and
Shostakovich. Stylistically, his music is
similar to Glazunov's but with less refine-
ment and more virility. He is best known
today for his blockbuster Third Symphony
("II' ya Muromets"), from 1909-11, and for
the long -popular Russian Sailors' Dance
from his 1927 ballet, The Red Poppy.

The Second Symphony (1907-08) has its
moments of high color and heroic gesture,

Sky Music
'Greece,

a long way from Thessaloniki,
MGreece, to Oklahoma, but that's
where the family of harpist Yolan-
da Kondonassis settled when they
came to America. A highly regarded
soloist, Kondonassis appears with
orchestras all over the world in mu-
sic for her instrument by composers
from Mozart to Ginastera. Her third
Telarc recording, "Sky Music," titled
after a piece by Ned Rorem, also in-
cludes works by Debussy, Faure,
Hovhaness, and Salzedo.

Yolanda Kondonassis: flying high
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but for my money it doesn't hold a candle
to No. 3. The first movement is like a more
gutsy Glazunov, the second Borodinesque,
with a strong lyric element. The theme -and -
variations slow movement is balletic in the
Glazunov fashion, and the finale echoes
Borodin's Polovstian Dances and antici-
pates some of the heroic gestures of ll' ya
Muromets. The suite from the Red Poppy
that fills out the CD offers a mix of nation-
alism and orientalia that's definitely the
musical high point.

DUOS VIRIULI. 1111111,7

Zdenek Macal and his New Jersey orch-
estra exhibit plenty of power, with passion
to burn in the string department. I would
take issue only with the solo violinist's
wide vibrato in the fourth movement of The
Red Poppy. Macal brings more tautness and
color to this score than to the symphony,
where he tends to accentuate the lyric rather
than dramatic aspects. Heard in convention-
al stereo playback, the sound was very solid
in body and depth, with excellent lateral
imaging and "spotting" of solo instruments,
though without any exaggeration. D.H.

HANDEL: Ariodante.
Lorraine Hunt (Ariodante), Juliana Gondek
(Ginevra), Lisa Saffer (Dalinda), Jennifer Lane
(Polinesso), Nicolas Cavallier (the King), Rufus
Milner (Lurcanio), others; Wilhelmshaven
Vocal Ensemble; Freiburg Baroque Orchestra,
Nicholas McGegan cond. HARMONIA MUNDI
007146/48 (three CM. 202 min).
Performance: Bold and idiomatic
Recording: Excellent

icholas McGegan, based in Germany,
UM has taken on the immense and remark-
able body of Handel's operas and oratorios
- recording at least a dozen so far. Like his
more famous Orlando, Ariodante is based
on a story from Ariosto, but the plot is ex-
tremely simple and only modestly pic-
turesque. Ariodante loves Ginevra (Act I is
all bliss), but so does the evil Polinesso,
who convinces Ariodante that Ginevra is
unfaithful (Act II: misery and evil tri-
umphant). It takes a lot of bravura singing
to do the job, but eventually everything
gets straightened out (Act III: doubt and
resolution).

Until the villain is outjousted and dis-
patched, very little actually happens on-
stage, but everybody feels deeply all the
time and sings to us at length about their
huge, larger -than -life emotions. All the acts
end, a little too tamely perhaps, with mod-
est choruses and charming ballet music in
the French manner: my favorite of these is
the "Battle between Pleasant Dreams and
Nightmares."

Ariodante has fairly substantial roles for

Roger Sessions, Symphonist
he end of this year will see the cente-

ll naries of three important American
composers: Howard Hanson (October
28), Virgil Thomson (November 25), and
Roger Sessions (December 28). Sessions
remains the least well known of the
three, and the one most in need of the
kind of advocacy Dennis Russell Davies
and the American Composers Orchestra
provide on an enormously welcome
Argo disc comprising premiere record-
ings of the Sixth and Ninth Symphonies
and what is surely a definitive one
of the Seventh.

Sessions, who died
in 1985 at the age of
88, composed music
of seriousness and
substance with as lit-
tle regard for popular
tastes as for the latest
fad among the cogno-
scenti. He did use tone
rows, but in a very
subtle way, consistent-
ly creating music able
to reach listeners on
both the intellectual
and emotional levels.
Though the occasion for his Sixth
Symphony (1966) was the celebration
of the New Jersey tercentenary, both
it and the Seventh (1967), he advised,
according to Andrea Olmstead's
comprehensive notes with the CD,
"form in my mind a kind of series
connected with the events of that time"
- namely, the war in Vietnam. The
Seventh, which he described as "grim
all the way through," seems to have been
his own favorite among his nine
symphonies, particularly for its
poignant Epilogue.

a tenor and a bass, but all the other roles,
male and female, were written for sopranos
and altos of the male and female varieties.
With the disappearance of the castrati, this
kind of light -voiced, flexible, virtuosic
singing is today mostly a woman's art. The
prima donna of the early -opera divas is,
without a doubt, Lorraine Hunt, who sings
regularly with both William Christie and
McGegan and is the splendid Ariodante
here. She has a firmness of sound, an ex-
pressive legato, flexibility, and enough
darkness to her tone to give us a real notion
of what those legendary, heroic castrati
must have sounded like.

The lighter but no less flexible voices of
Juliana Gondek and Lisa Saffer in the two
main female roles are hardly less thrilling.
The male villain, originally played by a fe-
male contralto, is performed here by mez-
zo-soprano Jennifer Lane, who is just a
notch below the others in ease of style. The
two men are perfectly competent but in-
evitably overshadowed.

ROGER SESSIONS

Lemplionme ,&9
American Compoeere Orehmilre

Dann,. Ruesell Davi.

The Ninth was completed in 1978,
when Sessions was 81. Its outer
movements are more expansive and
lyrical than those of the two earlier
works on the disc, but it is never lacking
in drive. Far from being a reflective
valedictory, this final symphony
represents in quite dramatic terms a
coming to grips with the notion of evil
and the basic conflict of temperaments
presented in William Blake's poem The
Tyger. Olmstead's notes advise further
that Sessions wrote of this work's

middle movement,
"I'm afraid it will not
be easy to play, but
it has to be what it
has to be!"

No argument with
that from Davies
and his committed
players, who take
Sessions on his own
terms and make
what is perhaps the
strongest argument
to date for the
proposition that this
composer, still so

little known even to his compatriots,
was one of the major symphonists of his
time. The transparent, well -focused
recording and the authoritative
annotation do their part in making this
distinguished and important release
one of the happiest of discoveries for
listeners everywhere. Richard Freed

MISSIONS: Symphonies Nos. 6,
7, and 9.
American Composers Orchestra,
Dennis Russell Davies cond. ARGO
444 519 171 min).

McGegan's approach to the music is bold
and idiomatic. The recording results from a
staged production at the Gottingen Handel
Festival in Germany, but it has more of the
quality of an expressive, lyric/vocal specta-
cle than of a dramatic experience. As in all
the productions of this series, the orchestral
playing and the recorded sound bring us
close (as close as we're likely to get) to the
fabulous ambience of the gilded high -Ba-
roque opera. E.S.

HARRISON: Suite for Piano; Sonatas
Nos. 3, 5, and 6 for Cembalo or
Pianoforte; Prelude for Grand Piano;
other works.
%fichael Boriskin (piano). NEWPORT CLASSIC
85606 (53 min).
Performance: Relaxed, attractive
Recording: Close but strong

E\cn
now that his contemporaries are

mostly gone, Lou Harrison (b. 1917) re-
fuses to play the grand old man of Ameri-
can music. Still active in his eighties, he
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will not let himself be pigeonholed. Al-
though for many years he has rejected
Western tuning systems in favor of so-
called mean -tone intonation, this album -
pointedly called "The Equal -Tempered Lou
Harrison" - is a collection of music for
traditional piano (and its traditional tuning
system). It shows every aspect of his work,

from the exoticisms of the Sonatas for
Cembalo to the Schoenbergian Suite for
Piano to the neo-Bach-with-strumming-
inside-the-piano Prelude for Grand Piano to
traditional waltzes and a tango.

Which is the "real" Lou Harrison? All of
it, of course. I'm not sure that these dis-
parate works cohere in any significant way,

FIRE WATER PAPER:
A VIETNAM ORATORIO

lliot Goldenthal is well knownE
for his theater work and film scores

(Drugstore Cowboy, Interview with a
Vampire, Heat). But his accomplish-
ments in the theatrical media do not quite
prepare us for the power of his Fire
Water Paper, a memorial to the Vietnam
War comparable in many ways to
Britten's War Requiem or Bemstein's
Mass and a remarkable achievement
for a composer still young and relatively
unknown in the concert world.

Unlike many of his contemporaries,
Goldenthal is a "maximalist" not a
minimalist. He assembled an extraordi-

Composer Elliot Goldenthal

nary collection of texts on the subject of
war and the themes of fire and water -
drawing on eleventh- and twentieth-
century Vietnamese and medieval French
writing and folk poetry, the Catholic
liturgy, classical Latin, the Old Testa-
ment, the poetry of Pulitzer Prize winner
Yusef Komunyakaa, and military
archives of the war - and scored them
for soprano and baritone soloists, men's
and women's choruses, western and Viet-
namese children's choruses, a solo cello,
and a good-sized orchestra with
expanded percussion. There are many
musical influences here as well,

from Mahler and Shostakovich to
Bernstein and Britten, and more than
a suggestion of Eastern music as well. In
spite of all this diversity, the piece is no
hodgepodge. And despite all the refer-
ences and influences, it creates a strong
and dramatic profile of its own.

Goldenthal does not think small.
He organized this oratorio in the manner
of a gigantic choral symphony, with
a 30 -minute vocal/symphonic opening
movement ("Offertorium") on the theme
and imagery of fire, a bitterly ironic
scherzo ("Clang Co," or "Tug of War")
that quotes Viemamese folk songs,
Cicero, Tacitus, Virgil, and the Pentagon
Papers, and a slow finale ("Hymn")
made out of verbal and musical images
of water, boat people, and reconciliation.
This is serious, moving stuff, sometimes
on the thin edge of portentousness
but always redeemed by intelligence and
deep feeling.

The work was commissioned by the
Pacific Symphony Orchestra, which
is located in Orange County, California,
the home not only of many Vietnam War
veterans but also of the largest Viet-
namese population outside Vietnam.
It was largely recorded in the orchestra's
home base at the Orange County
Performing Arts Center in Costa Mesa;
portions were also recorded separately at
Seiji Ozawa Hall at Tanglewood in
Massachusetts.

All these diverse elements are held
together remarkably well by the
strong leadership of Carl St. Clair, the
director of the Pacific Symphony since
1990 and a major player in the genesis of
this work. The high level of the perfor-
mance is matched by Sony's recording,
which has a live feel and dramatic
ambience despite the complexity of the
production. This release deserves the
attention of anyone interested in a major
contemporary musical and musico-
dramatic experience. Eric Salzman

GO LDENTHAL:
Fire Water Paper: A Vietnam
Oratorio.
Yo -Yo Ma (cello); Ann Panagulias (soprano),
James Maddalena (baritone); Pacific
Chorale. Children's Chorus; Ngan-Khoi
Vietnamese Children's Chorus; Pacific
Symphony Orchestra, Carl St. Clair cond.
SONY 68368 (66 min).

but maybe it doesn't matter. This album is
like a portrait of a lively and creative mind,
and its many and disparate pleasures are
well represented by Michael Boriskin's
easy and measured performances. E.S.

MACDOWELL: Piano Concerto No. 2.
LISZT: Piano Concertos Nos. 1 and 2.
AnJre ",,ti' i Paw): Dallas Symphony.
Andrew Litton cond. TELARC 80429 (65 min).
Performance: Stunning
Recording: Very good

I n 1965 Andre Watts, then 21 years old,
was scheduled to perform the MacDowell

Piano Concerto No. 2 with the New York
Philharmonic, but he was indisposed and
sat in the audience instead, listening to the
pianist who substituted for him, Van Cli-
burn. Both Cliburn and Watts have been
conspicuous champions of this work, which
has never had enough of them. It's hearten-
ing to have Watts represented in a recording
of it at last, and with a conductor who
shares his enthusiasm, as Andrew Litton
obviously does. They make a very strong
case for it even if they do not quite match
the levels of poetry, drama, and all-round
intensity achieved by Cliburn and Walter
Hendl, whose 1960 Chicago Symphony re-
cording carries stunning impact and clarity
in its recent remastering for a midprice
RCA disc.

Watts and Litton do benefit from richer
contemporary sonics, and their perfor-
mances of the Liszt concertos are also on a
very high level in respect to brilliance, sub-
tlety, and the level of interaction between
them. Again eminently satisfying in their
own right, again just edged out by existing
favorites: in this case Richter with Kon-
drashin (Philips), Zimerman with Ozawa
(Deutsche Grammophon), and Thibaudet
with Dutoit (London). R.F.

MOZART: Cosi Fan Tune.
Renee Fleming (Fiordiligi), Anne Sofie
von Otter (Dorabella), Frank Lopardo
(Ferrando), Olaf Bar (Guglielmo), Adelina
Scarabelli (Despina), Michele Pertusi
(Don Alfonso); London Voices: Chamber
Orchestra of Europe, Georg Solti cond.
LoN im) N. 444 174 (three CD's. 179 min).
Performance: Overdriven but well sung
Recording: Singers underexposed

Recorded live at a London concert per-
formance, this set has a welcome touch

of theatrical illusion, but it also includes a
considerable amount of applause that, how-
ever deserved, may prove intrusive on re-
peated hearings. It is surprising, given a
cast of uniform excellence, that the audio
perspective does not really favor the sing-
ers. Georg Solti's approach to this very spe-
cial opera has not altered measurably since
his previous recording more than twenty
years ago. His control of the vocal ensem-
bles is unerring, and he gets admirably pre-
cise execution from his orchestra. A more
relaxed and smiling approach would, how-
ever, be welcome to mitigate the drive that
propels the action relentlessly forward.

Even Solti must surrender to expansive
lyricism in the face of Renee Fleming's ex-
quisite soprano in Fiordiligi's aria "Per pi -
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eta," in the captivating duet "Fra gli am-
plessi," and in the larghetto portion of the
final ensemble. Tenor Frank Lopardo's com-
bination of a solid midrange and effortless
top suggests an unusually masculine Fer-
rando. Vocally, mezzo-soprano Anne Sofie
von Otter's Dorabella and baritone Olaf
Bar's Guglielmo are excellent if somewhat
undercharacterized, though the latter's rage
in Act II, Scene 3, is quite convincing. The
cast is neatly rounded out by Adelina Scara-
belli's charming and unexaggerated Des-
pina and Michele Penusi's sonorous Don
Alfonso.

COSI FAN
TUTTE

1.1111.13,111 004 1.11,111k ,, .Ort
SIR GEORG SOLTI

The opera is given uncut. Some embell-
ishments are observed in the fermatas, par-
ticularly by Scarabelli. A little more would
have been even better, allowing brief points
of relaxation in a performance whose only
fault seems to be excessive energy on the
part of its octogenarian conductor. GJ.

SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony No. 14.
Elena Prokina (soprano): Sergei
Aleksashkin (bass); Vienna Symphony, Eliahu
Inbal cond. DENON 78821 (52 min).
Performance: Very good
Recording: Excellent

Shostakovich's Symphony No. 14, his
must poignant and searingly personal

symphony, was dedicated to Benjamin Brit-
ten and takes the form of a cycle of nine
songs on texts from Lorca, Apollinaire,
Pushkin's schoolmate Wilhelm Kiichel-
becker, and Rilke. All but one are devoted
to various aspects of death and dying. The
exception is Apollinaire's savage "Zapo-
rozheye Cossacks' Reply to the Sultan of
Constantinople," which may have given the
composer a way of alluding to his own or-
deal at the hands of Soviet authority.

Among the song cycle's unifying themat-
ic elements, the clearest is the Dies late
motive preceding the first and last songs.
The orchestral scoring, somewhat after the
fashion of Britten's two great cycles, is for
strings and pitched percussion. The result is
one of the great expressions of the human
spirit in extremis.

Although not in the same league as the
early Soviet recordings, especially the one
with Galina Vishnevskaya and Mark Re-
shetin as soloists and Mstislav Rostropo-
vich conducting, this performance under
Eliahu Inbal, with two splendid singers
from the Kirov Opera, is one of the best
of those now available - and the finest
achievement of his somewhat uneven Shos-
takovich symphony cycle. Elena Prokina is
endowed with a lovely and passionately ex-
pressive soprano, welcomely free from the
acid top register that mars the work of some

Russian artists, and Sergei Aleksashkin is a
"black" Russian bass in the grand tradition.
Both are ideally cast for this score. inbars
Viennese players may not convey the devas-
tating intensity that we hear in recordings
of this music from Moscow or St. Peters-
burg, but they do more than well enough,
especially solo cellist Wilfried Rehm. The
recorded sound from Vienna's Konzerthaus
is eminently satisfying in all respects. D.H.

STILL: And They Lynched Him on a
Tree; Wailing Woman; Miss Sally's Party;
other works.
Yolanda Williams (soprano); Hilda Harris
(mezzo-soprano); William Warfield (narrator);
Ensemble Singers, Chorus, and Orchestra of the
Plymouth Music Series of Minnesota, Philip
Brunelle cond. COLLINS 14542 (59 min).
Performance: Powerful music
Recording: Okay

William Grant Still's output was wide
and various, and he had recognition

in his lifetime, but his reputation faded
away after his death in 1978. If he had not
been African -American, he would undoubt-
edly be better remembered, but it was his
position between traditional black culture
and classical Euro-American music culture
that gave him his special niche and his mu-
sic its particular character.

And They Lynched Him on a Tree, a can-
tata or oratorio for double chorus, mezzo-
soprano, narrator, and orchestra, is as pow-
erful a piece of work as you will find in
American classical music. The strength is
partly in the peculiarly American subject,
but it is also in the music, which is a strong,
dark, and dramatic expression of the horrif-
ic scene conjured up by the words. Still's
use of traditional material, once thought to
be dated, now seems fresh and relevant
again, and the power of the material is as
Biblical as that of any Bach Passion. Wail-
ing Woman,- on a poem by his wife, Vema
Arvey, about the Wailing Wall in Jerusalem,
is a similar setting for soprano, chorus, and
orchestra in a denser, less dramatic form.
Ironically, it was not performed until 1990,
twelve years after Still's death.

Not all of the composer's work was so
intense. Miss Sally's Party is a lighthearted
dance score reminiscent of Scott Joplin's
Tremonisha but slightly more sophisticated.
It is, in its way, as genuine a piece of Amer-
icana as any of the contemporaneous popu-
lar -dance works of Aaron Copland or Mor-
ton Gould. Two attractive organ pieces
(Reverie and Elegy) and a curious, wordless
version of Stephen Foster's Swanee River
round out the program, Volume II in a se-
ries called "Witness" devoted to African -
American music.

The performances are respectable but,
alas, not very exciting. Philip Brunelle and
his Minnesota forces do us all a great ser-
vice by helping Still's work to become bet-
ter known, and they bring out the traditional
side of his work well enough. But his au-
thentic voice, his personal mixture of an
old-fashioned and calm reconciliation with
an undertone of intense pain, has yet to find
modern interpreters who will do it justice.
Until it does, this CD will serve.
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ILJFIXES
BEETHOVEN: Bagatelles.
John O'Conor (piano).
TELARC 80423 (60 min).
The serviceable Naxos CD of all three sets
of Beethoven's bagatelles (Opp. 33, 119,
and 126), played by Jeno Jando, is a good
buy, but John O'Conor plays them with a
bit more character, he includes two addi-
tional pieces (WoO 52 and 56) that are not
parts of sets, and his piano is far more
handsomely recorded. R.F.

JACOB: Mini Concerto for Clarinet
and Strings; Quintet for Clarinet and
Strings; Trio for Clarinet, Viola,
and Piano; Concertino for Clarinet
and Strings.
Charles Russo (clarinet); Premier Chamber
Orchestra, David Gilbert cond.
PREMIER 1052 (67 min).
Gordon Jacob (1895-1984), an authority
on instrumentation, composed chamber
music whose authority, sheen, and sophis-
tication recall the work of Ravel. The ex-
pert clarinetist Charles Russo makes it all
sound newly minted, light, and delicious.
The concertino is a world -premiere re-
cording. William Livingstone

JANACEK: String Quartets Nos. 1
and 2. BERG: Lyric Suite.
Juilliard String Quartet.
SONY 66840 (77 min).
Janacek titled his First Quartet "The
Kreutzer Sonata," a reference not to Bee-
thoven but to Tolstoy's novel of that title.
His Second Quartet, "Intimate Letters," is
actually a sort of love letter in music - as
is Berg's contemporaneous Lyric Suite.
This imaginative program is one of the
finest things the Juilliard String Quartet
has given us in years. The distinctive char-
acter of each work is conveyed with aston-
ishing power and assurance, and the vivid,
warm sonic focus is well suited to the
material. R.F.

MORAN: Rocky Road to Kansas;
32 Cryptograms for Derek Jarman.
Requiem: Chant du Cygne.
Erik Johnson, Andrew Morrell (percussion);
Joseph Goodrich (keyboards); Kevin Hanson
(guitars); Charlie Barber + Band;

Mendelssohn Club Choir and Concerto
Soloists of Philadelphia. ARGO 444 540
(65 min).
Nothing much happens during Robert Mo-
ran's Rocky Road to Kansas, but the 34 -
minute drive is so pleasurable in its low-
key rhythmic manner that you don't mind
if the landscape turns out to be almost fea-

Rocky Road to Kansas
Oro

1.1( sm.  Per  lam.

tureless and not very rocky at all. The trib-
ute to the late filmmaker Derek Jarman
and the three -movement, polychoral Re-
quiem: Chant du Cynge, with its refer-
ences to Mozart's early death and to the
AIDS epidemic, are deeply moving. E.S.

SCHUMANN: Fantasy in C Major,
Op. 17. LISZT: Transcendental Etudes
Nos. 5, 8, and 10-12.
Evgeny Kissin (piano).
RCA VicroR 68262 (60 min).
While Evgeny Kissin is more than impres-
sive here, some of his senior colleagues
show a more persuasive regard for momen-
tum in the Schumann and, discounting
distinguished recordings of the complete
Transcendental Etudes, Minoru Nojima
remains incomparable in Nos. 5 and I I in
his superbly recorded Liszt recital on Ref-
erence. Kissin is put at a bit of a disadvan-
tage, too, by the occasionally twangy re-
production of his piano. R.F.

JOSE CARRERAS: Passion.
ERMO 12596 (51 min).
Jose Carreras bleats, sobs, and overemotes
as he bawls out trite lyrics set to melodies
from such familiar instrumental works as
Dvorak's "New World" Symphony, Schu-
mann's Traumerei, and Rodrigo's Con-
cierto de Aranjuez. The time when this
nice man could retire gracefully has passed.
This recording is embarrassing. The ludi-
crous is not far off. W.L.

ALEXANDRE LAGOYA: Dances
from Bizet's "Carmen"; other works.
Alexandre Lagoya (guitar); Academy of
St Martin in the Fields, Kenneth Sillito cond.
PHILIPS 446 002 (56 min).
Alexandre Lagoya's arrangements of a
Baroque concerto by Marcello, a couple of
pieces by early guitar virtuosos, Villa-Lo-
bos's famous Bachianas Brasileiras No. 5,
music from Bizet's Carmen and Grana-
dos's Goyescas, and a couple of dances by
Albeniz and Tarrega, plus his own varia-
tions on the theme from the film Forbid-
den Games, make up a pleasant, neatly
performed, mildly diverting program. E.S.

STRAVINSKY: Pulcinella; Renard,
Suites Nos. 1 and 2; Ragtime.
Jennifer Larmore (mezzo-soprano); John Aler.
Frank Kelley (tenor); Jan Opalach, John Cheek
(bass); St. Paul Chamber Orchestra.
Hugh Wolff cond. TELDEC 94548 (73 min).
Performance: Sprightly
Recording: Bright

Come of Stravinsky's most lovable, light-
hearted works, written during the dark

years of World War I and its immediate af-
termath, when the composer was in self-im-
posed exile in Switzerland, are brought to-
gether in this delightful recording. Pulcinel-
la, a loosely strung -together series of melod-
ic fragments by Pergolesi and other Italian
Baroque composers, is one of Stravinsky's
most effervescent ballet scores, and this
performance has all the lilting insouciance
one could hope for. The singers generally
embody the mock-heroic qualities of their
commedia dell'arte characters with well -
pointed expertise, though John Aler gabbles
a bit breathlessly in his allegro air, "Una to
falanzemprece."

Renard, a high -art treatment of an Ae-
sopic folk tale, has always seemed to me a
bit too lovable, too smarmily wise and
winking in its whimsical presentation of the
cock's attempts to escape the clutches of
the fox. The English translation Hugh Wolff
has come up with for this recording miti-
gates that preciosity to some degree, how-
ever. The text appears to be truer to the
Russian original than Stravinsky's own
English version, and it relieves the cock of
singing the faintly embarrassing "Chuck-a-
dah, chuck-a-dah." In any case, the singers
tackle the piece gamely, and Laurence Kap-
tain's performance on the cimbalom, a dul-
cimer -like Hungarian folk instrument, rings
out with delicate, silvery tones.

The sweetly recorded disc is generously
filled up with the two miniature suites for
small orchestra as well as Ragtime, a strange
fantasia for eleven instruments (including
cimbalom) that Stravinsky wrote in 1918,
based upon his readings of published scores
of American jazz - which he had never
heard performed live. JJ.

TCHAIKOVSKY: Violin Concerto.
SIBELIUS: Violin Concerto.
Vadim Repin (violin); London
Symphony, Emmanuel Krivine cond.
ERATo 98537 (67 min).
Performance: Pensive
Recording: Very good

adim Repin's recent recording of Shos-
takovich's First Violin Concerto and

Prokofiev's Second, with Kent Nagano con-
ducting the Halle Orchestra, also on Erato,
was one of the most exciting releases of its
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kind. Soloist and conductor interacted on an
uncommon level of urgency in getting to
the very heart of the music, with energy and
brilliance to bum and yet with every note
beautiful and every phrase convincing. In
the far more familiar Tchaikovsky concerto
Repin takes a conspicuously more inward
approach, reining in the energy to produce
a statement of the work that is, at least
through its first two movements, more pen-
sive than demonstrative, catching the listen-
er's hushed attention with exquisite pianis-
simos and lingering phrases. The final
movement is suitably exuberant, and it is
played without the traditional cuts.

While it is exquisite, this unusually in-
ward approach is not going to suit every lis-
tener. I imagine that more than a few, while
filled with admiration for the precision and
delicacy of Repin's playing, will feel a cer-
tain restlessness to get on with it. The same
goes even more for the Sibelius concerto,
whose contemplative episodes benefit more
from a bit of energizing than from added in-
trospection on the performer's part. But
connoisseurs of fine violin -playing, who are
not likely to settle for only one version of
these basic concertos, will not want to miss
Repin's recording; there is simply too much
in it that is exceptional by any standards.
The sound is exemplary in its realism. R.F.

Collections
AMBER WAVES -
AMERICAN CLARINET MUSIC.
Richard Stoltzman (clarinet), Irma 4allecillo
(piano). RCA Vu-roR 62685 (66 min).
Performance: Neat, bluesy, zippy
Recording: Attractive

nichard Stoltzman leads off this collec-
tion with a neat arrangement of George

Gershwin's Three Jazz Preludes and ends
up with encore pieces, but the heart of the
CD is three clarinet sonatas by composers
born ten years apart: Leonard Bernstein
(1918), Clare Fisher (1928), and William
Thomas McKinley (1938).

Bemstein's sonata, written when he was
only 24 years old, is one of his few pieces
of chamber music; a performance like this
one makes me wish he had written more.
The oldest -fashioned and most original mu-
sic here is in McKinley's sonata: quiet and
almost impressionistic in its first two move-
ments, with an intense slow movement and
a rapturous, wailing finale that Stoltzman
makes the most of. Fisher's Neoclassical
(neo-Baroque, really) Sonatine is pleasant
enough, but, inevitably, the encores - in-
cluding Dick Hyman's zippy Clarinata and



Stoltzman's own bluesy version of Amazing
Grace - steal the show. E.S.

ANGELA ONIORGNIU: Arias.
Angela Gheorghiu (soprano); Orchestra
del Teatro Regio di Torino, John Mauceri cond.
LONDON 452 417 (57 min).
Performance: Ingratiating
Recording: Excellent

ince her Covent Garden debut in 1994
as Violetta in La Trariata, a role she

subsequently recorded for London, Angela
Gheorghiu has attracted considerable inter-
national attention. This recital CD, her solo
debut, contains two arias from Puccini's La
Boheme, the opera in which she appeared at
the Met this year. Also included are eight
arias from the Italian and French repertoire,
ranging from Bellini, Donizetti, Verdi, and
Catalani to Boito, Massenet, and Gounod,
as well as a soprano showpiece from her
native Romania.

The program discloses a lyric soprano
who sings with charm, a warm timbre, and
an even scale. She can float a nice soft note.
and her securely placed top notes are free
of strain and edginess. Her fine trill is all in
place in the "Jewel Song" from Gounod's
Faust. Her identification with the various
characters is not fully explored, however.
The Boito Mefistofele aria, exquisitely vo-
calized, lacks tragic pathos, and the scene
from Bellini's / Capuleti e i Montecchi,
rather too modestly embellished, needs
more plaintiveness. While Gheorghiu's

enunciation is generally clear, the words be-
come indistinct in the arias from Verdi's
Falstaff and Catalani's La Wally. Obviously.
she is still building her repertoire. But the
sound of her soprano is ravishingly beauti-
ful, and the orchestral support she gets from
John Mauceri i; exemplary. G.J.

JANOS STARKER: Concerto Collection.
Janos Starker (cello): Santa Fe Festival
Orchestra. DEL( ,s 3197. (74 min).
Performance: Energetic virtuosity
Recording: Respectable

all this CD a brave but not entirely suc-
cessful attempt by Janos Starker to en-

large the slim cello -concerto repertoire.
Boccherini was a famous cello virtuoso, but
the Concerto in G Major here, if it is really
his, is not among his best. Jean-Baptiste-
Aime Janson, also a cellist and Boccherini's
almost exact contemporary. is represented
by a rather charming high -Classical Con-
certo in D Major that is about equal parts
inspiration and awkwardness. The Vivaldi
Concerto in D Major, Op. 3, No. 9, is a
transcription of a violin concerto, and the
Couperin Pieces en Concert are heavy-
handed arrangements of chamber pieces.
That leaves the quirky/perky C. P. E. Bach
Concerto in A Major, which is certainly the
best thing on the disc. Whatever the quality
of the music. Starker always plays with en-
ergy and virtuosity, and he is accompanied
quite respectably by the leaderless Santa Fe
Festival Orchestra. E.S.
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JVC HRS-7100U S -VHS Front EditlInput $499
JVC HRS-7200U S -VHS New! Loaded $589
JVC 4 Head HiFi Flying Erase Hd VCR+ $299
Panasonic PVS-4366 4 Head S -VHS $349
Hi-8mm Record & Play $499

Toshiba, Sony, Hitachi & Panasonic CALL

BLOW OUT SPECIALS!
NADY 201LT-HT Wireless Mic....$259
JVC Wireless headphones $50

hi fi stereo receivers
panasonic Dolby Po Amp 100wpc 149

AC -3 Doldy Pro Logic Reciever $:099

THXIDolby Pro Logic Receiver 5799

We carry a full line of name
brand Arrps, CD Players,

Cassette Decks, DAT and More!

laser combs players
425 lines of resolution & CD audio all wrapped
into one package! We can all
Laser Video w th auto reverse & AC3 $389 your fav mite
Pioneer CLDV-860 Laser Karaoke .$599 makes mid mod -

24 Disc CD Changer
;213999 feolsr.

your
biresc tall60 Disc CD Changer

!
100 Disc CD Changer (Natnr Brand) .$319 delivered price

yts off a,'

loudspeakers Bose. Advent, BIC & IBL!

Panasonsc 5 Spec ker Surround Sound $13.

3 Speaker L/R & Sub -Woofer Pkg $19
100 Watt Amplif ed Sub -Woofer $1

ADVENT AV -17( Powered Spkr $7
Mitsubis'ii 8" passive Sub -Woofer $

ADVENT or BIC Center Channel Spkr $9

bookshelf mini systems
Dual Cassette; 24 CD Chatter 200 watts...$36

ELEETRER

Dual Cassette, 3 CD Changer 100 watts $2

EESAVE
ONE
CALI DOES IT ALL

1-800-937-3537
SAMMAN'S ELECTRONICS 1166 HAMBURG TPKE. WAYNE, NEW JERSEY

All price quoted include Manufa:turer's standard accessoies & US. Warranty.
All units at.? factory sealed. We ship within 24 hours. Customer Service 201-696-8855

4:0> HITACHI Cation (1)?huT12,!`',,5, Karaoke



newwestelectronics
Audio Separates  AN  Receivers  DSS
AC3  THX  Laser Disc  VCRs  TVs
Bigscreens  Subwoofers  Speakers
Camcorders  Mobile

PIONEER  HARMAN KARDON
CELESTION  KENWOOD  JVC
INFINITY  AIWA  SONY  RCA  AR
TOSHIBA  HITACHI  PREMIERE
MONSTER CABLE  VELODYNE
GO -VIDEO  PANAMAX  B&K
KIMBER  AUDIO ALCHEMY
OMNIMOUNT & MUCH MORE!

new west electronics credit card
Card holders enjoy special discounts & benefits.

Call 1-800-733-1366 for application & details.

Great Prices - Excellent Service

800488-8877
All Prices Include Delivery

Please ask about our Return & Exchange policies
All Times PST: M -F 7:OOA to 6:00P  SAT 7:OOA to 4:OOP SUN 8:00A to 4:OOP

COD's & PO's Welcome!

EN Fe E
S CD

A Division of Clarity Electronics LTD.
4120 Meridian  Bellingham WA 98226  Fax (360)734-3314

CIRCLE NO. 27 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Looking for more info?

http://www.newest.com
It's new west on the net!



CD STORAGE
CONNECTION

VIM

The Cube
by Lorentz Design

Stores

306 CD's
or any combinabon

of CD's. CD-ROKVHS Cassettes. etc

 I canning our p.rontod AILS roe sroRAGL STEM. no
no plash.: mold.. no canted pace  Full cx etnion dr.140

rink,  From high hunk) oak sencersal4 hartOod
2i"H x IC irr w 17 171?' I-eil)  Si:nimble 

Available in Light. Medium, Dark 01 Stain(S225)
& Black ($235) - Plus shipping oral handling.

CA 800-933-0403
to (order or for a free, color brow lure detailing

all our disc, tape & component storage

I.1)1. Inc.  P.O. Box 277  LantAborm MN 55949
Fax: 507-467-2468  Ora -nail us

Inc hare rctitic.t at lorent, olaristel.net

To place a classified ad in the industry leading titles of

Hachette Filipaccbi Magazines, Inc.,

simply call Toll -Free and reserve your space today!

1.800445-6066 (9am-5prn EST)

Fax: 212-76-.i624

MODULAR Design youraolawrngeernetaerrtpari oniztnot ncernyte31. Thiseqmuopdmuleanr praonliunpg taocc1o6

CD
mm

as ortesA/V

360 videos. lasers. LPs, liquor, photos, etc. All for only 51,394.
Let your imagination run wild.STORAGE

A
B
N
E
T
S

The Look of Leather

CAN -AMThe Strength of Steel 800.387-9790 or 905475.6622 httptwww.io.orgi-canam

'Open Wide & Say Ahhhh!
This

Cabinet
holds
800
CDs

CD, Audio and Video Storage . Fully Assembled!

Call or write fora Tits color brochure . 100% Solid Oak!
.30 Day Money Back

Guarantee!
. Made in U.S.A.

AGM Woodworking . Smoked Glass Doors
870 Capitolio Way #5

ele
. Af Listable Shelves

San Luis Obispo, Ca. 93401 . No Hidden Costs
(805) 544-8668 EM Just One Low Price!

1-800-858-9005

CD STORAGE+
SORICE SYSTEMS Include...
Video, Cassette, LP, Laserdisc
and Component Storage Units.

Our A300 Model shown stores 300 CD's.

Impeccably crafted in these Premium Solid
Hardwoods: Oak, Walnut, Teak or Cherry.

Adjustable Shelves sere any combination of
CD'!, Videos & Casettes - all in One cabmet.

Adjustable Solid Bras Bookends keep Discs &

Tapes upright and in place.

Cabinets can be stac<ed, wall mounted or left
free standing.

Optimal Wood or Class Doors are available.

Encased back provides dust protection.

Compact size: 391/2 'H x 23112"W x 7112"D.

Cabinet comes assembled.
No. A300 (Shown in Slid Brown OahJ

soRice
PO Box 747-21, Nutley, NJ 07110
Credit Cards, Checks and Monte- Orders accepted.
30 Day Money Back Guarantee and a Full One
Year Warranty on all Models.

For FREE Color Literature & Prices
on cur Full Line cf Quality Products

Call: 1-800-432-8005
Fax: 1-201-667-8688 }

CD/VHS CASE
5 ,001 Toll Holds 500 CO's

$15995
 Furniture Quality

Oak Construction
o Fully Adjustable

Shelves
Hand Rubbed
Danish 011 Finish

 Immediate Delivery
in Oak or Black

oc. o Free Color Photos
We offer o cornolot 6,4 or
oroch,c0 31:0 Voss CootJO Dole Unconaltionai COM. 1s4n n.ocnMoney Back Guarant,. moo, in0 bock

1-800-878-74581=1
42 EnterOoMs . 14040 Meo0 51 14,10,^1,11 CO 40504

.311.X111L.3111L.3%!SAGS
1-.1 1 111) /v 1 174E4,11 114 1-111/111 44 1 1 .1

..1:30 TV

'We will even design a piece to

your exert specifications.

Call us today for your local dealer

and o cool of our Newsletter with

product photos and specifications.

The Gty CD Towers
Modular iT storage.

Available in 6

different sizes.

Easy to assemble.

4147-11 Transport St.  Venture, CA 9300c

885.644-2185 Fax 805. 644-0434



IIISIR DISC
("7: c rJ rJ .- C -r I 0 rJ

WIDE SCREEN
MOVIES

ON LASERDISC
NEW RELEASES BOX SETS

IMPORTS OLD FAVORITES

800-$93-0390
FREE IN STOCK CATALOG

LASERTOWN VIDEO DISCS
SO SCHOOL HOUSE RD BOX 406A
KUPLSVILLE, PA 19443

21S-721-8'6SE FAX 215-721-4539
"HOME ENTERTAINMENT AT ITS BEST"

To place a classified ad in the industry leading
titles of Hachette Filiparchi Magazines, Inc.,

call Toll -Free and reserve your space today!
1-800-445-6066 (9AniSprn EST)

Fax .112.-6-.8024

HOLLYWOOD
Available Soon E.= e= = =

= === F E= = = == =

800 -994 -DISC (3472)

FAx714-963-0827
CALL FOR A

_12 _E
CATALOG TODAY/

20% OFF ALL Laserdiscs
DIGI 1 A I. 1101.1Y%8'001) EN 1 E.R IA M F

10171 BIRCHWOOD DR.
HUNTINGTON BEACH  CA 92646

714-963-3059. FAX:714-963-0827

Box Office
Hits Now on

I ow carrlie 
irem.arus rm.%

116111111111111

and Other Top
1 ~Amalie. 4  41anm".., so% titles...

The Juror  Sense k nd Sensibility
Dead Man Walking  happy Gilmore

Black Sheep  Executive Decision
12 Monkeys  Mr. Holland's Opus
Broken Arrow  Front Dusk 'fill
Dawn  Jumanji  (.olden Eye
Grumpier Old Men  Casim

Rumble in the Bronx
Get Shorty  Leaving Las Vegas
Heat  Father Of The Bride II

Mention this Ad and get a 20% discount
off the Suggested Retail Price on the Titles

listed above, (Offer expires 10/31/1996)
Call for our FREE Monthly Laserdisc

Catalog! Hundreds of New and Recent
Releases. All, at least, 15% OFF S.R.P.!

PLUS...

ups
AIR

rx,
(mention Source Code. V86)

S FAN CLUB
FAX (310)952-3000

Open Monday - F nday

Delivery Only $3.75 per
Order in

Continental U.S. (1 or
100 discs - you pay only

$3.75!) Orders can
include "Pre -orders &
Back -orders!" U.S. .&

Canadian destinations
only. Some titles
not available for

Canadian shipmert.
No "walk- ins."

Laserdisc Fan Club, Inc.
1925 E Dominguez St
Long Beach. CA 90810

(800) 801-DISC(3472)

Visit our Web Site: http://www.lvd.com

For your FREE Laserdisc Catalog, please
complete and mail the coupon below:

Name:

Address:

City. State. Zip Code:

Stereo Review

CLASSIFIED
For Advertising Information Call 1-800-445-6066. gam-5pm EST

PLEASE NOTE: It is impossible for us
to verify all of the claims of advertisers,
including product availability and exis-
tence of warranties. To confirm that an
advertiser is authorized to sell a product,
we suggest you contact the manufacturer
directly. Please review our Tips for Mail
Order Purchasers in this section.

RECORDS

.ORD COLLECTOR'S SUPPLIES. Jewel boxes. record
sieeves. storage boxes. 78 sleeves. dividers, much

more! Free brochure. CABCO PRODUCTS. ROOM 641. POB
9212 COLUMBUS OH 43201 (614) 267-8468

NEEDLES/CARTRIDGES 8 Belts --Expert Consultations, All Major
Brands, One of Largest Stocks in Country including Old/
Obsolete Models. NEEDLE EXPRESS. 1-800-982-2620.

AUTHORIZED

OUR 20TH YEAR! CALL 1(800) 826-0520. *
NAD * SONY ES * ONKYO * CARVER * HARM-
AN KARDON * KEF * GRADO * LEXICON *
ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY * PSB * AUDIO -
CONTROL * MONSTER CABLE * NILES AUDIO
* SONY DSS * THORENS * PROAC * PAN -
AMAX * CWD * CELESTION JAMO * ALTEC
LANSING * SANUS SYSTEMS * RECOTON *
STAX * OMNI MOUNT * TARGET * SOUND -
STREAM * SOUND ANCHORS * KICKER * MTX
* CLARION * ROCKFORD FOSGATE * SOUND
SELLER, BOX 224, 2808 CAHILL, MARINETTE,
WI 54143-0224.

Authorized Dealer For:

 ADCOM *KICKER  PS13

 ALTEC LANSING  LEYJCON

*PUNIC TECHNCOGY  MONSTER CABLE

 AUDIOCONTROL  MIX
 CARVER

 CELESTION

 CLARION

 CWD

 GRAD°

 HARMAN KARDON

 JNAO

 KEF

 NAD

 NAKAMICHI

 NILES AUDIO

 NITTY GRITTY

 OMNIMOUNT

 ONKYO

 PANAMAX

 POLK AUDIO

 PROAC

 RECOTON

 ROCKFORD FOSGATE

 SANUS SYSTEMS

 SONY DSS

 SONY ES

 SONY VIDEO

 SOUND ANCHORS

 SOLPOSIAFAM

 STAX

 TARGET

 THORENS

2808 Cahill Road, P.O. Box 224
Marinette. WI 54143  (715) 735-9002

1-800-826-0520

SAVE 40% ON HIGH -END home speakers,
subwoofers, amplifiers. FREE CATALOG! RTRD,
3021 Sangamon Ave., Springfield, IL 62702.
1 (800) 283-4644.
FRIENDLY ADVICE! FREE SHIPPING! MIRAGE, PS, KINERGET1CS,
NAD, PARASOUND, KEF, AUDIOQUEST, KIMBER, JOLIDA,
S1RAIGHTWIRE, CARVER. MORE!! READ BROTHERS, 593-B KING,
CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROUNA 29403. (803)723-7276.

STEREO WORLD IS YOUR DISCOUNT SOUND SOURCE WITH SUP-
ER DEALS ON. SONY. PYLE. DENON. PPM. JVC. HIFONICS. POLK.
PIONEER. SCOSCHE EFX, ORION. KITS. BASSBOKES. AND MUCH
MORE' CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE SALES FLYER FREE UPS! OUR
8TH YEAR VISA/MC: COD PO. BOX 596, MONROE. NY 1095a
(914) 782-6044.



AUTHORIZED FOR SALE FOR SALE

 ARCHITECTURAL AUDO

 DAT

MINID6C

 WORD RAND RADIO

' PRO WALKMAN

 CABLES

the

Happy

Medim
11(0401 Ek..1

'ADS

' ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY

'BANG & OLUFSEN

'CARVER

 CELESTION

ENERGY

 GRADO

' HARMAN KARDON

JVC

 KEF

 LEXICON

' MONSTER CABLE

NAD

 NEW RECORDEF.,

 DSS

' SONY DST

' CUSTOM INSTALLAT

' MOVE NEATER

' ACCESSORIES

' NAKAMICHI

' NILES AUDIO

ONKYO

' POLK AUDIO

' PSB

' PROAC

' SANUS

' SONY DSS

' SONY ES

 SONY VIDEO

' SENNHEISER

 TARGET

THORENS

SAVE - BUILD YOUR OWN LOUDSPEAKERS. We have the parts
you need. Meniscus Audio (616) 534-9121 meniscus
471Sery.net

FOR SALE

PLEASE NOTE:
A * AFTER A PRODUCT INDICATES

THE ADVERTISER IS AN AUTHO-

RIZED DEALER FOR THAT PRODUCT.

Buy the
perfect system.
Call us first and ask us how to buy

the perfect system. Our staff is widely
recognized in the industry as being
highly knowledgeable and the most

courteous. From state-of-the-art audio
to sophisticated home theater systems,
we carry only what we feel is the best.

To get started, call us today...
and a ow.

REFERENCE
AUDIOVIDEO

800 947- A bEb
310 517-1700 SO. CALIF.
310 517-1732 FAX
18214 DALTON AVENUE, DEPT S
GARDENA, CA 90248

YAK
7b na".'

1

AUTHORIZED MATER, AEG  ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY  AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS
AuDIOQUEST  AUDIO WHINY  AUDIO CONTROL  BEYER DYNAMIC  BOSE

CAL AUDIO LABS  CARVER  (RESTION  CLEARFIELD  COUNTERPOINT  (WD
DAHLOUIST  DIM I AROUDIA  fOSGATE  GENESIS  GRADE)  HAILER
HARMAN PARDON  HUGHES/SRS LABS  INI,NITy  AMC  1BL  LEA1CON

MAGNUM DYNALAB  MHOS  MERIDIAN  WAD  NESTOROVI(  NIELS  °NATO
PARASOUND  PHILIPS  PIONEER  POWER WEDGE  PROTON  PROAC  PSB

ROOMTUNE  SONANCE  SONIC IRONTURS  SEINy  SIAA  TARGET  IIIORLNS
nu  API  RIO and more

MON -FRI. 6.7

EtAlet(skor?i4ISs'E'Ssssi

(11E'4114621

I ATE %SRO ST. EEEEE , N.Y. 11204

D

24 MR. PAX:

NY (718f 438.1027
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RECEIVERS LASER DISC CASSETTE DECKS

TIC . ' . II. ...3 5.9 0,1 111 141
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10

.S.
'

RECEIVERS
D TIX 10

CASSETTE DECKS RECEIVERS
EA 104 Iss

10
99 . 10 90 2 M. IA , 04

60 . 204 , /94 ..,1 TM 0,,,,,,, 10
CD PLAYERS DISC PLAYERS IAN I. IIP

10 164 M. CO PLAYERS1 it , IN
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60t BM 4, 109 00 111 10
MINI COMPONENTS 1.2 161 ,11 ,

10 612 III 0,1, 10
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3119.

DAL CO .99. 1.10 lat. OM

AIWA 
MINI SYSTEMS

101.01211C 09. 160,020 al.
NINO Nt. 110002 111
14[10000 M. 1.2000C 111.
Numoo 14(0/001119

Fe -1

TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER
PURCHASERS

It is impossible for us to verify all of the claims of
advertisers, including product availability and exis-

tence of warranties. Therefore, the following infor-

mation is provided for your protection.

1. Confirm price & merchandise information.

2. Understand tne sellers return & refund -policy.

3. Understand the products warranty.

4. Keep a copy of all transactions.

5. If the merchandise is not shipped within the

promised time or if no time was promised, 30

days of receipt of the order, you generally have

the right to cancel the order and get a refund.

6. Merchandise substitution without your prior

consent is not allowed.

7. If you have a problem with your order or the

merchandise, write a letter to the seller.

8. If you are unable to obtain satisfaction from

the seller, contact the consumer protection
agency in the seller's state or your local Post

Office.

If, after following the above guidelines, you experi-
ence a problem with a mail order advertiser that you
are unable to resolve, please let us know. WRITE to
Susan Ross, Special Marketing, 45th floor, Hachette

Filipacchi Magazines, Inc., 1633 Broadway, New

York, NY 10019. Be sure to include copies of all cor-

respondence.

0
4:9
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I I i....11.11golor o.kneL.........

40:20infrtY
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.1
I_ 101fluld plluRN0212.....h.,

1-800-349-4699
wvvinr.theadvantage.cons

stereo
orluontoge

:111 1,.I .n(k. 

DCC-Cant find tape? You can make your own low as $2.50
each. Write: DCC, Dept. SR, Box 311, Princeton, MA C1541

H6 ! PIR8/ 6

Comput41414141414141{Nfility

:A.11-1'110RIZED DI: 1.1;It
-4p.pp Panasonic. JVC
TOSHIBA SONY Canon

JBL vr VIDEONICS RECOTON
SHARP ( : \R\ "t117-S.Yer1

JVC 4 HEAD
HI -Fl VCR

SUPER 111,11111.

ITL,141 11111 V( R. 1-c.ituro

InLlutle shuttic1111111111. VCR Plus. 2nd mu,r,

LOW PRICE

VCRs & AMPLIFIERS
CASSETTE DECKS

A/V RECEIVERS

CD PLAYERS EDITING EQUIPMENT

AUDIO/MINI SYSTEMS SPEAKERS

LASER DISC PLAYERS

CAMCORDERS

D55 & 1311-35" TVs

MON.- 8AM-8PM SAT. 9AM 5PM (÷)
800-554-2183

DJ & Nightclub
Sound, Lighting & Video CATALOG
FREE OB Page Catalog with a

huge selection of name brand

profess onal gear for DJ's,

Clubs 6 Musicians all at

discouri prices!

Call Today
800-945-9300

Matt Or.er (enter 11711 Monarch St.,

'mien Grove, (A 92641

Retail Son Store Mask To The Max
14200806 Blvd., Westminster CA 92683

1714) 379 1994

110
PRO SOUND OUR 20th
& STAGE LIGHTING T" YEAR!

NEW WORLD
AUDIO

ACS

ALPINE

ATL. TECH.

BOSE  B&O
CARVER  DENON
INFINITY  KENWOOD
NAK  NHT  ONKYO

SONY ES  SONANCE
VELODYNE  YAMAHA

AND MORE.. .
USA WARRANTY

15'

Soo-
311 -
0392T.4.

ata



FOR SALE FOR SALE LOUDSPEAKERS

FRIENDLY PEOPLE AND EXPERT ADVICE!
FOR INFO OR
CUSTOMER
SERVICE CALL
908-780-6600
FAX ORDER
908-294-7480

American Buyer's Club 0, visit ou,
Home Theater Specialists 1111pWwwwINenxibien

1-800-354-1324
ABC 130 HIGHWAY 33  ENGLISHTOWN, NJ 07726
wiegazaz pmzurzumm iproismom
RAV2090 I MX CALL ALL MOOEL 5 CALL CCM 560 CALL
CARVER ROSE YAMAHA
H0.895 CALL AM5 SII-AM) CALL COC.755 V4 STOCK
OENON CELESTION COC455 CALL
AV92500 1 3500 CALL NARY MODELS CALL NM)
JVC Wiry 502
RX-Ill ... 3I9 SAWSCALL SIT
K EPRY000 SUSWOOFERS CALL SAWS
ARV.ICOOTIM CALL KUPSCH COP Cr S
MAD MANY YODELS CALL NA KAN ,
A9.716 CALL MIME ALL
N AKANO! BINIVIACCELS CAL- L.10.
AV.I MS PSI
OMIT° STRATUS GOLD CAL. I. TA,.
rx8y41onot . CALL ALPHA CALL RCA ..

SV.1271.13 11 STOCK PARADIGM TOSHIBA
SONY 115E Ili A oTAN CALL MIT WNW
STR-010,55 CALI. CEINVIN VEDA

IIMILMIME 1,- ,NE ALL

ADCON SEMEN
CALL 0111(10 on, ADS  ALPINE  CLARION  CALL
CALL 'MUNICH] .

YAMAHA
.CrAal SHERVI000  BEL  BAZOOKA

CALL OENON mu, .1111. INFINITY  PIONEER
II KARIM
K)NE

.....BEST JVC COLLINS SONY
CAA PoonEmRu PRICE
CAL s m se ..... . CALL cAllom"so"'"ceil.00

_ALL
:ALL

CALL
CALI
CALL

CAR br1060
CALL obe ISO. 6600

OPT GOD

CPA MEd
CARVER
1.105%
HAD
MTH?,
PARASOU

MILLION DOLOR INVENTORY
5 YEAR ANTIES AVAILABLE FOR ALL ITEM

All products ors now USA rnorchndls copped by ths manufacturer.* warronly or
ABC's °Rebal. !Polled wsponly end ars backed by our 10 DAY MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE. MEMBER OF THE BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU.

SHOP US
LAST

FACTORY AUTHORIZED DEALERS

HOME THEATER
CAR STEREO

SINCE 1979

ADS  ALPINE  ATLANTIC TECH 
BOSE  CARVER  DENON  INFINITY

KENWOOD  NAKAMICHI
ONKYO  SONANCE  SONY ES

VELODYNE  YAMAHA
and many we can't print!

The Sound Approach
6067 Jericho Tpke., Commack, NY 11725

800-368-2344
HOME THEATER SPECIALISTS!!! 70 premier
brands. Alon & Angstrom to HIVCitation & VMPS.
30 subwoofers!!! Honest Advice. TECH ELEC-
TRONICS (352) 376-8080.

NE ARE HERE TO SERVE YOUll .
WE HAVE OVER 27 YEARS EXPERIENCE

IN THE AUDIO/VIDEO BUSPESS
WE OFFER NATIONVADE INSTALATION.
TEO4ISCAL ADAM OUR FACTORY
TRAINED TECHNICIANS INSTALL MOST
HOME THEATER SYSTEMS IN ONE DAY.
CALL TODAY AND INQUIRE ABOUT OUR

PACKAGE BF -ALSO

USA Manufacture Warranty
30 Day Ream Pokey

CALL FOR GREAT PRICES ON
THE FOLLOWING..

ADCOM..ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
BIC. BOSE DENON..HITACHI
HARMON KARDON..JVC..KEF
KLIPSCH .MARANTZ .MIRAGE

M&K..NAD..ONKYO..NHT.. POLK
PARADIGM. PSB..YAMAHA

AND MORE..

CALL TODAY..TOLL FREE!

1-888-862-8600
15 MINNEAKONING RD., RARITAN TWP.,NJ 08822

SINGERS!'Ne2rs
Unlimited Low Cost, Instantly Available

Background Music from Original Standard
Recordings! Does Everything Karaoke
does... Heller and gives you the
Thompson Vocal Eliminator'
Free Brochure & Demo Tape.
LT Sound Dept SR- 15
7980 LT ParkwayLithonia.GA 30
Internet-http: Itsound.com
24 Hour Demo/Into Request Line (770)4822485Ext 50
When You Want Somethin Better Than Ka-aoke!

1.10

WHOLESALE CONNECTION
Teerder
ll 11-800-226-2800

Recovers
JVC

RX517 Call RX8SO Call
RX717 Call RX9S0 Call
RX817

ETCall
RX1OSD1 Call

HN IC
SAGX490 CCall' SAUX790 Call
SAGX690 Call! SATX1010 Call

PIONEER
VSX454 Call VSX0704 Call
VSX504 Call VSXD903 Call
VSX604 Call VSXD3S Call

KENWOOD
KRV6070 Call! KRV8070 Call
KRV7070 Calli KRX1000 Call

HARMAN KARDON
AVR30 AVR20 Call
AVR25 CallIFL8400 Call

CALL FOR OTHER BRANDS
CO,Players

XLF215 Call ll XLM5SD
XLM417 Call! XLMC301

TECHNICS
SLP0787 Call' SLPD987 Call
SLPD887 Call l SLPD1010 Call

KENWOOD
DPR4070 Call' DPR6070 Call
DPR5070 Call DPJ1070 Call

PIONEER
PDM423 Call PDF1004 Call
PDM703 Call DPF904 Call
CALL FOR OTHER BRANDS

Call
Call

MIME1:111131MIM
JVC

TDW317 Call' TDW7SD Call
TDW717 Call TDV661 Call

TECHNICS
RSTR262 Call' RSTR474 Call
RSTR373 Call RSTR575 Call

KENWOOD
KXW4070 Can KXW8070 Call
KXW6070 Call'

PIONEER
CTW404R Call' CTW704R Call
CTW604R Call

CALL FOR OTHER BRANDS
DAT RECORDER

oortable HOrrlf,

MINI DISC RECORDER

Portable CD Players
SONY

0242CK Call D842K Call
D245 Call D844K Call
D421 Call D848K Call

KENWOOD
DPC341 Call! DPC651 Call
0PC451 Call I DPC951 Call
CALL FOR OTHER BRANDS

111=211=
SONY

SPPC/210 SPPA250 Call
SPPS20 Call, SPPA450 Call

PANASONIC
KXT9500 Call! KXT4365 Call
KXT4600 Call i KXT3965 Call

1.11111
JVC

GRSZ9 Call' GRAX800 Call
GRAX900 Call l GRAX700 Call

CANON I SHARP
ES2000 Call' ALL MODELS
OTHER 8141 BRANDS AVAILABLE

BOSE
AM3 II Call 901
AM5 II Call 701
AM7 II Call 501
LS12 Call 301
100 Elk Can 151BK

INFINITY
RS225 Call SM125
RS325 Call SM105
RS425 Call SM155

Call SM85
RS625 Call SM65
SM115 Call VIDEOI

PINNACLE
AC500 Call AC650
AG600 Call AC850

BC
V52CLR Call V82SI Cal
V52SI Call I ADATTO Cal

INFINITY SERVOSUB Cal
INFINITY BU1 Cal
MIX PSW101 Cal
BIC VI2SYSTEM Cal
AIWA TSW5 Cal
KENWOOD SW300 Cal

Cal
Cal
Cal
Cal
Cal

Ca
Ca
Ca
Ca
Ca
Ca

Ca
Ca

JVC
MXC220 Call MXC770 Call
MXC330 Call MXC990 Call
MXC550 Call UXC7 Call

AIWA
NSXV10 Call NSXV90 Call
NSXV20 Call NSX999 Call
NSXV50 Call NSXV150 Call
NSXV70 Call NSXD858 Call

KENWOOD
UD403 Cali UD753 Call

IUD553 Call UD952 Call

IMIIMEIBEI!
JVC

KDGS40 Call KDMK66RF Cal
KDGS660 Call KSRT808 Cal
KDGS770 Cali KSRT707 Cal
KDGT7 Call KSRT606 Cal

PIONEER
DEH40DH Call CDXFM128 Cal
DE H47 Call COXFM67 Cal
DEH5ODH Call KEHP4200 Cal
DEH515 Call KEHP590 Cal
DEHP715 Call KEHP6200 Cal
DEHP815 Call KEHP790 Cal

KENWOOD
KDC5003 Call KRC901 Cal
KDC6033 Call KRC801 Cal
KDC7003 Call KRC701 Cal
KDCPS900 Call KRC601 Cal
KDCC603 Call KRC301 . Cal
KOCC603FM Call KRC3006 Cal

CAR AMPLIFIERS ALL MODELS
CAR SPEAKERS ..ALL MODELS

Radar Detectors
BEL

7451745STI

ms Call
I .Call

WHISTLER
1430SWH Call 1490SWH Call
1460SWH Call I 1120WH Call

UNIDEN
LRD9900 Call LRD2150 Call
KRD2300 Call I LRD2200 Call

1.=MILIME
PIONEER

CLDD504 Call CLD0704 Call
CLDD604 Call I CLDS104 Call

Call For Brands & Models Not Listed
24 HR. FAX (718)997-6652 P.O.'s Welcome
HRS MON -SAT 9 A M -6 P.M Est Prices subject to change Prices
exclude shipping & handling Not responsible for typographical errors
MasterCard. Visa. American Express and C 0 D accepted Products

%V C. Warranty We ship UPS & FEDEX

IC connection 63-48 108th St. Forest Hills. NY 11375

LOW PRICES!!!Polk-NAD-NakamIchl-B&K-
Carver-Velodyne-KEF-Onkyo-NHT-Snell-
PSB-Parasound-M&K-Denon-Sound Shop,
360-692-8201. Call us for our FREE BLOW-OUT
SPECIALS LIST!

ROTTEN FOAM?
Simply Speakers - Factory
Authorised Service - All Brands
JBL. Bose, Advent, EPI, CV. AR,
Infinity & More 1

 Worldwide Service - Reconing
Refoaming

 Huge selection of 0 I Y Foam
Kits - We Ship Daily,

 Foam Rot Preventative Kits.

CALL TOLL FREE TODAY !
1-800-767-4041 = SIMPLY SPEAKERS. MC/VISA/NOVUS/AMEX.
11203 49TH STREET N., CLEARWATER, FL 34622. E-MAIL:
Simplyspkr 4 AOLCOM. D.I.Y. KITS INCLUDE: ILLUSTRATED IN-
STRUCTIONS, ADHESIVE & TECHNICAL SUPPORT. BEST PRICES /
SERVICE / WARRANTY-GUARANTEED!!

P

LSpeaker Repair tkr.. Replacement Parrs ae.
Nationwide Service Since 1979

Parts

1-800-NEW-FOAM = 1-800-639-3626 NATIONWIDE SPEAKER
REPAIR, PARTS, AND ACCESSORIES. Cell us with your speaker
problems. VISA/MC/AMEX/DISC. EMAIL NEWFOAM
4rnwl.com

D.I.Y. NEW FOAM KITS
FOR TECHNOS AND TECH DoT.' I

NEW -FOAM
CALL TOLL FREE

Repair Foam Rot Yourself!
 Save hundreds Of dollars Moog kit'
 Kits to It any speaker Advent. AR.

JBL. Bose. Win EV etc
 Inc surrounds. adhesive 8 instructions
 MC/VISA /Discover - No CODs
 Call last for Best Price
 Order by phone 24 hrs 704-697-9001

or call Toll Free 800-747.3692
P 0 Box 1088  Flat Rock. NC 28731

o0IT1

Service, upgrades, trades and new speakers. Factory direct
from Ohm Acoustics, 241 Toone Place, Brooklyn NY 11205
(718) 783-1555; FAX (718) 857-2472; email OhmSpeaker
HAOLcom

STATE OF THE ART CROSSOVER NETWORKS. UPGRADE ANY
SPEAKER SOFTWARE AVAILABLE. FREE DESIGN GUIDE. ALLPASS
TECHNOLOGIES. INC.. 2844 CHARMONT DR. APOPKA. FL
32703-5972. (407) 786-0623.

SATELLITE TV

RCA 18" DSS Disk
Now
ALL

Des(rama ed
Channels, Movie, Local Blackout

S orts SI cial Events AILS rts

Buy New Artess Or To oy
Where To Get One it How Much

Sendffialo:DSS DESCRAMBLERS
Unit 133, 682l 22nd Are. No. St. Nothing, Ft 33710

CAR STEREO

CALL FOR CHEAP PRICES - FREE SHIPPING on
ADS, Alpine, Audio Control, Bazooka, Blau, Clari-
on, Denon, Kenwood, Kicker, Orion, Pioneer,
Polk, PPI, Quart, Soundstream & Sony. SOUND
IDEAS, (516) 864-6548, E MAIL: sound-
ideas@htp.com, P.O. BOX 124, COMMACK, NY
11725. FAX: (516) 225-6664.

WANTED TO BUY

LP's & CD's. BOUGHT & SOLD: Classical, Rock, Jazz, Audiophile,
Etc. PRINCETON RECORD EXCHANGE, 20 Tulane St., Princeton,
NJ 08542. (609) 921-0881.

McIntosh and Morantz tube type HI-Fi. and old JBL. Altec.
ionnoy. EV Patnoan and Western Electric speakers. David:
1-800-356-4434.



WANTED TO BUY CABLE TV

CASH for USED AUDIO & VIDEO EQUIP. BUYING and SELLING by
PHONE. CALL for HIGHEST QUOTE. (215)886-1650 Ext. SR Since
1984. The Stereo Trading Outlet, 320 Old York Road. Jenkin-
town, PA 19046.

MOVIES/FILMS/VIDEOS

FREE SEARCH SERVICE: every title worldwide. Buy  Sell 
Trade  Rent  Auction. Anytime 1-800-849-7309, FAx
1-770-227-0873.

CABLE TV

CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS & DESCRAMBLERS:
Replacements for most models. 30 Day Trial -1
Year Warranty! Dealer Inquiries Invited. Visa/MC/
Disc/Amex/COD FOR QUALITY, PRICE & SERVICE
CALL: 1-800-259-1187. Eagle Electronics Inc.,
#1, 1301 Railhead Blvd., Naples, FL 33963.
No Florida Sales.
UNK YOURSELF TO THE FUTURE WITH OUR EXPERIENCE! CABLE IV
CONVERTERS & DESCRAMBLERS. QUALITY, SERVICE & SATIS-
FACTION GUARANTEED! VISA/MC/AMEX/C.O.D. ACCEPTED.
QUANITIY DISCOUNTS. CABLE UNX, INC., MINNEAPOLIS. MN:

-800-501-0095.

ibis Is
OWL c%

All Makes And Models Available
Call Today

l'er /ewe Calais,

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS-We beat all
prices...get cable direct! All Boxes Guaranteed 2
years!! 24 Hour delivery! CABLE DIRECT
SOURCE: 1-800-540-3868; Ext. 41.
C.D. ELECTRONICS IS NOW SELLING CONVERTERS/
DESCRAMBLERS DIRECT TO THE PUBLIC AT WHOLESALE PRICES!

30 -DAY TRIAL QUANTITY DISCOUNTS! 1-800-842-9670.

CALL 1(800) -72 -BOXES FOR UNBEATABLE
PRICES ON CABLE CONVERTERS & DE -
SCRAMBLERS. MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE. DEAL-

ERS WELCOME. VISNMASTERCARD/DISCOVER/
C.O.D. QUALITY ENTERTAINMENT. WE WON'T BE

UNDERSOLD!!!
CABLE DESCRAMBLERS. BELOW WHOLESALE PRICES. ABSO-
LUTELY LOWEST PRICES GUARANTEED! NOBODY BEATS US! THE

CABLE CONNECTION 1-800-411-2662

A inNU-TEK
ELECTRONICS Arf

('able TN'
Converters & DESCRAN1131,ERS

111111
\ II /NI II 51 is Olt YSE YEAR ups

1.1 it ss A RRANITY

r VIA! ()(;

1-800-968-8354 rill

liAL CONVERTERS
FILTERS

ACCESSORIES
I Vain Warmly on All ProducesL-  I 24GO , Cobb Prolossionois Hours A Owl

F....... 11,2 0
lb

4 4.4 ,-, 1-800-379-3976w ..- Elect/tome-4 ATM //11111WOMNI-EUCTIMMICILCINI

CABLE TV
rat DESCRAMBLERS

REVOLUTIONARY TECHNOLOGY. Does all Boxes - For Free
Catalog Please Call Mega Electronics 1-800/676-6342.

lai
Best Buys
Best Service
Full Warranty

BLANK TAPES

1 -800 -TAPE WORLD or 1-800-245-6000
We It beat an

"T. NY
ices 5 95v SHIPPING EPEE C -

UJI
DAT-120 5 1 59 D-90 79 SVHE-T120 649
DAT-124 PRO 8. 03 199 SA -93 149 HI 8 20 599
T -120V 1. XUI-S 90 1.99 SAX -90 1.99 8MA,I20 3.49
1.7508T14G 3. T I2C HGX 249 SAX -I00 249 DCC -90 699
ST -160 7. ST 10 699 T 120 EHG 2.49 DR -I-90 69

CDR -74 6. DAT:24 WO 799 DAT-120 649 JVC ST1205 99
99 CDR -74 6.99 99

TAPE i'i0PLD

FOR SALE

EME
Authorized Dealers For...

JVC

_BOSE

Infinity.
Ren
SONY.

Pittsfell
BEACH

WAI
tif,ACKI

(Sorry No Catalogs)
80 VFW Parkway

Revere, MA 02151
In Business tor SO Veers
1-800-562.9020

AUTHORIZED

 APATURE
 CARVER
 GRADO
 HAFLER
 HARMAN-KARDON
 KIMBER
 LEXICON
 MARANTZ
 M & K 
 NAD

 NHT 
 NILES
 PANAMAX
 PARADIGM 
 PS AUDIO
 PSB
 SONANCE
 SONY
 SONY ES
 THORENS

 In -Store Sales only
CAMBRIDGE - MASSACHUSETTS

617-547-2727

Q Q AUDIO
95 Vassar Street
Cambridge, MA 02 39

Copies of articles from this
publication are now available from
UMI Article Clearinghouse.
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- Bacardi 21

- The Basic Repertory on CD 100

- Bose 19, 28-29

- Bose -Acoustic Wave 44

6 Cambridge Sound Work 48-49, 51

- Camel 35
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CABLE DESCRAMBLERS/CONVERTERS. BUY DIRECT-ROCK
BOTTOM PRICES! a I IN CUSTOMER SERVICE & LOW PRICES. ALL
MAJOR BRANDS, MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE. THE CABLE
OUTLET: 1-800-203-7077.

800-521-0600 -oil-free
313-761-4700 collect from Alaska and Michigan
800-343-5299 -oil-tree from Canada

- Yamaha C4



TIME
DELAY

F1/Steno Review
SPECIAL SPEAKER ISSUE
ROW TO JUDOS LOUDSPEAKER QOALITT ST =vino
TENTS  LOUDSPEACER FACTS AND FALLACIES TEN
WATS TO CONNECT TOUR OWN EXTENSION SPEAKERS

30
YEARS AGO
August 1966 was the month for
a "Special Speaker Issue," as
the cover made eminently
clear. John Milder skewered
eight myths in "Loudspeakers:
Fact and Fallacy." Acoustic
Research's Roy Allison offered
the illustrated "Wiring Your
Extension Speakers: Ten
Solutions," and technical editor
Larry Klein explained "How
to Judge Speaker Quality with
Listening Tests." Other articles
included a profile of "the
movie theme team," piano duo
(Arthur) Ferrante and (Louis)
Teicher. and studio veteran
Jack Somer's tour "Behind the
Scenes in Classical Recording."

In Best of the Month, George
Jellinek hailed Angel's "Choral
Music of the Spanish New

The Dustmite, 1966

World 1550-1750" by the
Roger Wagner Chorale, and
Paul Kresh endorsed RCA
Victor's original -cast recording
of John Gielgud's staging of
the Chekov play lvanov.

New products included Heath's
kit version of the Thomas
Color-Glo "Artiste" ART -1
organ, with keys that lit up
with letters and colors for easy
playing, and the Dustmite, a
record -cleaning device that
tracked grooves by means of
a pile fabric on the bottom of a
weighted disc. Hirsch -Houck
Laboratories tested the
Garrard Model SP 20 record
player, $37.50, "an excellent
choice for a low-priced music
system," and ADC's 10/E

James Brown, 1966

phono cartridge, "unquestion-
ably one of the handful of top-
quality cartridges that typify
the present state of the art."

Funny, we thought he was the
Godfather of Soul: Reviewing
the organ album "James Brown
Plays James Brown Today
and Yesterday," Morgan Ames
described J.B. as "the most
grotesque bore in the business."

20
YEARS AGO
Roy Allison returned for
another speaker special
in August 1976, contemplating
where to place "The Speaker
and the Listener," and Larry
Klein examined the "Anatomy
of the Loudspeaker." In test
reports, Hirsch -Houck Labs
reviewed Dual's Model 510
manual turntable and McKay
Dymek's AM5 AM tuner
and DA5 AM antenna, finding
the tuner "remarkable."

McKay Dymek antenna, 1976

Richard Freed selected for Best
of the Month a L'Oiseau-Lyre
disc of Shostakovich string
quartets by the Fitzwilliam
Quartet, and Steve Simels
flipped for the self -titled debut
album by singer/songwriter
Warren Zevon. Music
features included a profile of
conductor Antonio de Almeida
and an interview with pop
duo the Captain and Tennille.

Oh, Joel, you sentimental old
softie: Reviewing "Wedding
Album" by Leon and Mary
Russell, Joel Vance observed,
"People in love should
sometimes keep their hearts
open and their mouths shut."

drereo Review

Stereo Review
SPECIAL: EUROPEAN AUDIO
NEIVROCK LAB TESTS
FROM EUROPE T.P.OEFIG rPA 106A

10 GET AMPLITIE it AND
TV EU 301.11411400.
CARE 100 .1,00 ,70 5$1.(05

ES 81101 9 2 0 5 TAPE DECO

10
YEARS AGO
Following up the July 1986
report on Japanese audio tech-
nology, the August '86 issue
looked at European audio. In a
photo accompanying his
editorial, William Livingstone
was shown with Swiss turntable
maker Remy Thorens.
E. Brad Meyer and Peter W.
Mitchell surveyed new
European gear, including the
Scottish Linn Sondek LP -12
turntable, the French -made

speaker from Cabasse,
and the Swiss -German Revox
B2I5 cassette deck - also the
subject of one of the issue's
test reports, where Craig Stark

Revox cassette deck, 1986

concluded that it was "among
the two or three cassette decks
that could with good reason be
called the finest in the world."
A related story examined
the resurgence of Europop,
predicting that German New
Wave singer Nina Hagen
would have a hit, "given the
American public's documented
appetite for hectoring harpies."

The Boy George Contract with
America: Reviewing "From
Luxury to Heartache" by
Culture Club, a band endorsed
today by Republican honcho
Dick Armey, Mark Peel said it
shows why an LP "doesn't have
to be ugly or inept to be bad.
Bland will do just as surely."

- Steve Simels

108 STEREO REVIEW AUGUST 1996



Corners Beautifully

'Evan/ to ruck
neatly into nutters and
under emrs, the OS -1(I

wines with a clever
pitotio g bracket that

provides endless

mound') g.solutitxu

N ilex speaker engineers are driven to design the very best.
The result is unparalleled performance-sonically
and fiinctionally The Niles OS -10 Indoor/Outdoor
Loudspeaker will exceed all of your expectations.

Sonieally. The OS -10 handily outperforms many
traditional bookshelf speakers Much of its superb sonic
character comes from its unique tweeter design.
CArnstructed from a composite matrix of elastomers and

natural fiber substrates, the
Eia.stoDynamic'' meeter yields
extended frequency response
with stunning detail and clarity But to be a great
speaker you need great bass. Here the QS -10 shows
its true horsepower thanks to its injection -molded,
polypropylene twofer cone, supple butyl-nibber stir -
round, and po magnet structure.

Visually The 0S -10's aero-
dynamic shape speaks for itself But
what may not be readily apparent
speaks just as loudly The 0S -10's

C199aNdes - Corporaton Inc

NILES

Waugh enough Mr

'twine applications
and hcach-liont thing

Extxrds
anti-comzsion specs
(1111, -STD -88.01

Elastol)ynamicr"
Hybrid Dome Twaler
!wet -tints to in Munn:.

11111(111C tWeefer

&Nig:1011in extended
!lament) response
with stunning detail

and clarity

tapered enclosure tucks neatly into corners or tinder eaves,
complementing any decor inside or out. Its clever pivot-
ing bracket (standard equipment on the as -m) gives you
endless mounting solutions. Available in white or black,
either finish is paintable fir a tnily custom lank.

Functionally We don't rake the term "we.ather-
- roof" lightly. The OS -10 is designed to withstand

ireme climates-from Minneapolis to Miami. Its
rugged, non -resonant cabinet is totally sealed (insects or
moisnire cant creep in) and will not fade tinder the sun's
rays. The grills and brackets are

aluminum: the connectors are gold -plated; all the
hardware is brass or stainless steel-this speaker
will not rust! And we guarantee it for two years.

For the name and number of your nearest
authorized Niles dealer call
1-800-BUY-HIF1.

Hi, H FIDELITY
AND ARCHITECTURE

CIRCLE NO. 16 ON READER SERV'CE CARD

Niles Auto Corporation, Inc.
PO. Box 16081E Miami. FL 33116

In Canada cal Arnim Acoustics. al 1934) 528-8965



YAMAHA DSP

The Theater
The DSP-A3090 lets you choose from 30 sound fielo modes.

From L.A.'s Roxy and New York's Cellar Chb, to
churches and concert halls around the world. Seven -

channel amplification sends 80 watts to each of
the main, center and rear speakers, plus 25

watts to both front effects speakers.
Analog, video and S -video, plus

RF, coaxial and optical digital
inputs link you to today's

and tomorrow's Dolby
Surround AC -3

components.

To

This Fla 20,000 sq. ft. movie theater.

S:7

And this is where you park.

We did leave out a few hundred seats, some plush
carpet and the kid screaming in the 13th row. But
what we've given you instead is something no
home theater owner has ever heard before.
 The theater. It's the expansive acoustic
environment that gives a trip to the movies its
sense of grandeur. And until recently, it just
wasn't possible from a sound system
designed to coexist with a sofa, an
easy chair and a pair of potted
plants. But that was before
decades of Yamaha experience
in sound field measuring
and processing, custom
integrated circuit design and audio microchip fabrication
culminated in the new DSP-A3090 Digital Sound Field
Processor. Introducing unique technology that creates the
unmistakable sensation of a first -run theater's acoustic
spaciousness. Combined with the unparalleled accuracy and
dynamic range of Dolby Surround AC -321' Every director

The Technology

The sophisticated microcircuitry relationships of every sound. So whether it's
that makes our new Cinema DSP

possible is designed and produced a musical score, or T rex's roar, you'll hear
exclusively by Yamaha. Our microprocessors it exactly how, and where, the director

apply the vast library of sound field data we've intended.  That's Tri-Field Processing.
amassed creating products for audio professionals,

both on the stage and in the studio. And they're And it's made possible by the
manufactured with the advanced processes we've perfected latest generation of Yamaha

through years of experience fabricating our own custom chips. Cinema DSP. The technology
that's kept us at the forefront
of home theater for more

than a decade.  Audition the DSP-A3090 for yourself. Just call
1-800-4YAMAHA for the dealer nearest you. Or visit us
on the web at http://www.yamaha.com Then drive

has something specific in mind when mixing a film's
soundtrack for the big screen. And the DSP-A3090's

proprietary Yamaha processing techniques
maintain the depth, openness and realism of that

vision. While also preserving the directional

off carrying a 20,000 square
foot movie theater.  With
the easiest parking in town.

YAMAHA
WHERE HOME THEATER LIVES.

019% lamas Elertroaks Corporotioa, USA. Cum DSP is a trademark of Samba Eiestrosia Corpsman, Dolby md AN art trademarks of Ditlby Laboratories Linos* Corporatism. Yon& Elstinaies Corporatist, USA. P.O. Bin MK Been Park. CA faa22


